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Farmers love watching seeds germinating in the spring. ey enjoy watching trees

GIS and remote
sensing in
agriculture

blossoming and blooming. ey enjoy watching the new-born of an animal, a calf, colt
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or lamb. It is these small, subtle things, but it is also a desire to have a connection, to be a
steward and nourish this process. It is something they want to be part of.
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News

Africa

Africa faces permanent $2bn+ maize deficit
if Fall Armyworm poorly managed
28 African countries now confirmed with FAW, compared with 17 in April 2017
CABI has con rmed that Fall Armyworm
(FAW) has been reported in 28 African
countries, following the pest's arrival in Africa
in 2016, presenting a now permanent
agricultural challenge for the continent. FAW
feeds on more than 80 crops, but prefers maize
and can cut yields by up to 60 per cent.

damage, farmers face the risk of the pest

caterpillars when they see them, and

developing resistance to treatment, which has

maintaining crop diversity in the farm, which

become a widespread problem in the

encourages natural predators.”
CABI has also warned of the need to address the

Americas.

human health issues raised by any far more
Biopesticides are a lower risk control option,

extensive use of chemical pesticides.

but few of the biopesticides used in the
In research funded by the UK's Department for

Americas are yet approved for use in Africa,

“Resource poor farmers are oen unwilling or

International Development (DFID), CABI now

raising the need for urgent local trials,

unable to buy the appropriate safety equipment

estimates the pest will cost just ten of the

registration and the development of local

and in some cases they use pesticides without

continent's major maize producing economies

production.

appropriate application equipment. Farmers
may also be disinclined to use safety equipment

in Africa a total of $2.2bn to $5.5bn a year in
lost maize harvests - if the pest is not properly

“Maize can recover from some damage to the

when hot weather makes it extremely

managed.

leaves. So when farmers see damaged leaves, it

uncomfortable. Recognizing that farmers will

doesn't necessarily mean they need to control.

still want to use pesticides, speci c measures are

“Enabling our agricultural communities with

Research is urgently needed, and a huge

needed to make lower risk biopesticides more

quick and coordinated responses is now

awareness and education eﬀort is required so

accessible,” said Dr Day.

essential, to ensure the continent stays ahead of

that farmers monitor their elds, and can

the plague,” said Dr Joseph DeVries, Vice

make decisions on whether and how to

Agricultural researchers are also now working to

President – Program Development and

control,” said Dr Roger Day, CABI's Sanitary

identify a natural biological control agent, such

Innovation at AGRA.

and Phytosanitary (SPS) Coordinator.

as a parasitic wasp that lays its eggs inside the
FAW eggs. In time, this may provide the most

As countries turn to pesticides to reduce the

September - October 2017

“ere are natural ways farmers can reduce

sustainable solution to Africa's newest pest

impact, including squashing the eggs or

infestation, said Dr Day.
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Africa

FAO director-general calls for renewed commitment
to zero tolerance on food loss, waste
At an event at the 72nd session of the UN General

Agricultural Development (IFAD), David

identifying losses, their causes and potential

Assembly, FAO director-general José Graziano

Beasley, executive director of the World Food

solutions along the entire food value chain, from

da Silva joined in calls for a renewed global

Programme (WFP), ani bin Ahmed Al

pro du c t i on , s t or a ge an d pro c e s s i ng t o

commitment to zero tolerance on food loss and

Zeyoudi, minister of climate change and

distribution and consumption.

waste. e event focused on tackling food loss

environment of the United Arab Emirates,

and waste as a pathway to achieving Sustainable

Josefa Correia Sacko, commissioner for rural

In South-East Asia, for example, fruit and

Development Goal 2: Zero Hunger.

economy and agriculture of the African Union

vegetable producers found that around 20% of

as well as representatives of the governments of

tomatoes were damaged during transportation

"Zero tolerance for food loss and waste makes

Germany, the Netherlands and Angola in calling

because of the way they were packed in bulk.

economic sense. According to a report, every $1

for greater cooperation by governments,

Initiatives to improve packaging practices, with

invested in food loss and food waste policies

business, development partners, farmers groups

the participation of producers and other

brings $14 in return," Graziano da Silva told

and others to address the problem.

event attendees. "Investing in measures to
prevent food loss and food waste also means

stakeholders, resulted in an impressive 90%
reduction of these losses.

Of the 815-million hungry people in the world,

making investments in pro-poor policies as it

the majority live in rural areas of developing

In 2013, FAO launched a global initiative on

promotes sustainable food systems for a zero

countries and are family farmers, pastoralists or

food loss and waste called Save Food. e

hunger world," he added.

shers. ey have poor access to modern means

platform includes a network of more than 500

of preventing food losses and waste, and oen

partners from international organisations, the

One-third of food produced for human

local food systems are subject to gaps in post-

private sector, civil society and others with the

consumption is lost or wasted globally each year.

harvest handling, transportation, processing

objective of promoting awareness and the

is loss and waste occurs throughout the supply

and refrigeration.

exchange of ideas and best practices on

chain, from farm to fork. Beyond food, it
represents a waste of labour, water, energy, land

preventing food waste and loss.
By reducing loss and waste along the food value

and other inputs. If food loss and waste were a

chain, healthy food systems can contribute to

FAO also produces data and information so that

country, it would rank as the third highest

promoting climate adaptation and mitigation,

decision-makers can better understand where

national emitter of greenhouse gases.

preserving natural resources, and reinforcing

and how food losses and waste occur, and the

rural livelihoods.

agency is working with partners to measure the

Graziano da Silva joined Gilbert Houngbo,

Tools to help prevent loss and waste

food security and nutrition.

president of the International Fund for

FAO has developed tools and methodologies for

Global call for greater cooperation

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

impact of food loss and waste reductions on
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Kenya

Wefarm connects
over 300,000
farmers
in Kenya
and Uganda

Wefarm , the world's largest farmer-to-farmer

and advanced underserved area

small-scale agriculture market, made for farmers

digital network, today announced that it has

c om mu n i c at i ons ( AUAC ) .

by farmers."

One of the rst users to sign up to Wefarm two

Saul Klein, Founder of LocalGlobe and seed

reached over 300,000 farmers across East Africa,
namely in Kenya and Uganda. ere are over
180,000 farmers in Kenya using Wefarm at

years ago, Presley Jonah Lang'at, a retired

investor in Wefarm said, "Wefarm is exactly the

present.

government agricultural oﬃcer from Kenya,

type of domain-speci c network that adds real

said "I have answered over 100 questions on

value to its users. Just as Stack Over ow built a

Wefarm is a free mobile and online service that

Wefarm since joining. Farming is a diﬃcult job

community for the 18.5 million developers

enables farmers to connect with one another

and it's important to share our knowledge

globally to share their programming knowledge,

around the world to solve problems, share ideas

together as a world community. Wefarm's

Wefarm is building a community – and, soon, a

and spread innovation.

network has provided me with information that

new digital ecosystem of products and services –

I could not nd elsewhere. It has helped my

for the world's 500 million small-scale farmers.

Approximately 500 million small-scale farmers

cattle heal faster from disease and has provided

Growing the community to 300,0000 farmers,

provide over 70% of the world's food. However,

me w it h reme dies t hat opt imis e mi l k

made up of dense localised clusters in key

up to 90% have no access to the internet and are

production for my livestock – I will be a user for

counties in Kenya and Uganda, is a signi cant

oe n i s ol ate d f rom b a s i c a g r i c u ltu r a l

life."

accomplishment. We are excited to see the team
now implementing lessons from Kenya in

information and new ideas. Wefarm enables
farmers to share crucial livestock and crop

Kenny Ewan, CEO of Wefarm, said "We are the

information online and via SMS – without

Uganda, which is showing dramatically faster user

rst business in the world to have launched an

growth. 300,000 farmer is an important milestone

needing the internet and without having to leave

SMS network enabling farmers to access crucial

and we look forward to seeing continued growth

their farms.

agricultural information from within the global

in the months ahead."

farming community itself. e popularity of our
Wefarm's key innovation is the creation of the

peer-to- peer model proves that farmers are

In addition to this milestone, Wefarm has also

world's rst crowdsourced peer-to-peer network

hungry to connect with each other and to share

announced several new partnerships this quarter.

for oﬄine communities. According to the

their insights, innovations and challenges. We

Rural Outreach Af rica(ROP), Heifer

GSMA, by 2020, 168 million more people will be

are proud that Wefarm is providing a service

International and TechnoServe have all partnered

connected to mobile services in Africa alone.

that responds to the needs and wants of the

with Wefarm to bring their farmers into the

is represents an immense opportunity for

world's small-scale farmers and have made it

network, thus extending the bene ts of farmer-to-

rural connectivity. To take advantage of this,

our mission to connect every farmer in the

farmer knowledge sharing to their brands.

Wefarm, as announced earlier this year, has

world who needs information --- online or oﬀ.

partnered with nano satellite technology

But we won't stop there. Our vision in the

Wefarm is currently seeking its next round of

company Sky & Space Global, a leading global

coming years is to create a new digital ecosystem

funding. Current investors include LocalGlobe

player in both narrowband connectivity services

of products and services for the 400 billion GBP

and Accelerated Digital Ventures (ADV).

September - October 2017
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Nigeria

South Africa

New fresh produce
market set to boost
Nigerian agri sector

A record maize season
but the weather is still
concerning in parts

An agricultural commodities market is being set up near Benin City in

South Africa has kept to all prior predictions and has registered a record
harvest season with the total grain and oilseed crop of 18.91 million tons,
which is up 101% year-on-year. e estimate for the maize crop in
particular came in at an all-time high of 16.41 million tons, which is
comprised of 59% yellow and 41% white maize.

Nigeria, as part of the Nigerian government's eﬀorts to resuscitate the
farming industry and reduce the country's reliance on the struggling oil
industry.
In a media interview , Pat Utomi, CEO of Integrated Produce City, said the

e winter rains however have not retained the momentum; e Western
Cape is still grappling with persistent drought conditions.

US$135 million development will not only allow farmers to sell their
produce via market agents, but the centre will also link them to wholesalers,
industrial users, and even exporters.

“Weather is critical for price direction going forward with the Western
Cape still not out of the woods and the rainfall outlook still pointing to
minimal rainfall for the wheat areas in South Africa. e crop has entered a
critical stage of development and more moisture is needed for a good crop,”
says Paul Makube, Agricultural Economist at FNB.

e latter would help to ensure that products conform to the strict
requirements of export markets, and as such prevent the high level of
rejection of produce suﬀered by many aspiring export farmers.
It is also envisaged that wastage would be signi cantly reduces as producers
would have access to cooling and drying facilities. Utomi estimated that

e short term rainfall outlook shows limited chance of receiving rain in
the grain areas in South Africa. e medium outlook shows an
improvement in the rainfall expectations, particularly for Mpumalanga
and KZN whose optimal planting dates for maize are fast approaching from
the 1st October to the 15th and 30th of November respectively.

this in itself had the potential to boost farmers' earnings by about 30%.
e market would also oﬀer extension services to farmers and facilitate
access to farming inputs.

at said, all indications are that we are likely to have a largely normal
rainfall season as the El-Nino prospects that had been noted at the
beginning of the year have diminished.

In addition, it is envisaged that food processing facilities would be located
at the facility where value could be added to produce, which would also
reduce the cost of logistics.
e Integrated Produce City is funded by investors from South Africa, Italy,

“Apart from the Western Cape water crisis, we still expect a normal rainfall
pattern for the rest of the country and therefore there should not be major
worries about the late onset of summer rains this year. e season is oﬀ to a
slow start, but we should see a far more normal season this year,” concludes
Makube.

China and India, among others, and it is set to open for business in October
2018.

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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South Africa

Macadamia, a dark horse in SA
agriculture
e demand for suitable land for Macadamia

Swaziland, Malawi and Zimbabwe.

export,” adds Makube.

nuts production has increased sharply and
supplies of plants from nurseries are reportedly

Annual production – It is estimated that 700

e annual nancial incomes – e total value of

tight with orders almost two years ahead.

farmers are involved in growing macadamia

macadamia exports in 2016 was R2.72 billion

Macadamia nuts are without a doubt, the dark

nuts, supplying 10 cracking factories.

comprised of R1.12 billion and R1.60 billion of

horse in South African (SA) Agriculture.

“In terms of output, the industry has seen an

nut in shell and kernel respectively. e weighted

exponential growth in the last 10 years, growing

average price for macadamia kernel was R22.17/

“e shear growth in this sector makes it a

production from 4,600 tons in 2015 to 38,000

kg and R63.60/ kg when converted to an in-shell

product worth watching, it is more than

tons nut in shell (NIS) in 2016,” says Makube.

basis, while that for the NIS is R75.68/ kg.

Export quantities – e industry is largely

Employment in this sector – Employment in the

doubling in organic growth on a year to year
basis and with that are new jobs and income
streams nding their way into the sector,” says

exported driven with more than 95% of the

industry is estimated at 12,500 full time

Paul Makube, Senior Agricultural Economist at

annual production shipped to international

equivalent workers across the macadamia value

FNB.

markets. Approximately 50% of the SA harvest

chain. is includes seasonal workers for

is exported as NIS to Asian countries with Hong

harvesting and processing from February

Areas in SA that produce macadamias – In

Kong taking the lion share of 63.3%, followed by

through to August.

terms of market share, the area between

Vietnam (32.3%), China (2%) and others

“e sector is growing organically at an incredible

Hazyview and Barbeton in Mpumalanga is the

(0.3%).

rate, it should further be noted that the area

largest planted area and accounts for 70% of new

“e remainder is processed to kernel. e USA

suitable for growing macadamias is limited in

plantings. is is followed by the area between

and Canada are the largest markets for kernel

South Africa, hence the high demand and surge in

Levubu and Tzaneen in Limpopo, and the coastal

exports while others include Europe, Japan,

the price of viable land, though macadamia is

areas of KwaZulu-Natal. In neighbouring

Southeast Asia and the Middle East, making this

niche, its proven incredibly pro table for

countries, macadamia nuts are produced in

a product that is mainly produced for the

producers in this sector,” concludes Makube.

September - October 2017
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Uganda

West Africa

Land Grabbing in Uganda
taken to another level

Agribusiness training to boost
fertiliser use in West Africa

Rather than engage in transparent negotiations over the terms of how to

e World Cocoa Foundation (WCF) has contracted the South African-

purchase or lease the land Gen. Museveni has deployed troops in the

based African Fertilizer Agribusiness Partnership (AFAP) to train agro-

region, escalting the potential for brutalization of the people. Madhvani

dealers in order to boost fertiliser access by smallholder farmers in Ghana

Group wants to acquire more than 20,000 acres for a sugar cane plantation

and Cameroon, two of the top cocoa producing countries in the world.

and factory.

Cocoa farmers in these countries suﬀered low yields as a result of
inadequate access to appropriate agro inputs, including fertiliser.

e Madhvani Group must immediately renounce, repudiate and
condemn use of state terrorism against innocent civilians by Gen.

rough its African Cocoa Initiative (ACI) and Cocoa Livelihoods

Museveni in his pursuit of land in Amuru on behalf of the company.

Program (CLP), the World Cocoa Foundation's 18 month project,

It's also believed Gen. Museveni may want to acquire the land by force

was set to ease current bottlenecks in the sourcing and distribution of, as

because it contains mineral riches.

well as access to, fertilisers.

Uganda's former commissioner of lands administration Livingstone

e project also aimed to understand the dynamics of the fertiliser value

“Improving fertilizer delivery to cocoa famers: from supply to last mile,”

Okello-Okello observed in a recent letter to Betty Amongi, Gen. Museveni'

chain from the supply side, assess the last mile fertiliser delivery, identify

minister for Lands that he had once proposed in Parliament that the

and train hub-agro dealers and identify and train retailers.

government determine the resources contained in the land such as precious
minerals and oil. He also wrote: “ere is no investor under the sun who

“We are very excited about this new partnership with AFAP as we believe it

will put their money where the locals do not welcome it. Is it really

is a sure way to utilise their expertise in building capacity of agro dealers in

Madhvani? Or is Madhvani's name being used to camou age land

the two countries,” said Suzanne Ndongo-Seh, WCF's CLP programme

grabbing?”

director and Cote d'Ivoire country director, in a statement.

e leaders in Acholi region, including Members of Parliament Gilbert

“If farmers can improve their yields [through this programme] in a manner

Olanya, Anthony Akol and other MPs have clearly stated that the people are

that would translate into incomes for them to be better oﬀ, access to the

prepared to negotiate with ethical investors of their choice; but they are not

required agro inputs cannot be over-emphasised.”

interested in deals imposed with the barrel of guns. Scores of people have

Poor soils and high fertiliser costs hindered cocoa production in Ghana

been killed in past incidents by security forces.

and Cameroon, which annually produce over 830 000t and 270 000t of
cocoa respectively.

Land is the only asset the people of Amuru have. ey are so terri ed of
dispossession that elderly women have even disrobed and protested semi-

Weak fertiliser distribution value chains, in addition to a lack of inputs,

nude, such as when Museveni minister Amongi went to “survey” the land

poor weather, pests and diseases, impeded the cocoa industry, negatively

recently escorted by a heavily-armed troop detachment. Nude protest by

impacting on smallholder farmers' incomes.

women is the highest form of repudiation in this culturally conservative

It was expected that AFAP would be responsible for training 350 hub-agro

community.

dealers and retailers, and mentoring 120 retailers/last mile delivery >>p12
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stakeholders.

Headquartered in the capital, Harare, and listed on the Zimbabwe Stock

“e outcome of trained agro dealers will not only impact cocoa farmers,

variety of groceries and wines. Cairns Foods is also a manufacturing giant

Exchange's industrial index, Cairns Foods is a major producer of a wide
but also trigger a potential increase in income and job creation in the

in the agro-processing industry, with Cashel Valley tinned baked beans

distribution of appropriate fertilisers and agro-chemicals,” said Pierre

being its agship product in this regard.

Brunache Jr, chief agribusiness oﬃcer at AFAP.
Despite the challenging trading environment in its native Zimbabwe,
By the end of the project, AFAP would have mapped over 4 000 sales points

Cairns Foods recently increased its manufacturing capacity utilisation, and

across the two countries, and given smallholders access to information on

is envisaging to further reach an 80% capacity utilisation by 2018.

wholesale and retail stores by publishing an agro input dealer directory.

Improving business conditions have also seen increased activity at the

e directory would be distributed to about 7 000 smallholders.

question. In its quest to maximise materials handling uptime at its busy

Zimbabwe

diesel forklis.

company's distribution centres where any form of downtime is out of
distribution centres, Cairns Foods turned to SPE for four Kipor KDF25

According to Sunee Heyns,
Dealer Sales Manager for
Kipor Forklis at SPE, the
KDF 25 was a perfect t for the
task at hand. With its threestage container mast and a 4,5
metre li height,
complemented by side shi
capabilities and rated load
weight of 2 500 kg, the KDF 25
t the bill for truck loading
and oﬄoading duties at hand.
With Kipor's understanding
that a comfortable operator is
a productive one, a suspended
and movable seat, together
with a tilt angle of steering
column that can be adjusted
freely, the KDF 25 has a special
design focus on operator
comfort, boding well for
extended working hours.
With safety in mind, the KDF
25 also comes with a hoist
cylinder at the rear of its mast,

Four Kipor forklifts lift into Zimbabwe
Smith Power Equipment, the sole importer and distributor of the Kipor
range of forklis in South Africa, has supplied a total of four Kipor KDF 25
units to Cairns Foods, a major grocery and wine producer in Zimbabwe.

problem statement optimally and service end users' needs across board
from a reliable product, through to aermarket support, is more critical
than ever. is was the basis on which Smith Power Equipment (SPE)
recently won a nearly R1-million order to supply a total of four KDF 25

September - October 2017

Cairns Foods taking delivery of its machines in May this year, hinged on
several factors, ranging from product reliability, competitive pricing, to
service and parts support. SPE ticked all the boxes with the Kipor forkli
range that has proved itself in the local market, bolstered by the local

In today's materials handling market, being a supplier that can address any

diesel forklis to Cairns Foods of Zimbabwe.

making the operation view wider. e rear lamps are installed on the unit's
top cover to further ensure safety. Heyns adds that the deal, which saw

equipment supplier's strong aermarket capabilities.
“Kipor is a cost-eﬀective forkli solution for companies seeking a reliable,
yet competitively priced product, especially considering the tight budgets
oen allocated for materials handling. Apart from the reliability of our
Kipor product range and competitive pricing, superior service and support
ability were also key in Cairns Foods' decision to opt for SPE as its preferred
forkli supplier,” concludes Heyns.
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Another award for AFGRI's unstoppable
legal eagles!
AFGRI Legal Team wins “Best Legal Department in Africa” for fourth time
e AFGRI Legal team has secured yet another

Awards is the biggest and most prestigious

excellence, eﬃciency and client satisfaction also

award for excellence, this time at the 2017

award ceremony of its kind on the continent. A

resonate with us. I can honestly say that I am very

African Legal Awards, which were announced

major feature of is the credibility of the judging

fortunate to work with such an amazing team.”

on Friday evening. e team won the award for

process as the nalists and winners are decided

“Best Legal Department in Africa (Small Team)”

by an independent judging panel made up of

When asked how the team managed to be such

at the ceremony, making this the fourth time that

general counsel and other senior members of

consistently good performers, Pieter said that it

AFGRI has won the coveted award.

the legal community across Africa.

started with recruiting the best people for the job,
training them well and giving them exposure to

“I am exceptionally proud of this team. During

Pieter Badenhorst, AFGRI Group Holdings

challenging and rewarding work. “e team

the past ve years, they have been announced as

Director of Legal, Risk and Compliance, added

wants to be a truly strategic partner to the business

nalists 11 times in various categories, and have

that the awards serve to motivate himself and his

and we understand we can be successful only if

gone on to win seven awards. ey've also been

team. “ese awards, acknowledged as the

AFGRI is successful too. We therefore focus on

both shortlisted and won more awards than any

foremost of their kind in Africa, are extremely

the needs of the business, with the team setting

other in-house legal team in Africa,” said a

competitive and we compete against legal teams

high standards for themselves. We don't shy away

delighted Chris Venter, CEO of the AFGRI

across the continent. It is thus both satisfying

from complex and demanding challenges but

Group.

and humbling to receive such recognition from

embrace them instead. Our team spirit is excellent

your peers. e criteria for the awards, which

and we're very aware that no individual is bigger

Hosted by Legal Week and Corporate Counsel

include such as teamwork, innovation,

than the team.”

Association of South-Africa, the African Legal

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Agricultural opportunities for power Washing
Pressure washers are ideal for cleaning most

equipment. Farmers need equipment cleaned,

ready to provide an excellent pressure washer for

types of farm equipment, barns, wheel tractors,

as well as barns, stables and coops.

removing silt from a machine or a truck bed that

is gives great opportunity for the pressure

Since it is nearly impossible to make a living on a

sprayers, seeders, reapers, trucks, plows,
compactors, hay equipment, grain drying and
milk drawing equipment.
Serving the agricultural sector is needed 12

was submerged.
washer businessman. Pressure washers

small farm today, you see more large corporations

eﬀectively clean; soil cultivators, manure

or farm cooperatives in communities.

spreaders, combine harvesters, conveyor belts,

months each year and understanding the

planters, stalk shredders, balers, pickers and

e bigger they are the higher the potential for

requirements of farmers is essential to serving

silage harvesters, grain handling and trailers,

large concentrations of livestock with barns that

their needs. Washing a tractor, for instance, is

fertilizer and manure spreaders, telehandlers,

need cleaning, huge investments in farm

about more than just cleaning the piece of

and even hay equipment.

equipment that needs to be maintained, and
business opportunities for commercial power

machinery.
Pressure washers are also used to clean silos
Farmers involved in cattle ranching, dairy goods,

containing grain or wheat. It is very important to

poultry farming, sheep rearing for wool, leather,

clean silos between lls to prevent and kill pests.

washing contractors.
Farmers can be tough customers, but they are also
loyal to good contractors. Farmers need to operate

and meat need to take extensive care to ensure
proper animal hygiene. Pressure washers can be

Tractors or any other farm equipment should be

their businesses under extremely cost conscious

used to clean dirt, stains, and more from animal

pressure washed without much delay or mud,

circumstances. ey are hardworking and they

living quarters.

silt, and other substances may harden. is

expect you will be as well. If you are dependable;

residue can also corrode farm equipment.

work hard to deliver quality service; arrive on

Many vehicles are now used in farming apart

By putting information in the hands of

time; and complete jobs quickly, eﬃciently and

from tractors. Trucks, airplanes, and helicopters

prospective clients you can generate business in

within budget; you will build their trust and your

are also used for transportation of animals, crops

the agricultural sector.

business.
Cleaning both buildings and equipment on farms

and spraying operations, etc.
Har v e s t i n g e qu ipm e nt i n c lu d e s : B e an

Being ready to respond to the climatic

means the busiest times are aer the harvest in late

harvesters, combine harvesters, conveyor belts,

conditions as well as to support the needs for

fall. During the mid to late summer when the

corn harvesters, cotton pickers and other farm

planting or spraying or harvesting means being

combines may be harvesting 24/7 you may be

September - October 2017
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called out to clean dust and fodder that gets

washing so no special considerations are needed

and more eﬀective, especially on grease, oils or

trapped in tight areas and radiators.

to protect the animals. Because barns are located

petrochemicals, mud build up, sludge slots, and

is becomes a potential

re hazard when

well away from the main home and farmstead

mire blemishes. Rubber tires and plastic parts of

bearings and other moving parts get hot.

area, the noise and exhaust emissions will not

machines need to be cleaned as they may contain

Considering there is a vegetative buﬀer to absorb

aﬀect other livestock. You will need a good size

fats, fatty acids and stearic acid from animals.

wastewater and not a lot of grease or other

power washer and a turbo nozzle, trailer

petroleum based contaminants involved, water

mounted units are good for this application as

Industrial and commercial pressure washers are

reclamation is generally not required.

well.

designed and built to higher ratings in order to

Power washing barns for livestock can provide a

Cold pressure washers are appropriate for

conditions. Because farming applications include

withstand long hours of operation under exacting
steady stream of income. When the oor is slated

applications where grease and oil are not a factor

pressure washing animal enclosures and

or grated the manure is washed down into a

to consider. Steam pressure washers and hot

equipment. Choose the right kind of pressure

septic pit.
Barns are emptied of livestock while pressure

pressure washers are ideal for deep and fast

washer according to the type of cleaning job you

cleaning as hot water pressure dramatically

need to get done and the size of the agriculture

increases cleaning power making cleaning easy

establishment.

www.allpower.co.za
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Getting your First Agriculture Loan!! Dos and Don'ts
If you are looking at your rst farm loan, chances

loans may be used for buying real estate,

Lenders will look at your credit worthiness, your

are you need some money to capitalize the start-

equipment, working capital, or a line of credit

e x p e r i e n c e an d t r ai n i ng , an d bu s i n e s s

up of a new farm business or to increase the

for a business.

management skills. When reviewing your loan

inventory (livestock, for example) or otherwise
expand existing farm.

application a lender will likely use the “Five C's of
Which loan department will you go to? If your

Credit” to assess your business

home or car is the collateral for the loan and
rst agricultural loan can be a

your wages are going to make the payments, you

Business Plans

challenge. Sometimes it is hard to even get in the

Getting that

need to go to the personal loan department.

A loan proposal or business plan is the best way

lender's door. e paperwork they need doesn't

Even if you are starting a business, your home

you c an d e m ons t r ate to a l e n d e r you r

seem realistic. Why do they want so much

may still be considered collateral for the loan

understanding of and commitment to the success

information? Why did they give a loan to that

and your wages may continue to make payments

of your business. Before you approach any lender,

person and not to me? is factsheet will help

until your business gets oﬀ the ground then the

it is important to prepare this paperwork to

answer these questions as well as give some tips

lender may choose to move you over to the

convince them you're a good risk.

to keep in mind as you explore agricultural

business department.

nancing options

Lenders expect that you know your business and
Getting approved for a loan

understand your nances. e more informed

Types of loans

Approval for a loan will depend upon how well

you are, the better your chances of getting the

Banks and other lending institutions think about

you present yourself, your business and your

loans as being either for personal or for business

nancial needs. e rst step is to ask yourself

purposes. Personal loans include a home

exactly how much money do you need? Why do

nancing you need
e Five C's of Credit

mortgage or loans for a car or truck or other

you need it? How will you pay it back? Your

A lender will likely use the following “Five C's”

personal purchases. Business or commercial

chances of receiving a loan will depend on how

when reviewing your loan application.

prepared you are to answer these questions.
September - October 2017
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Capacity to repay the loan. e lender

To ensure these goals are met, lenders will

Start up businesses are very risky. It only takes

will look at the nancial ability that you

measure the amount of risk you pose. Higher

animal to end up a cull few hours for a top-notch

and your farm has to pay back the loan

risk may mean that you need to oﬀer more

equipment can turn into spare parts aer just a

based on the history of the farm, on-

collateral, pay a higher interest rate, or that you

little poor maintenance unmarketable due to

going cash ow, and assets you hold.

will not be able to receive the loan. How is your

damage caused by a mis- identi ed insect. Always

Capital or the money you have already

credit history? Are you up-to-date on payments,

think about a “Plan B” ink about your risks and

invested in your business. Do you have

loans, credit cards, and taxes? If not, you

how you will address them before they occur.

suﬃcient capital to support ongoing

Ÿ

operation of the farm as well servicing

Are not a very good risk. If for some reason you

Your Loan Is Denied – Now What?

debt? Better still,do you have enough

don't have a good credit history, you may have to

If your loan application is turned down by a

capital to operate the farm during tough

prove yourself for a few years, then return with

lender, the law requires that the lender tell you, in

times?

another proposal.

writing, the speci c reasons for the denial. You
may be denied because one of your “Five C' s” is

Character or the general impression
you make on the lender. is is a

All lenders expect to be paid back. ey want to

weak , you have poor credit, or simply that the

subjective judgment on the part of the

know that the business they lend to will generate

nancial institution isn't familiar with the type of

lender as to whether you and your

enough cash to pay back the loan and make

agricultural business in which you are interested.

business idea will succeed. ey will

additional money (for paying their costs of

look at your quali cations, experience

operation and for pro t). No lender will loan

Don't lose heart .Each time you bring your plan or

and management skills, as well as your

you all of the money you need for a project; they

proposal to a lender,you gain experience

personal credit. e better you are

expect you to be risking some money as well.

If your loan is turned down because of a poor
credit report, you may request a free copy of the

prepared before you meet with a lender,
the better your chances of making a

Ÿ

Ÿ

Lenders will take the information that you give

likely, a rst loan might be used for livestock or

good impression on the lender with

them, study it, and make a decision as to

report from the credit report company. Check it

regard to character.

whether or not they want to take a chance on

for accuracy and completeness as you have the

Collateral are the assets you own that

you. ey will need to have their names on more

right to dispute any errors. If you have a poor

the lender uses as a backup to recover

collateral than just the asset that you buy with

credit history, start repaying outstanding balances

funds if you happen to default on the

the borrowed money. is gives them some

on time to re-establish an acceptable record and

loan. ink about the assets that you

security that their money will be recovered if

then try to apply for a loan again

will put up as collateral. Is the

you default on the loan. As a rule of thumb, they

liquidation value of these assets

need to have about 150% worth of collateral for

If you are still unable to get credit, you can try get a

suﬃcient to pay back the lender in case

each 100% that they loan. is is how they can be

loan with other lender as diﬀerent lenders have a

of default?

reasonably assured of getting the 100% auction

slightly diﬀerent qualifying standards .Or you

Conditions surrounding the intended

for that piece of now-used equipment even if it'

might consider asking afriend or relative with an

purpose of the loan. How risky is your

s raining on auction day. Most lenders will also

established credit history with an established

farm enterprise? What are the current

want to see that you have at least $110 available

credit history to act as a co-signer for you.

e c o n o m i c t re n d s o f t h e f a r m ' s

to repay $100 of principal and interest, above

commodity and/or markets? Do they

and beyond all other operating expenses and

make your future success more or less

family living expenses.

Some farmers with whom I have worked have
taken several years to get the loan they want for
their farm. Don't lose heart. Each time you bring

likely? Able to speak the language of
Your First Agricultural Loan

your plan or proposal to a lender, you gain

proposal or business plan include basic

In today's world, it is unusual for a lender to

experience.

nancial statements like a Balance Sheet

make a rst loan to person looking to buy a farm.

nance. So it is important that your

Sometimes it is a good idea to go to a lender to just,

(or Net Worth Statement), Operating

More likely, a

rst loan might be used for

get information, not money. I have seen this work

Statement (or Pro t and Loss), and

livestock equipment, but probably not for a

with farmers on rented farms, who want to buy a

Cash Flow Statement. Most lenders will

brand new herd/ ock or your rst piece of farm

farm. ey worked for several years with a couple

also want to see income tax returns

equipment as these may be too risky. Most

of lenders, and nally, aer a number of denials,

lenders expect to see you make the

they got the money to buy a farm.

from previous years.

rst

investment. en, aer a couple of years of
What Do Lenders Look For?

managing the business, you might be able to

So getting that rst agricultural loan can be a

Above all, lenders think about risk. Are you a

borrow or expand.

challenge. It may even seem like more than

good risk for their money? Should they invest in

Or aer successfully operating equipment for a

farming is. But if you think your farm as a business

you? Most lenders have a goal of making a pro t

few years, you may be able to borrow to get

and prepare before you meet with a leader, you

for their shareholders. All lenders have a primary

additional equipment or a newer tractor.

will have a better chance of long term success on
the farm.

goal of getting their money back, with interest.
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Dry-season vegetable production pays dividends!
“Farmers must always use every drop of remnant

persevered. e two brothers opened up a new garden

rainwater by engaging in dry season vegetable

in a nearby dambo and put into practice all the

that required money.

production as soon as they are through with their eld

techniques of conservation farming that they had used

In addition, they were able to keep enough money to

crops,” says Joshua Nyirenda of Luse Cooperative,

in their crop elds. ese included digging planting

improve their lives. ey were able to build good houses,

Chikomeni's Chiefdom in Lundazi. “When a farmer

basins, compost making and crop rotation.

goes into vegetable production, he or she will ensure

buy oxen and a ripper and other conservation
equipment to use in their crop

elds. Soon, many

that they have enough food and income all year round.”

“Because of this, our vegetables had a natural taste and

farmers came to hire their equipment and more money

many people came to buy from us,” says Chimseu the

came to the two brothers.

Mr. Nyirenda is one of many successful dry-season

younger brother. “Our most regular customers were

vegetable producers under COMACO. Previously, he

from the surrounding villages. However, we also

Aer seeing how successful Joshua and Chimseu were

only produced rain-fed crops like maize, soybeans and

received big orders whenever big organizations came

because of vegetable gardening, more people have

groundnuts with COMACO. In a season of high

to conduct workshops in our area.”

started to engage in dry season vegetable production.

compliance, these crops used to give him a good

Because of this, everyone is food secure and also has

income. However, this could not take him throughout

Joshua and Chimseu now had a regular source of food

enough income for everyday necessities and also for

the year because of his divers needs.

for their families and also income throughout the year.

health and the education of their children.

Because of this, their families became healthy and they
In 2014, Mr, Nyirenda's cooperative received support

could aﬀord to meet many demands in their families

By Filius Jere

from COMACO to construct a shallow well in the
dambo. COMACO also gave the farmers a number of
high value vegetable seeds, including garlic, chili and
tomato. e farmers also received a manual pump
called a hip-pump to help irrigate their crops.
Dry season vegetable production, or mere vegetable
production for that matter, was a new thing because
many people in Chikomeni used to depend on
poaching. Because of this, many failed to utilize the
assistance from COMACO well. However, Mr.
Nyirenda and his younger brother

September - October 2017
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- Question & Answer

Future of Agriculture: Smart Farming
e agricultural sector is going to face enormous

a case-by-case and exception basis.

low cost feedback on how their crop is

challenges in order to feed the 9.6 billion people

Farmers Review Africa did a Q & A with

performing. When issues are identi ed

that the FAO predicts are going to inhabit the

Andrew Burdock, Chief Operating Oﬃcer at

or more detailed information is

planet by 2050: food production must increase

Aerobotics to

required farmers can either upload

nd out about their product

by 70% by 2050, and this has to be achieved in

oﬀering and why they ventured into Smart

drone data of their elds or request a

spite of the limited availability of arable lands, the

Farming Business.

professional drone

increasing need for fresh water (agriculture

Q.

What is the relevance of your

ight though our

platform and we will be able to provide

consumes 70 per cent of the world's fresh water

product and its ability to address

plant level detailed analytics of what is

supply) and other less predictable factors, such as

contemporary challenges?

happening on the ground.

the impact of climate change, which, according a

A.

recent report by the UN could lead, among other

We have developed a data analytics
platform that provides meaningful

Q.

What are the special features and

things, to changes to seasonal events in the life

plant level data to farmers to optimize

advantages over other alternative

cycle of plant and animals.

their yields and reduce their costs.

solutions?

One way to address these issues and increase the

e solution allows farmers to

quality and quantity of agricultural production is

manage their crops on a plant by plant

through deep level analytics on the tree

using sensing technology to make farms more

basis, tracks improvement over time

crop space where we believe our

A.

We are diﬀerentiating ourselves

"intelligent" and more connected through the so-

f r o m f a r m i n g i n i t i at i v e s a n d

analytics are setting a global standard.

called "precision agriculture" also known as

automates variable rate applications

Also being Cape Town based is a great

'smart farming'.

for inputs such as fertilizer.

advantage to us as we have access to top

Farmers don't have tools to eﬀectively manage
their resources and farms are wasting both time

talent at low cost and we have some of
Q.

and cost through ineﬃciencies. e lack of
information, insights and data-driven decisions
on the ground lead to losses and reduced yields.

A.

Do you have any new product

the world's most technically advanced

designs?

farmers on our doorstep. We are also

We have just launched our Aeroview

targeting small-scale farmers, where we

2.0 platform that incorporates weekly

hope to bring cutting edge technology
to those who need it most.

Currently the movement in the farming industry

crop health and moisture index maps

is towards precision farming where farmers are

into our system. is added

using modern technology to manage the farm on

functionality gives farmers regular
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Q.

What, in your opinion, has been the
www.farmersreviewafrica.com

most signi cant development in SMART FARMING
SOLUTIONS over the past 5 years?
A.

e reduction in the cost of hardware technology including
drones and the sensors has made it aﬀordable for the majority of
farmers to obtain this kind of data on their farm. e
improvement of low cost so called hobbiest drones into very
capable commercial machines has made it possible for
widespread use of drone based data analytics.

Q.
A.

How optimistic or pessimistic are you about 2017 and why?
We are very optimistic about 2017 and have seen a marked uptick
in the adoption of drone based precision farming technology,
especially as businesses like Aerobotics add clear value to
farmers through the solutions and more away from just
providing colored heath maps to more actionable data analytics.

Q.

Are your products currently available in any of the countries
in Africa?

A.

e majority of our clients are based in South Africa but we have
started to sign up a number of clients spread across the African
continent. We are constantly looking for drone service providers
to partner with across diﬀerent regions in Africa.

Q.

What has been your most signi cant achievement in recent
years?

A.

Closing our funding round with 4Di Capital from South Africa
and the Savannah Fund from Kenya has allowed us to expand the
development team and the sales function, so that we can further
develop our analytics and develop the business across Africa. We
were also selected for the Startup Bootcamp Insurtech
accelerator program based in London for 4 months at the
beginning of 2017, where in conjunction with a number of the
global insurance businesses worked on developing a drone based
crop insurance product and we are currently rolling out a
number of pilot projects around the world.

Q.

What advise can you give to a person looking to buy?

A.

e advice is to make sure you are buying from a provider that
provides clear value from the drone data and not just NDVI
health maps that do not add long term value for a farmer. e
leading drone data platforms are assisting farmers to improve
their crop on a per plant basis, they track improvements over
times and output data to be used in automated farming
machinery.

dave@universalcoating.net
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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GIS and Remote Sensing
in Agriculture
Precision Farming is one of the latest

best available. With the information determined

system that can be operated at farm level with

developments in managing returns from farm

from imagery the harvest could be planned to

sustainable eﬀort.

assets. However, is this all-encompassing? Are

maximise yields over the entire farm.

Precision farming is very vital in the mountainous

there ways we can improve our decisions?

Remote sensing and GIS has emerged as an

terrain as it is becomes more site speci c as

With the combination of remotely sensed data

eﬀective tool for the macro and micro level

compared to the rest of the at agricultural elds.

(satellite imagery, aerial photography, plus

mapping of natural resources.

others) and GIS, decisions on farm management
can be made to maximise returns and reduce
costs.

In order to manage the agriculture at such small
site speci c crop areas it becomes very important

Hilly states with highly diversi ed terrain

to actually identify the each eld location.

ranging from low hills to high mountain ranges
has provided a challenge in the agriculture from

 e p r e c i s i o n a g r i c u l t u r e c a n t hu s b e

Imagery can be used to determine the health and

further enhancing and utilising the latest

implemented by improvising the traditional

vigor of crops and assist in determining growth

technologies as compared to the rest of the states

farming practices to maximum bene ts to these

rates. Informed decisions can then be made on

of the country.

small site speci c locations.

the productivity of various parcels. Action can be
taken to improve areas that are not performing.

Many technological developments occurred in

GIS and Remote Sensing(RS) plays a very

Yield returns can be calculated and risk

20th century led to the development of the

signi cant role in implementing and monitoring

assessments made for the viability of any parcel

concept of precision farming. e success of the

farm practices at this scale. Use of GPS devices

of land. Long-term strategies can be formed with

precision farming system relies on the

whether in built with smart phones or hand held

con dence that the information being used is the

integration of these technologies into a single

devices leads to actual mapping of the elds and
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farmers can actually get site speci c and more
precise solutions for their problems.

Agriculture was one of the

Supplement

rst

applications where Earth Observation
data was utilised extensively, and

With the help of GIS and Remote sensing not

today agricultural crop monitoring by

only the eld mapping is carried out but if spatial

means of satellite imager y is a

content is related to the other web based

common practice throughout the

application its provides a very powerful tools

world. One of the most important

which can be used to monitor the crop stages,

applications of Earth Observation

disease management, yield estimation, soil

data in agriculture is to monitor grain

mapping , weeds mapping, hotspots for disease

pro duction in order to gather

incidences.

information on food security.

Use of GIS and RS in the eld of agriculture is

Food security at a national scale is

increasing day by day and the applications

oen linked to the production of

varying from Spatial Decision support system

grain, which is a function of the total

(SDSS), yield estimation, food and security

area planted and the yield (ton/ha)

analysis, Crop simulation models, Pest

harvested for a speci c crop in that

management, Livestock mapping, potential sites

country. Crop areas estimates, based

identi cation etc. are some of the most

on satellite imagery is a well-known

commonly used ones.

and vital technique to quantify the
area planted of a speci c grain crop in

Today's necessity has also raised a need to share

a certain district province or country.

the information over internet and thus many

e methodology to estimate area

online web based real-time application have

cultivated of a speci c grain crop by means of

GeoTerraImage, Agriculture Product Director - Mr Fanie Ferreira

hectare for each eld. Fields that are irrigated by

replaced the traditional stand-alone

s atel lite image is

rst ly b as e d on t he

means of a centre pivots were also labelled

applications.

identi cation and demarcation of agricultural

accordingly, while small scale farming elds were

is article pro les some of the major players in

on performing a crop type classi cation.

elds in preparation for surveys, and secondly

grouped together as clusters of cultivation.
e eld boundaries are updated annually and

this industry and gives a detailed overview of

used as a statistical framework for the PICES

their product oﬀering.

e demarcation (strati cation) process aims to
identify the geographic areas of cultivation by

(Producer Independent Crop Estimate System)

1. Earth Observation Data for Agricultural

using existing maps (such as land cover) or by

survey which identi es crop types on selected

Crop Estimates

mapping areas of cultivation from satellite

elds in South Africa. e information from the

e ability of Earth Observation satellites to

imagery.

GeoTerraImage has implemented

PICES surveys is used primarily for a statistical

record data regularly over vast regions makes it a

such a mapping process in South Africa as part

calculation of a speci c crop area per province, as

very useful and eﬃcient mechanism to monitor

of the NCSC (National Crop Statistics

well as ground referencing information for the

large areas of natural resources, environmental

Consortium).

crop type classi cation.

is

e crop type classi cation is based on monthly

phenomena and agriculture cultivation.
eld boundary mapping exercise was

Satellite images recorded by Earth Observation

initially based on mapping from the Spot 5

satellite imagery such as Sentinel 2 and Landsat 8

satellites have several bands (electromagnetic

satellite at 2,5 m resolution and a scale of 1:10

which is recorded during the crop growth season.

wavelengths) that are sensitive to and collect

000 scale. e launch of the Spot 6 and 7

Information from the PICES survey is used to

information on vegetation stage and condition.

satellites with identical spectral characteristics

calibrate satellite imagery in order to perform the

Technological advances in Earth Observation

made it possible to map at 1,5m resolution since

crop type classi cation. is process assigns a

technology have resulted in a continuous

2015, thereby improving mapping accuracy.

crop such as maize, sun ower, soyabeans,

increase in the number of satellites launched, and

A comparable data set has been developed for

groundnuts or wheat to each

eld.

is

subsequently recording imagery at shorter

Zambia, by mapping individual centre pivot

information allows the calculation of area

intervals.

irrigation elds, commercial rainfed elds as

cultivated per district for a speci c crop. As an

well as grouping small holder elds together as

example, GeoTerraImage has been providing crop

ese regular recordings, combined with

clusters of cultivated elds.

type classi cations for the summer grain

e national eld boundary data layer contains

Committee (CEC) in support of their monthly

provinces in South Africa to the Crop Estimates

satellite sensor capabilities to detect information
on vegetation makes Earth Observation systems
ideal to provide information on cultivation

a polygon for each individual commercial

crop estimates meetings to determine national

patterns and crop condition.

agriculture eld with an attribute of the area in

production.

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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e availability of monthly satellite imagery

and inventory using the geospatial location

during the growing season has also allowed

intelligence of MapInfo. ConnectMaster

scalable, high-performance package.

GeoTerraImage to develop algorithms and

supports key business tasks for both domains –

SiteMarker

techniques that can monitor crop growth stages

physical inventory management and logical

SiteMarker Professional allows analysts to

and track harvesting activity on a month by

resource management within one integrated

determine the best markets and the optimal

month schedule. is information, along with

product.

number of sites within those markets in order to

ConnectMaster supports the end-to-end

building new stores, consolidating branches or

the crop area estimate information can assist
decision makers to understand agricultural

maximise their network, whether that means

activity in a region, and gain valuable insight into

engineering and management of

cropping patterns and trends.

networks. In addition, it will generate a range of

bre optic

reports to enable more eﬃcient design and
2. ST Group
Founded in 1994, the ST Group operates from its

operation of

lling gaps that exhibit high potential.
MapMarker

bre optic networks.

If you and your organisation need to locate and

ConnectMaster FTTx Rapid Network Planner

visualise your customers for market analysis and

head oﬃce in Midrand, Johannesburg and is the

automates the entire process, from rough

improved business intelligence, MapInfo

African distributor for leading soware

planning to the preparation of construction

MapMarker provides you with an industry

companies, Pitney Bowes, Dynamic Design and

documents and work orders, including detailed

leading solution for pinpoint geo-coding.

Basarso, oﬀering solutions and expertise in

speci cation of costs for individual building

MapMarker includes address cleaning to ensure

Asset and Infrastructure Management together

projects.

accurate, consistent address data and enables you
to make the most of your data.

with Location Intelligence and GIS.
e Maestro suite
Together, these products focus on enabling

is is an easy-to-use soware environment that

strategic and operational activities across a broad

makes the management of electric, gas, water

3. Supergeo Technologies Inc.
Supergeo Technologies Inc. is the global leading

spectrum of industry, particularly in the Utilities

and wastewater infrastructure more eﬀective. It

GIS soware provider that develops and sales

and Telecommunications industries throughout

de nes topology of the network components

SuperGIS series products to meet various

Africa.

such as feeder lines, transmission lines and

professional's demand for over a decade. Also,

transformers so that areas fed by these can be

onsite and online GIS training, product

Location Intelligence, Data and Resource

displayed on a map, analyzed, and presented in

customization, and consultancy services are

Management.

reports. e Maestro products are GIS-based, so

provided upon request.

Relating business value to location is called

subscriber Information, network status, and

Location Intelligence, and the MapInfo brand is

network inventory are all digitally integrated for

Key Products of Supergeo:

the leader in the delivery of that business value.

easier monitoring. is knowledge eﬀectively

Mobile GIS Series

For business value to be realised from Location

guides procedures such as network

SuperSurv 10

Intelligence, it is not suﬃcient to only use

maintenance and meter installation and de nes

Ÿ

soware tools. ese must be related to data sets

exactly which subscribers are aﬀected.

Operating on Android, SuperSurv is a mobile
app integrating advanced GIS and GNSS

to provide insight. We supply a wide range of

technologies. Its core functions include spatial

applicable data, both topographical and

Location Intelligence

data collection, displaying, editing &

business-related.

MapInfo Pro

querying, real-time GNSS positioning, and

MapInfo Professional is an industry leading

waypoint management.

We are focused on providing tools and insight

location intelligence desktop solution used for

into the eﬀective management of

creating, editing, visualizing and analyzing

Ÿ

telecommunications, power, water and gas

customer and business data in the context of

Ÿ

networks. Planning and eﬀective operational

location.
Ÿ

Add additional info in WMS, WMTS & WFS
standards.

Spectrum

to capitalise on these bene ts by training them,

Spectrum Spatial is an enterprise location

assisting in the deployment of the solution and

platform designed to provide organizations with

supporting them for the continued bene ts of

a suite of broadly applicable location capabilities

operation of the system.

that solve a wide variety of business problems.

e Products.

way to centrally manage location capabilities

ConnectMaster

and apply those capabilities across departments

Spectrum Spatial provides organizations with a

ConnectMaster is an oﬀ the shelf, scalable and

and applications. Using standards-based Web

open soware solution for the comprehensive

Services technology, Spectrum Spatial is able to

design and management of telecom networks

deliver precise and reusable functionality in a

September - October 2017

Capture point, line, and polygon eld data
eﬃciently.

management of these resources provide real
business value to our clients. We assist our clients

Key Features:
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Ÿ

Export the result of eld survey in printable
designs.

Ÿ

View and edit data even in the oﬄine
environment.

Ÿ

Reach decimeter GNSS accuracy through
NTRIP service.

Ÿ

Upload data to Google Drive or Dropbox with
ease.

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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With this excellent Desktop GIS product &
extensions, users may easily process a large
amount of spatial data, nd the hidden patterns,
and make smarter decisions. For example,
combing the functions of Spatial Analyst and
Image Analyzer, it becomes easier for the farm
manager to discover the growth condition of
crops and its relationship with irrigation and
fertilization.
Server GIS
SuperGIS Server 3.3
SuperGIS Server helps users integrate, manage,
and publish diverse spatial data and geoprocessing tools via the internet and intranet. By
SuperPad 10

well as to check and update the condition of

Similar to SuperSurv, SuperPad is a mobile app

crops in real-time.

publishing data or tools over the internet, users
may deliver your valuable results of GIS projects
to anyone, anytime, anywhere.

equipped with advanced GIS and GNSS
technologies but works on Windows & Windows

Desktop GIS & Extensions

Mobile OS. Since it is developed earlier than

SuperGIS Desktop 10

Key Features:

SuperSurv, SuperPad can achieve more with its

SuperGIS Desktop is powerful and reliable

Ÿ

Share spatial data eﬃciently over the internet

visualize, process, edit, query, analyze, and

Ÿ

Integrate various GIS services seamlessly.

manage diﬀerent kinds of geographic data with

Ÿ

more powerful functions.
Key Features:

desktop GIS soware that enables users to

its abundant tools.

Ÿ

Collect precise spatial data in the eld via

Ÿ

Integrate online maps in WMS, WMTS &

Key Features:

WFS standards.

Ÿ

Ÿ

Access, manage, and share layers through

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Extend advanced GIS techs to multiple clientside applications.

analytical charts.

Bene ts of Using Server GIS in Agriculture:

Ÿ

Access geo-databases and manage various

e highly scalable design of SuperGIS Server

kinds of spatial data.

would help farm managers create multifunctional

Ÿ

Develop custom models by connecting

GIS web applications with ease, distribute real-

suitable geo-processing tools.

time monitoring data, and share to multiple

Ÿ

Augment the capability for analyzing geo-

clients, including mobile, desktop, and web

data with various extensions.

applications. erefore, various users can receive
the map they need over the internet anytime,

Bene ts of Using Mobile GIS in Agriculture:
For farm management, eld workers can use

Ÿ

Create useful maps and insert professional

De ne or import a custom Quick Project to
nish eld works rapidly.

Visualize spatial data to understand the

Ÿ

Overlay maps even in diﬀerent coordinate
systems.

Customize applications with rich SuperGIS
Server APIs.

distribution of geographic features.

Add extensions like BirdView, CADLayer,
etc. to meet distinct needs.

Ÿ

Manage a large amount of data in central geodatabases.

NTRIP service.

Google Drive and Dropbox.

or intranet.

Bene ts of Using Desktop GIS in Agriculture:

anywhere.

mobile GIS to build up the basic spatial data as

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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4. ArcGIS technology solutions.

industry to manage resources, increase yields,

Collect

Discover why Agricultural Farmers are using

reduce input costs, predict outcomes, improve

Go into your elds to take detailed observations

Geospatial technologies as a Farming

business practices, and more. e capability of

that can re ne crop forecasts and planning.

GIS to visualize agricultural environments and
Management Tool

work ows has proved to be very bene cial to

Monitor

Farm Management poses numerous challenges

those involved in farming. e powerful

Track extreme weather events and man-made

in an ever-changing environment. To maximize

analytical capabilities of the technology is used

disruptions. Assemble the information you need

pro ts and optimize yield, you need to dedicate

to examine farm conditions and measure and

to respond at a moment's notice. With Esri

the right crops and equipment to the places

monitor the eﬀects of farm management

technology, you can monitor the health of

where they can ourish.

practices.

individual crops in your elds and spatially
analyse the diﬀerences in soil types, sunlight,

Due to rapidly enhanced sensor technologies,

From collecting data in the eld with mobile GIS

and slope to name a few. e tool can accurately

more powerful computers and improvements in

to the analysis of remote-sensing data at the

estimate variable yields across any eld and

spatial applications, Geographic Information

farm manager's oﬃce, GIS is playing an

maximize crop production, through vegetation

Systems (GIS) is becoming the platform of choice

increasing role in agriculture production

health monitoring and comparing crop yields.

for combining and analysing huge streams of

throughout the world by helping farmers

data. e ability to analyse those data streams

expand production, reduce costs, and manage

and display results visually on maps has

their land more eﬃciently.

·

Factor in every variable that aﬀects your

Visualize

·

Go into your

Bene ts of using Spatial Technology

engendered several new applications across
various elds.

crop and nd the best places to plant
elds to take detailed

Visualize your data and perform spatial

observations that can re ne crop

Boost your seasonal production and your

analysis that can help you better understand

forecasts and planning

pro tability by intelligently assigning your

risks to operations. Model what-if scenarios to

resources. With intelligent maps and spatial

better understand the potential impacts of

to better understand them and get a

analysis, you can optimize your operations and

threats from both pests and the climate

clear picture of your operations

logistics to cut your fertilizer, fuel, seed, labour,
and transpor tation costs. Avoid costly

·

·
Analyze

Map individual variations in your elds

Un d e r s t a n d i n s e c t a n d a n i m a l
behaviour. Plan and assess measures to

maintenance repairs by tracking and managing

Determine how much water is available in a

mitigate the impact of pests on your

your assets to keep your farm operating at peak

speci ed area, what yield you can expect from

operations

eﬃciency.

the water that is available for crops, and how

·

eﬃciently water is used. is will enable

Track extreme weather events and
man-made disruptions. Assemble the

G e o g r aph i c i n for mat i on s y ste m ( G I S )

farmers to produce more food in a sustainable

information you need to respond at a

technology is used throughout the agricultural

way

moment's notice
·

Combine live weather information with
pest and crop data into a common view
to get the complete picture

·

Determine the best location to plant a
crop to enable maintenance of soil
nutrition levels to best bene t the crop

e adoption of spatial technology to manage
farm processes will create new opportunities and
increase pro ts. e time is now to Take the
guesswork out of agricultural production and
manage land more eﬃciently with ArcGIS
technology solutions.
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5. Hexagon Geospatial

IMAGINE every day. Apart from image

Supplement

A Smart M.App isn't a map, it is a dynamic

Hexagon G eospatial helps agricultural

processing tools designed for crop, eld, and

information service. It combines geospatial data

companies of all sizes make sense of the

agricultural analysis, ERDAS IMAGINE is

analysis and agricultural work ows with dynamic

dynamically changing world. We enable you to

designed to work with data from a variety of

information streams. Building on the methods

envision, experience and communicate

sources – including satellite, aerial photo and

and techniques learned from our Remote Sensing

geographic information. Our technology

even UAV/drone imagery.

deliver solutions that solve complex, real-world
challenges.

and GIS tools, we created a new paradigm in
mapping and analysis. is analysis can then be

provides you the form to design, develop and
GeoMedia, our GIS desktop soware, also

placed in an intuitive dashboard so growers,

bene ts from a long legacy of working with

agronomists, suppliers, and other decision

agricultural customers. GeoMedia is a full-

makers have access to the information they need

Our soware provides tools and maps that help

service GIS package, with powerful dynamic

to make informed choices based on their unique

growers, agronomists, suppliers, and other

modelling and analysis tools. Like our other

situations.

decision makers stay on top of their elds and

soware packages, GeoMedia is designed to

operations. By enabling two-way, cloud-based

connect to a variety of data, empowering

Smart M.Apps are streamlined tools that build on

sharing of critical farm data, our solutions

agricultural customers to analyse their data

our remote sensing and GIS legacy to provide

support sustainable practices in the farming

without costly data conversions.

targeted answers to speci c questions that can

community and provide the tools to analyze

We also oﬀer other platforms for data

help manage agriculture projects. When should I

factors such as moisture, soil type, slope, and sun

management (ERDAS APOLLO), compression

water or apply fertilizer and insecticides?

position to inform planting, maintenance, and

(ECW), web-based distribution (GeoMedia

Solutions can be quickly prototyped and

harvest. ey also can also accurately identify

WebMap) and

and measure the impact of drought, pestilence,

Client and Mobile MapWorks).

eld work (GeoMedia Smart

to-date insight to decision makers without

e Map of the Future Isn't a Map, It's a Smart

mechanics.

connected to dynamic data sources, providing upembroiling them in the details of geospatial

and other threats.
A Strong Legacy in Remote Sensing and GIS

M.App

Hexagon Geospatial has a long heritage in the

e agriculture industry in Africa is vital to the

e Hexagon Advantage

Remote Sensing and GIS elds for agriculture

health and sustenance of people across the

Hexagon Geospatial is part of Hexagon AB, the

and natural resources management.

globe, and timely information is critical to

le ading g lobal provider of infor mation

success. Traditional maps can take weeks or

technologies that drive productivity across

ERDAS IMAGINE, originally designed as an

months to build and distribute, and the data is

geospatial and industrial enterprise applications.

earth resources data analysis tool, has grown into

out of date before the map is even nished. is

Together with our other Hexagon brands like

the world's most widely used remote sensing

is why Hexagon Geospatial created the Hexagon

Hexagon Agriculture, Hexagon Geosystems, and

soware. Across the globe, agriculture, forestry,

Smart M.App.

Hexagon Safety & Infrastructure, we oﬀer the full
end-to-end sensor-to-information data lifecycle.

and natural resources companies rely on ERDAS
e GeoFarmer Smart M.App provides eld-speci c crop analysis and crop growth trends in near-real-time.

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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6. Geospatial Integration Solutions
Farmers have always looked for early indicators

where the level of accuracy and quality of the

e water index also conversely can be applied to

data is now more aﬀordable than ever, with

identify re risk areas and, by combining this with

of crop health. Roses are planted at the ends of

certain providers supplying speci c UAV

other data such as roads and access, can aid the

vineyards to indicate mildew and aphids.

Agricultural packages.

combat of large res and identify the eﬀectiveness
of re breaks.

Nitrogen de ciency is indicated by yellow leaf
tips, and reddish hues show a phosphorus (P)

GIS and remote sensing have made incredible

de ciency or BRIX indicators for sugar levels.

advances in recent times allowing for easier,

e bene ts of UAV applications are that they are

For farmers, these are the clues that indicate the

more aﬀordable access to highly accurate

more cost eﬀective over satellite or traditional

possibility of low crop yields, pest attacks and the

remotely sensed data which has increased the

aerial imagery and, by focusing the area, the

feasibility for using GIS and Remote Sensing for

resolution and accuracy is increased giving better

agricultural applications.

results. Due to far lower costs, multiple ights

GIS can be applied to agriculture long before a

successfully track the progress of crops and

combined with verbal feedback from staﬀ

farm is even acquired which can aid decision-

irrigation methods.

working the elds.

making and planning to improve eﬃciency and

health of their plants.

throughout the year can be repeated, in order to

Traditionally this was achieved through long
walks through the

elds with random tests

pro t once agricultural activity begins. GIS can

Analysis like this can be done regularly to monitor

en, based on years of experience and a gut feel,

be used to analyze potential and existing farms

crops and plantations and give estimates on crop

additional costly resources such as fertilizer or

to examine the terrain in both slope gradients

yields. e main advantage of utilizing Drones to

intensive spraying would be deployed to the

and aspect; access to transport routes; access to

collect data and it's analysis using GIS, is that it

whole eld to preempt crop failure - not a very

water; upstream catchment area of rivers and to

can be done at a regular interval allowing for quick

scienti c or pro table approach.

analyze the vegetation content of the land.

reaction times and an understanding of the
corrective interventions.

Now with the dawn of unmanned aerial vehicles

During the planning phase, GIS can be used to

(UAV's), it has become a simple exercise to

optimize the farm layout, maximizing eld area

Visual applications of UAV technology can also be

collect big data of the eld in both the visible and

while minimizing on farm transport routes.

highly bene cial to agricultural industry from

invisible spectrum of light, which is supposed to

Irrigation and other infrastructure can also be

plant counts to infrared imaging for tracking and

tell us how to improve the yield. How do we

optimized, in order to maximize eﬃciency.

identifying vermin populations and doing game
counts.

translate the “Big Data” captured into actionable
intelligence that will save money?

Photo synthesis is the conversion of absorbed
blue and green light into energy. Plants are

In South Louisiana, drones are successfully being

Welcome to GIS and remote sensing. GIS is not

green, as they re ect green light. Similarly, near

used to track the wild pigs that are ruining crops.

soware or hardware, it is a system and tool set to

infra-red light is re ected by healthy plants. By

For game farmers and hunting lodges, UAV's can

allow us to interpret aerial maps and deploy the

comparing the ratio of red light absorbed and

be used to track injured animals by covering

correct resources to those ports of the eld that

near infra-red light re ected, we obtain a

larger areas and rough terrain faster with thermal

are ailing.

graphical index referred to as normalized

and infrared cameras not being limited by light

diﬀerence vegetation index (NDVI) of

conditions.

GIS is the link that takes us from asking

Chlorophyll content, which indicates plant

questions about farming, to acting in an eﬃcient

health. GIS allows us to take the image and, on a

Michael Mazur from PWC has identi ed four

way to improve yields. By digitally combining

map, see where plants are unhealthy or stressed

areas that can bene t from combining GIS

various data sets, we can use spatial analysis and

and which areas of the eld are healthy. en, as

analysis with aerial drone mapping that can

see patterns emerge, and together with farming

we are working with a map, we can extract the

bene t agriculture. ese are:

experience allocate corrective solutions to only

position of the stressed areas, and nd those

the aﬀected areas.
GIS allows for the compilation of aerial data

exact areas using simple GPS or even a

Soil and eld analysis: At the start of the crop

smartphone. Now we can focus on this part of

cycle, precise 3D maps can be used for soil analysis

the eld only, saving both time and money.

experience to precisely allocate the necessary

and determining optimal planting patterns,
nitrogen feed levels and irrigation programs.

easily collected by UAV, combined with “gut feel”
A similar analysis using other wavelengths can

Automated planters can then be deployed on

resources for the betterment of the farming

be used to derive an index of water content in

planting patterns using GPS and the maps derived

operation.

leaves, known as the Normalized Diﬀerence

from the GIS analysis.

Much has been written lately about the bene ts

used to optimize irrigation and identify possible

Water Index (NDWI). e water index can be
Crop monitoring and health assessment:

of UAV's in agriculture to collect airborne data,

areas which need more, or less water - which is

Traditionally, only satellite imagery was available

and how simple and cost eﬀective it is to measure

vital in times of drought to optimize the use of

to indicate plant health. e simple ongoing

crop health. UAV technology has reached a point

water to get maximum bene t for your crops.

deployment of Drones, together with GIS for data
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interpolation, allows for time sequences showing
crop growth and early indicators of stress. GIS
can be used to overlay weekly images of crop
growth and the emerging patterns quickly show
where remedial action is required.
Irrigation: Drones with hyperspectral,
multispectral, or thermal sensors can identify
which parts of a eld are dry . is data can be
combine with a thermal heat index and irrigation
programs can be modi ed. e internet will soon
allow for individual irrigation sprinklers in a
eld to be programmed switched on and oﬀ and,
as the IS mapping is indicting which areas are in
need of water, only these speci c sprinklers need
to be turned on. e color spectrum of imagery
can further be analyzed to show how much water

for their jobs, change or update those tools at

Ÿ

Build and manage geographic data.

is required.

will, and integrate their GIS with other

Ÿ

Native cross-platform workspace.

technology tools.

Ÿ

Automate work ows, export and share

Boundless Desktop

Ÿ

Access to Premium Imagery and Basemaps.

Crop Spraying : Larger drones can now be
deployed using GPS to speci c sections of eld to

eﬀortlessly.

spay nutrients or remedies.

B ound less D esktop is a f u l l-fe ature d,

With the cost of UAV hardware and soware

professional desktop GIS that supports the

Boundless Exchange

both dropping and the ease of use increasing, it is

management, analysis, visualization and

Boundless Exchange lets users search and

clear to see that GIS and remote sensing are set to

dissemination of geospatial data. Powered by

discover content. Open by design, Exchange

play a bigger and bigger role in agriculture by

QGIS, a proven open source geospatial soware,

easily integrates with any existing GIS enterprise

helping increase eﬃciency and aiding decision

Desktop combines innovative open source

system, or serves as a standalone solution for

making.

projects with premier support, certi cation and

targeted projects. Exchange includes intuitive

security, giving organizations the control and

tools help organizations turn their geospatial data

7. e Boundless Product Suite

tools necessary to unlock the power of location-

into actionable business decisions.

Boundless oﬀers an open GIS ecosystem through

based data for maximum bottom-line impact.

a unique combination of technology, products

Ÿ

Features include:

and experts that gives organizations deeper

Ÿ

Features include:

Ÿ

Completely customizable.

intelligence and insights using their location-

Ÿ

Subscription service model scales without

Ÿ

Extensible architecture integration.

penalty to unlimited users.

Ÿ

Proven performance & scalability.

Ÿ

600+ plugins including: Boundless Lessons

Ÿ

Critical technology integrations.

based data. e Boundless platform is built upon
open source technology and open APIs that
generate actionable location intelligence across
third-party apps, content services and plugins
for enterprise applications.

Ÿ

& WebAppBuilder.

Ÿ

Interoperable & OGC-compliant.

Access to Boundless Connect online

Ÿ

Dynamic, interactive, communal

platform.

collaboration.

Boundless' open design lets agricultural
organizations scale their technology as needed
and provides the ability to integrate locationbased data into an existing farm IT environment.
When not locked into a single GIS vendor, the
farm staﬀ can gain exibility and attain wellrounded expertise by becoming pro cient in
more than one type of soware. e farm can
additionally swap out technology as needed for
newer, more cost-eﬀective, or more full-featured
systems – and the staﬀ can migrate to the new
technology without extensive retraining. An
open source approach to precision agriculture
allows farmers to choose the best geospatial tools
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Ÿ

Ÿ

Basemaps from top providers: Mapbox,

returning

Planet and more.

energy to

Discoverability - search & retrieve ALL

produce a 3D

geospatial services.

model of the
ground.

Boundless Suite
Boundless Suite is a full package of supported

is can be

open source geospatial soware that represents

useful for land

the fastest and easiest way to publish geospatial

assessment and

information on the web. Pre-con gured and

planning.

bundled together, the Boundless Suite combines
the power of open source with the reliability and

Passive sensors include multispectral satellite

on a secure online platform, so the user can easily

support of a single, stable vendor, providing a full

imagery that can be collected at various

and quickly log on to retrieve the results, as well as

stack of soware.

wavelengths for diﬀerent applications.

value added analytics like crop health, crop health
deviation from last year, harvested acreage and
many more.

Ÿ

Features include:

Swi Geospatial has a variety of Geospatial

Ÿ

Support on the CentOS 7 operating system,

technologies for agriculture, which include:

giving users outside of the Windows

UAVs (drones) and satellite data

Satellite Technology

e most accessible remote sensing

for over 50 years. Today, the technology is

Satellite technology has been used in agriculture

ecosystem access to the most comprehensive
open GIS solution.
Ÿ

Leverage modern symbology styles with

technologies that can bring the greatest

advanced enough to capture crop health data

Mapbox Styles, a modern way to style data

immediate bene t are UAVs (drones) and

every single day, and it can be used to predict

that is designed to work across the entire

satellite data.

yields, determine problem areas and de ne
optimum planting and harvesting regimes.

Boundless product platform. is update lets

Ÿ

users style applications quickly and

Swi Geospatial oﬀer UAV sales, ight services

consistently across desktop, web and mobile.

and associated processing and analytics. Our

Swi Geospatial oﬀer all of these services utilising
the highest resolution satellite constellation

Designed to work in modern IT

UAVs are designed to operate in the African

architectures, including virtual machines,

environment, and can be custom speci ed to

(DigitalGlobe) and the highest frequency satellite

elastic DevOps architectures and the cloud,

meet individual requirements.

constellation (Planet), to provide the most

e units can accommodate a variety of sensors,

from these satellites, multiple analyses can be

advanced solution available today. With the data

allowing customers to maximize their GIS
investment and lower total ownership costs.

including infrared and thermal. We oﬀer

performed and combined with ultra-high

processing and hosting capabilities, meaning

resolution UAV data to produce invaluable crop

Swi Geospatial Agriculture services Remote

that if you have a drone, or purchase one from

intelligence.

sensing technologies have proved to be great

us, we can process the data and host the outputs

8. Swi Geospatial Agricultural

technological aids in the
agricultural sector.
Swi Geospatial has brought
together a range of technologies
that can operate in isolation or
together as a package that deliver
valuable insight into crop health,
yield prediction, planting,
har vesting and many other
important aspects of modern
farming.
Both active and passive sensors
can be utilised to produce remote
sensing products for agriculture.
Active sensors include
technologies such as RADAR
and LiDAR, which both emit
energy and measure the
September - October 2017
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9. GIS Cloud
GIS Cloud is one of the rst cloud-based GIS
solutions in the market, which oﬀers a complete
map-based solution for diﬀerent work ows in a
wide range of industries: from tree inventory to
utility inspection, to remote sensing and
precision agriculture.
In agriculture, mapping technology can be used
for farm management, allowing a greater
understanding of the spatial distribution of
crops, interpreting environmental data, and also
to do wide-scale projects that can increase
visibility and awareness of local farming
production, as well as variables aﬀecting it, such
as droughts, pests or land values.
GIS Cloud oﬀers a real-time mapping solution
for the entire work ow in farm management from collecting data on crops to making reports
and creating interactive maps for a wider
community. It helps agriculture workers to

For instance, you can collect data about crops

If there is no network coverage in the eld, data

improve their eﬃciency and decision-making by

such as height, grain quality, potential pest

will be kept in a queue and sent to a map once the

creating a perfect environment for collaboration

infections, etc. or take photos and make audio

device is online again. MDC requires no

on a map.
With GIS Cloud Mobile Data Collection (MDC),

recordings, directly linked to a point on a map.

additional training and you can deploy it within

Forms can be updated at any time and synced on

minutes. Also, it allows you to create reports on

all devices. Data is sent on a map in real-time,

the go for an overview of work done in the eld.

you can do eld inspections using mobile phones

instantly visualised and can be further analyzed

and tablets, with unique custom forms, which

or edited. is means that people in other

In Map Editor, you can view collected data and go

means you can have as many items as you want

locations can monitor and guide the data

even further. Maps can be created, edited, styled,

and you can structure the form according to your

collection process as well as coordinate workers

overlaid with layers of other data (such as land

needs.

in the eld.

values, risks for droughts etc.), and shared
privately to users with diﬀerent privileges. is is a
perfect tool to collaborate with colleagues on a
map, to analyze data, export it, and create reports.
You can also publish maps created in GIS Cloud
and share it with the public via interactive and
fully customizable Map Portal. is app allows
you to add your branding, logo, custom interface,
and a separate domain. Some of the options
include the ability to search for various types of
data (e.g. soil, crops, pests, etc.), visualise and
switch layers on a map, lter results, and export
data.
Some of the uses of GIS Cloud in farming are:
Ÿ

Collecting crop data in the eld in-real
time and coordinating workers in the
eld

Ÿ

Visualisation and analysis of collected
data for various purposes such as crop
monitoring, visualising distribution of

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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As a platform, GIS Cloud oﬀers opportunity for
various integrations, with desktop-based GIS
solutions, as well as with hardware, such as
humidity sensors and other equipment that sends
data in real-time. You can also build your own
unique agriculture and farm management apps
on top of GIS Cloud.
GS Cloud supports raster and vector data formats,
and it is built on the fastest map engine out there,
which provides great performance in rendering
even very large amounts of data, like drone
imagery.

pesticides, crop forecasting, evaluating

Ÿ

the damage from environmental factors

c a n s u b m i t r e p o r t s ( m a nu a l l y

(droughts, oods, wild res…)

approved by administrators) as

Raising awareness of local farm

anonymous users via branded mobile

production, land use, or potential

and web apps

dangers ( oods and others) through
public map portals
Ÿ

farmers or community members, who

Ÿ

Visualising and sharing remote sensing
and precision agriculture data

Crowdsourcing spatial data from

www.droneclouds.com
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nd out what is

Agremo believes that good performances and

Agremo Plant Insights, formerly known as

happening on their eld at any given moment

go o d de cisions come f rom c aref u l and

AgriSens, is a cloud-based soware platform

throughout the growing season.

professional analyses.

How Agremo works

at's why Agremo was developed in close

10. Agremo Plant

agricultural activities and

which uses insights extracted from dronecollected imagery to improve agricultural
processes.

e process itself is simple: the users creates a

collaboration with academic institutions and

map of his

agricultural experts. anks to this unique blend

eld, uploads it to Agremo

With Agremo, farmers, agricultural consultants,

(www.agremo.com) and requests one of our

of technology and agriculture, you get results that

drone operators and insurance companies are

analysis (Agremo analyses).

are accurate, understandable and easy to
implement.

able to successfully plan, monitor and analyze
Contributors

1. Earth Observa on Data for Agricultural Crop Es mates
Marke ng at GEOTERRAIMAGE,
Elsie Zwennis
Tel: +27 (0) 12 807 9480
elsie.zwennis@geoterraimage.com
GeoTerraImage (Pty) Ltd, The Grain Building
477 Witherite Street Die Wilgers,
Pretoria, South Africa
www.geoterraimage.com

2. ST Group
Andre Lombard
Marke ng
Phone:(011) 314 0788 ext 1112
Email: andrel@stgroup.co.za
32 Gazelle Close Corporate Park South
Randjesfontein, South Africa
www.stgroup.co.za

4. ArcGIS technology solu
Verosha Naidoo
Sales and Marke ng
+27 73 375 2241
+27 11 238 6300
vnaidoo@esri-southafrica.com
Interna onal Business Gateway,
Cnr New Road and 6th Road,
Midrand South Africa
www.esri-southafrica.com

,

8. Swi Geospa al Agricultural
Pretoria Head oﬃce
414 Vera Street
Pretoria 0180
South Africa
+27 12 348 9555
info@geospa al.solu ons
www.geospa al.solu ons

9. GIS Cloud
5. Hexagon Geospa al Overview
Jay Pongonis
Marke ng Communica ons Manager
T: +1 770 776 3489 M: +1 404 435 3676
E: jay.pongonis@hexagongeospa al.com
5051 Peachtree Corners Circle,
Suite 100 Norcross, GA 30092 USA
W: www.hexagongeospa al.com

Andrea Kovač
Marketing manager
Phone US: +1 954 406 3519
Mobile: +38 591 365 1391
andrea@giscloud.com
228 Park Ave S,
New York, NY 10003
www.giscloud.com

3. Supergeo Technologies Inc.
Eugene Tseng
Marke ng Specialist
Tel: +886-2-2659-1899 Ext: 566
Email: eugene@supergeo.com.tw
5F., No. 71, Zhouzi St.,
Neihu District, Taipei 114,
Taiwan.

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

6. Geospa al Integra on Solu ons
dave@geointro.co.za
7. The Boundless Product Suite

10. Agremo Plant Insights
Dragana Andrejic
Marke ng Manager
dragana@agremo.com
www.agremo.com

New York City
222 Broadway, New York NY 10038
USA
www.boundlessgeo.com
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How to apply herbicides
Selective herbicides control speci c weed

vaporise (volatility) or be weakened by

species, while leaving your crop relatively

exposure to sunlight (photolysis).

unharmed. Non-selective herbicides are used to

irrigation systems (chemigation).
New developments

clear waste ground and kill any plant they

Foliar herbicides are applied to portions of the

As is well known, weed resistance to herbicides

touch.

plant above the ground and are absorbed by

has become a major concern in crop production

Herbicides applied to the soil are usually taken

exposed tissues. ese are generally post-

worldwide. Rotation of herbicides from diﬀerent

up by the root or shoot of the emerging

emergence herbicides and either move

chemical groups in successive years should

seedlings and are used for pre-plant or pre-

throughout the plant (systemic) or remain at a

reduce selection for resistance and is a key

emergence treatment.

speci c site (contact).

element in most resistance prevention

Positioning of the herbicide in the correct layer

Delivery

of soil is very important, as many soil-applied

Most herbicides are delivered as water-based

programmes.
Seed companies Dow, Bayer CropScience,

herbicides are absorbed through plant shoots

sprays using ground equipment. is can

Syngenta and Monsanto are all developing seed

while these are still underground.

range from knapsacks to self-propelled

varieties that are resistant to herbicides, which

By contrast, herbicides on the soil surface are

sprayers equipped with long booms and spray

will make it easier for farmers to use alternative

subjected to several processes that reduce their

nozzles.

herbicides.

availability. For example, the herbicide can

Herbicides can also be delivered through

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Hydro Thermal Weed Management Solution
Since 1997 Weedtechnics have been eliminating

repeated employee exposure to known toxins.

and for organic producers to free up intensive

the hidden cost of chemical weed control … All

Practitioners of organic and biological farming

labour resources tied up with hand weeding to

with Saturated Steam and Boiling Water

put great value on their soil biology and adopt

higher level tasks and farm expansion.

Technology.
e rapidly growing demand for 'organic' and

methods that encourage a proliferation of soil
biology which returns dividends in plant yield

Weedtechnics oﬀers the most cost-eﬀective

and reduced pest and pathogen attack. ey also

hydro-thermal weed control machines available.

GMO free produce with a shortage of supply has

stand to bene t from the

nancial gains of

We utilise our patented, Hydro ermal Method

seen the economics of going 'organic' very

carbon sequestration trading. Herbicides with

i.e. saturated steam and boiling water to provide a

appealing to a range of farming enterprises. e

their high salt content, chelating and anti-

broad range of applications. Our SW range of

early adopters of biological and organic farming

bacterial qualities destroy soil biology and the

instantaneous boiler apparatus and applicator

were possibly in uenced by the realisation that

associated health and carbon sequestration

heads create superheated water at almost 120C

they were exposed to the hidden costs of

bene ts.

water and deliver it onto weeds as saturated steam

spiralling herbicide costs of endeavouring to

Weedtechnics product range and systems have

J e r e m y Wi n e r - M a n a g i n g D i r e c t o r o f

control a growing list of herbicide resistant

been recognized as an economically viable

Weedtechnics, with his 30 years of practical

chemical weed control. ese include the

and boiling water exploding leaf cells on contact.

weeds, the increasing health and safety

alternative to herbicide. It has assisted farmers

experience in implementing integrated holistic

requirements, certi cation and record keeping

transitioning to organic production to

approach to weed management, has developed,

costs and the inherent risk associated with

overcome their biggest challenge …. Weeds,

patented, manufactured, and commercialised the

September - October 2017
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Steamwand method and SW range.
D esig ne d for Municip a l and intensive
horticultural markets there are 4 models in the
SW Range with a variety of mounting options
and applicator heads. e SW Range have been
designed around delivering optimal volume of
saturated steam and boiling water for weed
control.
You can select from 4 models in the SW Range
each with a variety of mounting options. ere is
a growing range of applicator heads from 50mm
to 120cm in width.
e Versitech range of hand held applicator
heads include the VOH 5cm wide open head
VCH 35cm wide or 60 cm wide covered heads
and the steam spike set., Our expanding range of
standard and customised heads for tractor and
vehicle attachment include the new design
Rowtech 55, (55 cm coverage) Orchard head
110cm coverage, Vegetech Bed head 11o cm
coverage, expandable Vegetech inter row heads
with 24-30cm coverage and the soon to be
released Furrow Head for 30cm oﬀ treatment in
furrows between strawberry crops.
e machines also have the added advantage of
being able to provide non abrasive high
temperature cleaning of farm and packing
equipment. Its fast and hygienic without the
dangers and mess you can experience with high
pressure cleaners.
Weedtechnics have been ahead of the curve,
along with our clients for many years. Our clients
include biological and organic farmers,
horticultural enterprises, cities, municipalities,
water companies, schools, land care groups,
accredited contractors, hospitals, and retirement
villages. With Head oﬃce in Australia, we have
established distribution partners and preferred
service contractors across Australia, NZ and
North America. Enquiries for purchasing
equipment or sales and distribution
opportunities can made through our Sydney
Head Oﬃce.
As one of our customer David Lawson,
University of Colorado Boulder puts it “being
more expensive than herbicide does not make
the process uneconomical, it just takes a change
in the paradigm of thinking from lowest cost to
best solution for long term”.
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Biostimulants – a tool for quality production
Agricultural biostimulants are biological or
biologically derived fertilizer additives and

and enhanced crop quality;
Ÿ

similar products that are used in crop production
t o e n h a n c e p l a nt g r o w t h , h e a l t h a n d

Increasing plant tolerance to and
recovery from abiotic stresses;

Ÿ

productivity.

have any direct actions against pests or
disease.
Ÿ

Crop biostimulation is thus

Facilitating nutrient assimilation,

complementary to crop nutrition and

translocation and use;

crop protection.

Enhancing quality attributes of

Biostimulants are increasingly used in worldwide

 e t e r m " a g r i c u ltu r a l bi o s t i mu l a nt s "

produce, including sugar content,

agricultural production and can eﬀectively

encompasses a diverse group of product

colour, fruit seeding, etc;

contribute to overcome the challenge posed by the

Ÿ

technologies and may include bacterial or

Ÿ

Rendering water use more eﬃcient;

increasing demand for food by the world's

microbial inoculants, biochemical materials,

Ÿ

Enhancing soil fertility, particularly by

population in continuous growth.

amino acids, humic acids, fulvic acids, seaweed

fostering the development of

extracts and more. ey can be used to

complementary soil micro-organisms.

Contributors

supplement and enhance existing agricultural
practices and crop inputs.

What distinguishes biostimulants from
traditional crop inputs?

Biostimulants foster plant growth and

1. Aminocore- Improving crop health,
resilience and production.

§Biostimulants operate through

Aminocore is dedicated to address the increasing

diﬀerent mechanisms than fertilisers,

demand for high quality and environmental

seed germination to plant maturity in a number

regardless of the presence of nutrients

friendly agricultural solutions.

of demonstrated ways, including but not limited

in the products.

Ÿ

development throughout the crop life cycle from

to:

§Biostimulants diﬀer from crop

based raw materials and biostimulants obtained

Improving the eﬃciency of the plant's

protection products because they act

by enzymatic hydrolysis for professionals in

metabolism to induce yield increases

only on the plant's vigour and do not

agriculture.

Ÿ
Ÿ

Aminocore develops and supplies amino-acid
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rough strategic partnerships with world leading producer of
pharmaceutical grade amino acids the company is able to deliver the
highest quality products and knowledge.
e core ingredient of their products is derived from a natural production
process based on mild enzymatic hydrolysis and ltering. is results in a
superior free amino acid pro le with high levels of biologically active free
amino acids. Aminocore does not add synthetic amino acids or other
undesirable elements to its products.
eir products are produced in conformity with EU Directives 834/2007 &
889/2008 and USDA/NOP input regulations and are therefore permitted to
be used for ecological growing. e Aminocore CUC license number is:
CU 846950
Products from Aminocore are exported worldwide to a clientele
appreciating top quality ingredients at competitive price levels.
Aminicore basic plus
Aminocore basic plus is a short chain peptides and L-α-amino acid based

Amino Acid Based Solutions For A
Healthier And Sustainable Future

solution obtained aer enzymatic hydrolysis of pharmaceutical grade

BIOSTIMULANTS

protein rich material. Due to its speci cs the product is very suitable to be

Aminocore Basic Plus
Aminocore Comple
Aminocore umical
Aminocore Pro

used in liquid formulations
e dark colored solution contains more than 17% (w/w) free amino acids
and has more than 32% dry matter present.
Aminocore basic plus can be applied to all types of crops and liquid
fertilizer formulations.
Bene ts:
·

Increases photosynthesis activity and chlorophyll content

·

Increases plant stress resistance

·

Improves fruit set and quality

·

Improves eﬃciency of fertilizer and plant protection treatments

Aminocore humical
Aminocore humical is a liquid biostimulans based on L-α-amino acids,

BENEFITS
· Increases photosynthesis activity and chlorophyll content

· Increases nutrient uptake and utilization rate of mineral nutrients
· Improves efﬁciency of fertilizer and plant protection treatments
· Stronger cell structure and ensuring cell stability
· Increases plant resistance against salinity stress
· Rapid recovery from critical situations
· Increases plant stress resistance
· Improves fruit set and quality

humic & fulvic acids, natural chelated Cao and borium.
e brown colored solution contains more than 7% (w/w) free amino acids,
5% (w/w) humid acids, 1.5% natural chelated calcium, borium and more
than 20% (w/w) organic carbon.
Aminocore humical can be applied to all crop types and is suitable for both
foliar and drip irrigation.
Bene ts:
·

Increases photosynthesis activity and chlorophyll content

·

Increases nutrient uptake and utilization rate of mineral

Aminocore develops
and supplies amino-acid
based raw materials
and bios mula ts
obtained by enzyma c
hydrolysis for
professionals in
agriculture.

nutrients
·

Stronger cell structure and ensuring cell stability

·

Increases plant resistance against salinity stress

·

rapid recovery from critical situations

·

Improves fruit set and quality

Aminocore humical is an ideal addition to fertiliser and crop protection

These products are produced in conformity with E
Directives 837 2007 and 889 2008 and are therefore
permitted for ecological growing.

Horsterweg 24
6199 AC, Maastricht-Airport.
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)43 420 00 71
info@aminocore.nl www.aminocore.nl

products as it boosts the eﬀectivity of those crop growth inputs.
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Aminicore complex

2. SICIT 2000 AMINO ACIDS &

Aminocore complex is a short chain peptides
and L-α-amino acid based liquid product from

PEPTIDES.
SICIT 2000 is a chemical company, part of SICIT
located in Arzignano (Vicenza),

Special products: based on meso- and micronutrients complexed to aminoacids & peptides.
Speci c products to prevent and treat nutritional
de ciencies and to activate plant internal

enzymatic hydrolysis of pharmaceutical grade

GROUP

protein rich material. e product also contains

North-Eastern Italy. e two production units

mechanism of resistance to parasites.

fulvic acids and plant extracts.

of SICIT 2000 are only devoted, since 1960, to

Organic-mineral products: a combination of

the manufacturing of special fertilisers

diﬀerent sources of nitrogen, both organic from

e brown colored solution contains more than

(biostimulants) based on aminoacids &

aminoacids & peptides) and inorganic. Useful for

15% (w/w) Free Amino Acids, fulvic acids and

peptides and have a global production capacity

foliar spray and fertigation.

plant extracts with more than 32% dry matter

of 100 MT/day.
Crop protection products: this group includes

present.
e manufacturing process is carried out

diﬀerent products, all based on aminoacids &

Aminocore complex is suitable for all crop types

according to the European Community

peptides, with fungicide and bactericide action,

and is most suitable for foliar application.

Regulation (Reg. 1069/2009/CE and Reg.

insect attractants and surfactants.

Bene ts:

hygiene and safety for human, animals and

142/2011/CE), to ensure the maximum level of
3. Nematode and soil fungal Bio logical
control solutions : e Nico Orgo viewpoint

·

Increases photosynthesis activity and

·

Incre as es nut r ient upt a ke and
utilization rate of mineral nutrients

acids content, molecular weight distribution,

production worldwide. “estimated annual yield

·

Improves eﬃciency of fertilizer and

added microelements, etc. can be supplied upon

losses go up to 12% due to plant parasitic

plant protection treatments

request.

nematodes in the world's major crops.”

·

Rapid recovery from critical situations

·

Improves fruit set and quality

environment.

Not always mentioned nematode infestations

chlorophyll content

Aminocore pro

Customized formulations in terms of free amino

belongs to the major stresses aﬀecting crop

SICIT has been the rst company to introduce

Damages are especially big on crops like banana,

special fertilizers based on aminoacids &

sweet potato, sugarbeet.” Nematodes leave the

peptides in the world market in the '60s and it's

plant of resistance and synthetic nematicides

Aminocore pro is a short chain peptides and L-α-

nowadays the undisputed leader being present

indiscriminately destroy bene cial soil fauna.

amino acid based powder obtained aer

in more than 50 Countries.

Common fungal disease in soils also cause big

e high

pose the greatest risk to healthy roots and soils

damages. “fusarium , pythium and rhizoctonia

enzymatic hydrolysis of pharmaceutical grade
protein rich material followed by vacuum
evaporation.

exibility of SICIT manufacturing

process allows to obtain a wide range of

and, if not treated , can even cause complete

products, both liquid and in powder form,

failure in aﬀected plants. Just like nematodes , they

e light yellow coloured powder contains more

which can be customized in terms of total and

exist out of sight , in the root zone and so many

than 40% (w/w) free amino acids and more than

free amino acids content, molecular weight

farmers lack the necessary awareness to combat

60% (w/w) total amino acids. e dry matter

distribution, added microelements, etc.

them” said Laijawala. Chemical solutions exist but

content is around 95% with 100% solubility in

Standard products: solely based on aminoacids

many are now unviable in terms of what they do to

water.

& peptides. Useful on all crops, both by foliar

the environment and human health.

spray or soil application.

Methyl bromide , carbofuran are all recognized

As concentrated source of free amino acids,
Aminocore pro is second to none. It is an ideal
product for formulation but also for direct use in
fertiliser formulations made on-farm.
Bene ts:
·

Increases photosynthesis activity and

·

Increases plant stress resistance

·

Improves fruit set and quality

chlorophyll content

·

Improves eﬃciency of plant protection
treatments
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Supplement

ranging from fruit and vegetable,to

plantation and ornamentals. ey can also be
used for landscapes,forestry, turf management
and home gardening, which means a wide range
of possibilities in the future.
Biological seed treatment solutions such as
Bioniconema, Nicoderma and PowerAll have
shown impressive results in University trials in
typical climatic conditions of western India. All
three show positive trends in metrics such as
germination count, seedling height , growth score
and the critical one of numbers of transplantable
seedlings. In addition to this, Bioniconema also
shows excellent results on the Root Knot Index, an
index of nematode populations.
4.

International Panaacea Ltd

International Panaacea Ltd (IPL) is a leading
toxic chemicals and banned in several parts of

fungicide and can also aid in growth promotion .

company in the eld of biological and bio-control

the world. “proper solutions have been found

it is non speci c In its ability to protect plants

solutions for agriculture.

with organic pest control , botanical and bio

and , once established, it works against several

logical alternatives . e solutions need to be

diﬀerent pathogens while inducing systemic

IPL has developed and commercialised the largest

studied and barriers to entry must be eased for

resistance in the host plant . it produces

and most eﬀective range of portfolio of over 50

quicker uptake.” Laijawala describes 3 useful

secondary metabolites which play an important

products, oﬀering solution for crop protection

biocontrol agents : - paecilomyces lilacinus , a

role in plant disease suppression. Pseudomonas

against disease, insects and pests, crop nutrition,

bene cial fungus which controls several species

uorescens aggressively colonises the roots of

of nematodes. – Trichoderma viride – a

the crop and suppresses disease by inhibiting

bene cial fungus antagonistic to fungal

phytopathogens in the soil or on the roots by

pathogens such as fusarium , pythium , and

competition.

IPL has two R&D labs with world class

microbialagent which protects roots against both

According to Laijawala there are many

agronomist.

fungi and nematodes. Paecilomyces lilacinus is a

advantages using these 3 biological agents , the

rhizoctonia.

– pseudomonas

uorescens, a

parasitic fungus which attracts the sedentary

soil management, seed treatment etc. for almost
all crops.

infrastructure, scientists, microbiologist and

rst being “eco friendly”:zero residual toxicity

stages of nematodes.

and total degradability. ey are non toxic to

P.lilacinus colonises nematode egg masses

insects. ese 2 biologicals agents can be used at

severely aﬀecting nematode populations. It

all stages of crops. ey promote plant growth

destroys up to 90% of eggs and 75%-80% of egg

and do not lead to development of resistance In

masses. Trichoderma viride is one of the

plant pathogens. Some of them, as trichoderma

strongest soil – borne fungal species , it is

viride , have also an eﬀect to help nutrient

antagonistic to several economically – important

uptake.

humans , animals , plants and predators of

ey have high quality modern manufacturing
plant, with a products range as follows
·

Bio-insecticides – Solution for sucking
pest, soil pest, caterpillars, Mites etc.

·

Bio-fungicides– Solution for soil borne
and air borne diseases

·

Bio-nematicide – S olution for

pathogens such as rhizoctonia and fusarium.
Formulated as “living” products, these
Additionally , it acts as a bio fertilizer due to its

biological agents need some precautions : they

ability to solubilize phosphates in the soil and

must be applied during evening hours(cooler

quickly decompose organic matter. Mode of

temperature.) if conditions are dry , the eld

action of trichoderma viride has the ability to

should be irrigated before application.

colonize the surface of the seed and kill the

Chemical fertilizers and insecticides should not

pathogens present on it's surface. Additionally , it

be sprayed 5-7 days before or aer , for best

can protect the plant through its life cycle

results. Also , these biological products need to

through mycoparasitism and antibiosis.

be stored in cool place away from direct light

Pseudomonas uorescens is the “superman” of

and heat.since these products work primarily in

the bacterial world! It acts as a nematicide ,

the soil , they are considered eﬀective on most
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Nematodes
·
·

·

·

Decomposers – Bacterial and Fungal

conditions in reputed agricultural universities

Bio-fertilizer – Solution for N, P, K,

for faster decomposition Our

and continuously re-validated. e products have

Zn, S, Fe and other Micronutrients

products are renowned for extremely

been tested in Spain, Italy, France, UK, Italy,

Growth Promoters – Plant Growth

hig h qu a lit y, hig h CFU, zero

Sweden, Turkey, Russia, Ukraine, Tunisia, Kenya,

Promoting rhizobacteria & Root

contamination, high stability and

Australia, Brazil, Peru, Trinidad &Tobago,

promoting rhizobacteria

longer shelf life.

germination, growth and resistance to
seed borne diseases

Dominican Republic, Malaysia, Philippines
Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Nepal, Bangladesh,

Seed treatment – Improve
All these products have been tested in various
eld trials under diﬀerent agro-climatic

Pakistan, Afghanistan, and USA with good
results.

Contributors

1. Aminicore
T +31 (0)43 420 00 71
info@aminocore.nl
Horsterweg 246199 AC,
Maastricht-Airport.
e Netherlands
www.aminocore.nl

2. SICIT 2000

3. Nico Orgo

4. International Panaacea Ltd

Cell: +91 98200 48285

Mob: +91 9899194743

Tel: +91 2699 245003

ashish.sharma@iplbiotech.com

Fax: +91 2699 244903

E 34, 2nd Floor, Connaught Circus, b

kartik@orgoneem.com

New Delhi 110 001 India

nicoorgo@neemnico.com

www.iplbiotech.com

Opp Railway Station

Fabio Agnolon

Dakor 388225

Phone: +39 0444 450 946

Gujarat, India

Mobile: +39 345 578 2512
via Arzignano 80
38072 Chiampo (VL) Italy
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Massagri- For a better and healthier food
Massagri sprl is small family business active on

also reduces the stress of the plant generated by

the biostimulant market for over 10 years. e

the pesticides. (Less stress, means more

more resistant is case of stress.

company has a wide range of biostimulants

production) Amino acids increase strength and

anks to this developed root system, the

products based on amino acids, humic acids,

natural resistance. ey enhance the plant

elements will be more easily taken up by the plant.

silicium and bacteria.

strength by producing proteins and building cell

A plant having a better balance between elements

e business is based on import/export and

walls.

(N, P, K, Ca, Mg…) will be more resistant against

distribution of organic foliar fertilizers and

several stresses.

biostimulants. It is based in the Benelux, France

ey also have developed a very complex

and Germany.

product. is product is the result of controlled
plant fermentation.

Silicium has an eﬀect on the pH and the BRIX of
the sap of the plant. By having a more neutral pH,

e company's product range;

the plant will more easily absorb the elements.

Amino acids based product:

is product contains several elements such as

is will bring to a better balance between the

MASSAGRI sprl has developed a wide range of

enzymes, amino acids, chelated trace elements,

elements (Calcium, Potassium, Phosphor,

amino acids based products complexed with

vitamins, natural hormones (Gibberillines,

Nitrogen…). anks to this balance, we will have

several microelements such as Iron, Manganese,

Citokinines, Auxines, which are very important

a more rich and tasteful fruit. Fruits and

Calcium, Calcium-magnesium,…

for the root development and fruit setting).

vegetables treated with Siliforce will also have a

eir amino acids based product is made of 55%

Monosilicic acid based product:

between K and Ca) .

better behavior in storage periods (balance
Amino acids from which 13% are free amino

MASSAGRI sprl in partnership with another

acids from which 80% are L-amino acids (100%

company has developed a Silicium based

BIO-available).

Silicium plays an important role in the cell

product. Our product is made of monosilicic

division. anks to IRM scan's made on potatoes

acid (SiOH4-) which means silicium is bio

and strawberries we have seen that thanks to

is product is made by an enzymatic hydrolysis

available for the plant. is product is widely

Silicium, the fruits or vegetables have a better cell

which means enzymes are used instead of acids

used in fruits, potatoes and vegetables. Silicium

structure which means they are more resistant to

or bases to hydrolyze the protein chains.

is widely used in agriculture for several reasons:

harvesting, transport.

Amino acids improve the adherence and

- Silicum will help the plant to have a better root

Furthermore, Siliforce brings a better commercial

penetration of products sprayed on the crops, it

development. Which means the plant will be

yield and in potatoes a more uniform size.
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Why biostimulants & fertilizers are part
Of the same family?
of emerging knowledge.

strengthen plant's resistance to cold

environmental friendly systems.

Unlike fertilizers, knowing the ingredients of a

counter the eﬀects of alkali salts and

e aim of modern agriculture is to reduce

will eﬀect crop. Biostimulants are de ned more

Agricultural growing practices have been

and sodium fertilizers help plants

evolving towards organic, sustainable or

organic acids.

biostimulant isn't enough to understand how it
3.

Enhancing crop quality is also a

inputs without reducing the yield and quality.

by what they do, than by what they are. And, if

common claim for biostimulant

ese goals can be achieved by breeding

you actually look at what fertilizers do – and not

products. In the world of mineral

programmes but would be species speci c and

just what they are – the similarities between the

fertilizers, nitrogen and potassium

time consuming.

t wo t yp es of pro duc ts b e comes cle ar.

improve the quality of fruit and
nitrogen enhances leaf and forage

e identi cation of organic molecules able to

e Similarities between Biostimulants and

activate plant metabolism may allow an

Fertilizers

crops.

improvement in plant performance in a short

In order to illustrate these similarities, let us

period of time and in a cheaper way.

look at the three eﬀects attributed to
biostimulants and how similar they are to the

Seaplants Limited, is located at Dartmouth, Nova

Biostimulants are plant extracts and contain a

claims of fertilizer nutrients: .

Scotia, Canada. It is the world leader in

Get to Know Acadian Plant Health™

biostimulant and bionutritional solutions

wide range of bioactive compounds that are
mostly still unknown.

1.

Acadian Plant Health™, a division of Acadian

1.

Biostimulants help plants assimilate

scienti cally proven to increase crop yields. e

nutrients by stimulating root growth.

Acadian Plant Health™ vision is to empower

ese products are usually able to improve the

is allows the plant to access more

growers and their crops to sustainably feed the

nutrient use eﬃciency of the plant and enhance

nutrients in the soil, in the same way

world today and in the future.

tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses. In this

that phosphorus fertilizers foster root

Established over 35 years ago, the company sells

review, the state of the art and future prospects

growth.

its products to more than 70 countries around the

for biostimulants are reported and discussed.

2.

Biostimulants reinforce plants'

world.

tolerance to abiotic stress (extreme

Acadian BioSwitch™ Technology

In recent decades scientists' understanding of

weather conditions). Similarly,

At the heart of our success is our passion for

plant nutrition has broadened and the

phosphorus fertilizers also improve

innovation. e focus of our research eﬀorts has

contribution of biostimulants is one of the areas

stress tolerance, sulphur fertilizers

been to consistently provide sustainable, cost-
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eﬀective and easy-to-use solutions that help our

market scientists, agronomists, dealers and

recommend using them to enhance all integrated

™

customers succeed. With Acadian BioSwitch

growers to share technical expertise. Our expert

c rop manage me nt pro g r ams . Ac a d i an ' s

technology, we have perfected a proprietary

staﬀ, our customers and our research partners

agricultural products include brands such as

extraction process that liberates unique bioactive

help us conduct hundreds of company-funded

Acadian® and Stimplex® with additional innovative

compounds present in Ascophyllum nodosum

and co-operative eld trials on a wide variety of

product development to address speci c growing

marine plants. Ascophyllum nodosum is the most

crops. is helps us prove to growers that our

challenges.

researched and the most bene cial species used

products work in their particular growing

in agriculture because of its unique biochemical

conditions and allows the design of best use

2.

Lushbury Fertilizer

Lushbury Fertilizer is a trusted Global Supplier of

composition. e proprietary extraction process

recommendations targeted to the grower's

premium fertilizers to loyal customer base around

also creates many new bioactive compounds that

speci c eld conditions and crops.

the world.

further enrich the nal product.

Sustainability

Leveraging a multi-decade experience of its
senior management, Lushbury has been on the

Acadian BioSwitch ™ technology enhances

Protecting and properly managing natural

forefront of latest innovations in product quality,

natural processes within plants by switching on

resources is of prime importance to Acadian

eﬃcient transportation and logistics, and

gene expression and production of active

Plant Health™. Decades of research have proven

advanced nancing solutions. It is a market leader

compounds that stimulate plant growth and

that, properly managed, marine plants are a

in complex granular NPK products, MOP / SOP,

protect against stresses. It helps crops overcome

rapidly renewable resource. Acadian Plant

Granular Ammonium Sulphate and other

today's most critical growing challenges such as

Health™ harvests the marine plants in a manner

traditional fertilizers.

drought, chill, heat and salinity. e results are

that preserves the holdfast (root) to ensure

N: Urea, Ammonium Sulphate, CAN 27%, CN

reduced risk, improved crop quality and

regeneration of the plant. e sustainability of

15.5%, Complex NPK, NP with N focus,

maximum yield for a greater return on

the resource is achieved through our world-

including

nit r ic.

renowned scienti c management program that

P: DAP, MAP, TSP, Complex NPK with Micros,

combines sophisticated aerial, drone and

P K ,

Proven Eﬃcacy in the Field

satellite photography with extensive ground

K: MOP, SOP, Complex NPK with regular K2O

Acadian Plant Health ™ employs in-market

truthing.

investment.

N P

and with zero-CL, KNO3
e Superior quality of Lushbury products,

agronomists, Market Development Scientists
and technical Key Account Managers in more

Products

integrity and reliability of our dedicated

than nine countries. ese sp ecialized

All APH™ products are fully water soluble and

professionals are the hallmarks of our business

professionals continually interact with in-

compatible with most crop inputs. We

and underpin exceptional value we delivery daily
to our customers.
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Biological Plant Protection
To safeguard the food supply for our growing

Biologicals could therefore become the new

is always to prevent the mass propagation of pests

global population, farming must become more

favourites of farmers worldwide – as a

at an early stage. In addition to weeds and fungal

sustainable in the future – and optimized along

fundamental part of crop protection: biological

infections, insects in particular aﬄict the crops.

the way as well.

crop protection agents, including fungi and

Biological plant protection uses natural defence

bacteria, control pests and diseases very

mechanisms to control the pests. Indeed, the term

Even today, over 40 percent of crops and food

speci cally, opening up new strategies in

biorational pesticides have been coined to

stores worldwide are still lost to fungal disease,

resistance management.

diﬀerentiate these alternative measures from the
use of synthetic chemical pesticides.

insect infestation and weeds.
erefore, the aim of plant protection measures
September - October 2017
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and help lower the environmental impact of
agriculture.
e BioAg Alliance focuses on two categories
of microbials: BioControl and BioYield
products.
BioControl: Fungi, bacteria and other
microorganisms that help protect plants
against insects and disease.
BioYield: Products derived from plants and
microorganisms that can improve growth or
enhance a plant's ability to take up nutrients.
Bene ts of Microbials

Monsanto

nematodes, insects and weeds. ey can also

Microbes are microorganisms so tiny that

stimulate plant growth and yield by improving

millions can t into the eye of a needle. ey

access to nutrients.

occur naturally in the environment and are
f o u n d a l m o s t e v e r y w h e r e . C o u nt l e s s

·

Better Crop Protection

·

C omplements or potentially
replaces other pesticides

·

Safe for bene cial insects

·

No k n o w n r e s i s t a n c e C r o p

·

Increase farmer's crop yield

Enhancement

Microbial products are made from naturally

microorganisms live in the soil and in close

occurring microbes that oﬀer real bene ts to

relation to plants, making up the plants'

growers, like improving crop nutrient uptake,

·

Utilizes nutrients in the soil

promoting growth and yield, and providing

·

Results in a stronger, healthier

·

Environmentally sustainable

microbiome.

plant

insect control and disease protection.
Many of these microbes have distinctive

ey can complement or replace traditional

properties that can help control fungi, bacteria,

methods of plant production and protection
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Immobilized enzymes for food processing
Food and feed is possibly the area where

Immobilized multi-enzyme systems oﬀer many

processing anchored in biological agents has the

attractive advantages; however, such a process

deepest roots. Despite this, process improvement

also raises some interesting questions about

or design and implementation of novel

kinetics.

immobilized enzymes in the food industry.
SpinChem
e Swedish chemical engineering company

approaches has been consistently performed,

SpinChem AB provides technical solutions that

and more so in recent years, where signi cant

Food processing through the use of biological

reshape the way process scale operations are

advances in enzyme engineering and biocatalyst

agents is historically a well-established

performed. rough state of the art technology,

design have fastened the pace of such

approach. e earliest applications go back to

the SpinChem® rotating bed reactor (RBR)

developments.

6,000 BC or earlier, with the brewing of beer,

exhibits outstanding stability with heterogeneous

bread baking, and cheese and wine making,

reactions, processing liquid volumes in the range

e production of high fructose corn syrups was

whereas the rst purposeful microbial oxidation

of millilitre to cubic metre scale. e company

greatly facilitated by the use of immobilized

dates from 2,000 BC, with vinegar production.

goal is to convert your work ow into a simpler,
quicker and less resource consuming process.

glucose isomerase.
Coming to modern days, in the late XIX,
Once enzymes are immobilized, many of their

century Christian Hansen reported the use of

Using biocatalysts for chemical manufacturing

operational parameters could be altered.

rennet (a mixture of chymosin and pepsin) for

and re nement is a highly developed and applied

Rationale for the determination of the eﬀects of

cheese making, and production of bacterial

science, used widely for production and

immobilization is provided. A relatively new

amylases was started at Takamine (latter to

processing of pharmaceuticals and functional

concept is the use of a single matrix for

become part of Genencor).

foods. When utilising isolated enzymes, the

e major emphasis of this article is on the use of

the surface of an insoluble material.

typical approach is to keep them immobilised on

immobilizing more than one enzyme.
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is is preferred to soluble enzymes due to both

from the bulk liquid, and not exposed to attrition

steel cylinder.

technical and economic bene ts. During such a

and grinding, means that there is no need for

reaction, the particles carrying the immobilised

As the SpinChem® RBR spins, solution is pushed

ltering of the solution, or other tedious

enzymes may be suspended directly in the

through the lters of the cylinder and through

downstream processing steps to remove particles

reaction liquid, with the mass transfer between

the packed bed within by centrifugal forces.

and nes. is fact also makes inline monitoring

the liquid and solid phase being mediated by an

Simultaneously, new solution enters the

of the process simple, as no resin particles are in
contact with the probes to disturb the readings.

agitator. is set-up is commonly known as a

cylinder to subsequently be pushed through the

stirred tank reactor.

bed, thus repeating the process. is allows
every liquid parcel to make multiple passages

e ingenious design of the SpinChem® RBR

Another approach is to keep the solid phase

through the bed, enabling faster processes,

enables seamless scalability, allowing the

packed into a column through which the liquid

higher yields or reduced reagent consumption.

phase is pumped, allowing the soluble substrate

technique to be used for heterogeneous reactions
in liquid volumes at every scale, from lab work to

to react with the immobilised enzymes on the

By increasing the rotational speed of the

resin. Although oen used, these techniques

SpinChem® RBR, processes can be enhanced

have their drawbacks, such as poor mass transfer,

without risking degradation of the solid phase,

full production.
By constant product development, and through

slow processes, or damage caused to the solid

since it is kept well-protected inside the RBR

close co-operations with international customers

phase particles by mechanical forces or back

cylinder. Aer a complete reaction run, the

and scienti c institutions, SpinChem AB oﬀers

pressure.
e Swedish company SpinChem AB has

SpinChem® RBR containing the solid phase can

solutions for everything from production and

easily be washed, and reused to process further

re nement of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and
food items, to biodiesel synthesis and water

batches.

puri cation, always working to ensure both time

combined the bene ts and removed the
disadvantages of packed columns and stirred

e fact that the solid phase is kept separated

and resource eﬀective work ows.

tank reactors when creating the rotating bed
reactor (RBR), a resource-eﬃcient technical
solution.
is modern alternative to stirred tank reactors
and columns, can be used for all types of
applications involving heterogeneous processes,
including adsorption and catalysis. With the
SpinChem® RBR, the solid phase is kept inside
the four compartments of a rotating stainless-

SpinChem reactor screen shot

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Nematode and soil fungal
Bio logical control solutions :
The Nico Orgo viewpoint

Not always mentioned nematode infestations

·

Trichoderma viride , a bene cial

or on the roots by competition.

belongs to the major stresses aﬀecting crop

f ungus ant agonist ic to f unga l

According to Laijawala there are many advantages

production worldwide. “estimated annual yield

pathogens such as fusarium , pythium

using these 3 biological agents , the rst being “eco

losses go up to 12% due to plant parasitic

, and rhizoctonia.

friendly”:zero residual toxicity and total
uorescens, a

degradability. ey are non toxic to humans ,

out Kartik Laijawala director of nico orgo

microbialagent which protects roots

animals , plants and predators of insects. ese 2

company. “in India alone, recent estimates show

against both fungi and nematodes.

nematodes in the world's major crops.” Points

·

Ps e u d o m o n a s

biologicals agents can be used at all stages of crops.
ey promote plant growth and do not lead to

nematodes are responsible for both quantitative
and qualitative yield losses amounting to about

Paecilomyces lilacinus is a parasitic fungus

development of resistance in plant pathogens.

$300 million per year. Damages are especially big

which attracts the sedentar y stages of

Some of them, as trichoderma viride , have also

on crops like banana, sweet potato, sugarbeet.”
Nematodes leave the plant of resistance and

nematodes. Plilacinus colonises nematode egg

an eﬀect to help nutrient uptake. Formulated as

masses severely aﬀecting nematode

“living” products, these biological agents need

populations. It destroys up to 90% of eggs and

some precautions : they must be applied during

synthetic nematicides indiscriminately destroy

75%-80% of egg masses. Trichoderma viride is

evening hours(cooler temperature.) if conditions

bene cial soil fauna. Common fungal disease in

one of the strongest soil – borne fungal species ,

are dry , the

soils also cause big damages. “fusarium , pythium

it is antagonistic to several economically –

application.

and rhizoctonia pose the greatest risk to healthy

important pathogens such as rhizoctonia and

eld should be irrigated before

roots and soils and, if not treated , can even cause

fusarium. Additionally , it acts as a bio fertilizer

Chemical fertilizers and insecticides should not

complete failure in aﬀected plants. Just like

due to its ability to solubilize phosphates in the

be sprayed 5-7 days before or aer , for best

nematodes , they exist out of sight , in the root

soil and quickly decompose organic matter.

zone and so many farmers lack the necessary
awareness to combat them” said Laijawala.
Chemical solutions exist but many are now

results. Also , these biological products need to be
stored in cool place away from direct light and

Mode of action of trichoderma viride has the

heat.since these products work primarily in the

ability to colonize the surface of the seed and kill

soil , they are considered eﬀective on most crops

the pathogens present on it's surface.

ranging from fruit and vegetable,to plantation

unviable in terms of what they do to the

Additionally , it can protect the plant through its

and ornamentals. ey can also be used for

environment and human health. Methyl

life cycle through mycoparasitism and

landscapes,forestry, turf management and home

bromide , carbofuran are all recognized toxic

antibiosis. Pseudomonas

chemicals and banned in several parts of the

“superman” of the bacterial world! It acts as a

uorescens is the

world. “proper solutions have been found with

nematicide , fungicide and can also aid in

organic pest control , botanical and bio logical

growth promotion . It is non speci c In its ability

alternatives . e solutions need to be studied

to protect plants and , once established, it works

and barriers to entry must be eased for quicker

against several diﬀerent pathogens while
inducing systemic resistance in the host plant . it

uptake.”

produces secondary metabolites which play an
Laijawala describes 3 useful biocontrol agents :
·

important role in plant disease suppression.

Paecilomyces lilacinus , a bene cial

Ps eudomonas

fungus which controls several species

colonises the roots of the crop and suppresses

of nematodes.

disease by inhibiting phytopathogens in the soil
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gardening, which means a wide range of
possibilities in the future.
Biological seed treatment solutions such as
Bioniconema, Nicoderma and PowerAll have
shown impressive results in University trials in
typical climatic conditions of western India. All
three show positive trends in metrics such as
germination count, seedling height , growth score
and the critical one of numbers of transplantable
seedlings. In addition to this, Bioniconema also
shows excellent results on the Root Knot Index, an
index of nematode populations.
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Bulk fertiliser blending and bagging
equipment: EMT
fertiliser dealers. All the machines have a long

technician also gives instruction and training how

equipment in the Netherlands. e company has

life and are constructed of stainless steel. e

to use and operate the machines.

its own production factory in 't Zand, North

capacity is between 10 till 200 ton per hour.

EMT is a producer of blending and bagging

All electrical cables and electrical panels are

Holland and produces fertiliser blending
machines as well as bagging machines for 25 till

EMT has installed some projects in South Africa

supplied by EMT and therefor the project is a

50 kg bags as well for big bags 1000 kg.

where complete factories are installed with EMT

turnkey project.

machines lines like AGRON and Driehoek
Fertilisers. e machines are existing out of 5

For more information you can look at the EMT

steel and are mainly used in the fertiliser

diﬀerent blender systems and 15 diﬀerent

website: www.emt.tech

industry. e EMT customers are fertiliser

bagging systems. e machines can be installed

e machines are all constructed in stainless

importers in Harbour Area and also fertiliser

inside warehouses or in containers so that the

At this website is a lot of information available

distributors who are delivering their products to

systems are portable.

how to set up a factory. ere are diﬀerent pictures

EMT has a computer program that will help the

situation of fertiliser blending and bagging

and movies available on this site that give a clear

the farmers.
EMT has more than 500 machine lines in use all

fertiliser dealer to calculate the right fertiliser

factories. e reference list is also available on the

over the world in more than 60 countries and in

blending formula and also advise the low cost

website. EMT produces with his team in the

Africa in 25 countries.

optimisation. Also the soil analysis can be added

Netherlands the machines for customers

in the program to advise the farmer the right

worldwide. e company has a lot of experience

ere are machines installed from South Africa

fertiliser mixture he needs to use.

and is serving the fertiliser industry over 30 years
now.

to Egypt and from Morocco to Nigeria.
All the machines can be shipped in closed
e blender lines and bagging lines are in use at

containers and will be installed by the EMT

big fertiliser warehouses or at small local

Technician at the customers location. is

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Vermiculite- The mineral that boosts soil and
crop yields
One of the areas of expanded vermiculite is
agriculture. In this case, the use of vermiculite
due to its porous structure signi cantly
improves the aeration of soil properties and
prevents rotting plants germinate.

·

·
Some of its properties that help boost yields are
as follows:
·

·

e presence of oxides of various
metals (magnesium, potassium,
aluminum and iron), which makes it
ideal biostimulant plant growth;
Its high water absorption (up to
500%), which allows you to keep an

September - October 2017

·
·
·
·
·
·

optimum soil moisture regime, even
in conditions of prolonged drought.
According to the results of eld tests
established that the use of
vermiculite allows you to:
Improve the structure of both light
and heavy soils;
Create the optimal air-water regime
of soils;
Signi cantly stimulate the growth of
plants;
Reduce the acidity and salinity in the
8-14%;
Increase the eﬃciency of fertilizers;
Reduce root rot;
Increase safety and productivity of
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crops by 10-17%.
Moreover, the use of vermiculite in agriculture is
justi ed both on the stage of germination and
seedling production of grains and plants when
grown in open ground.
In greenhouses good results are achieved when
combined with peat and vermiculite and
vermiculite recorded a positive eﬀect when it is
entering into the composting mass.
Vermiculite is also used for storage of fruits and
vegetables (potatoes, carrots, apples, pears, etc.)
and landscape design.

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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1. Eco-Vermiculite
Vermiculite is asilica mineral and are used in
agriculture, horticulture, construction and
industrial sectors.
Vermiculite undergoes signi cant expansion
when heated. e mineral is expanding into
wor m-li ke st rands. When exp ande d it
dramatically increases its volume and absorption
ability. Vermiculite is also an excellent material
for re-proo ng and insulation.
is characteristic of expanded vermiculite
makes it useful for many applications where the
following attributes are required: absorption,
aeration, insulation, re proo ng, carriers etc.
Vermiculite is inert and completely safe.
Vermiculite under a microscope showing the
interlaminar layers which gives it it's high
absorption capacity. It encapsulate air eﬀectively
and gives vermiculite a high insulation
eﬀectiveness.
Uses of Vermiculite are:
1.

Growing medium: Vermiculite has an
excellent water holding capacity.
Vermiculite aerates the soil for better
root forming and enhance seed
propagation. Vermiculite also has a
very high CEC (Cation exchange
capacity), the ability to exchange
nutrients eﬀectively for improved

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

dangerous goods. Vermiculite makes
our lives better.

growth yields. Less regular watering is
required. Vermiculite safes water.
2.

Fireproo ng: Vermiculite boards
and sprays can be used to protect steel
columns or buildings and to prevent
the rapid spread of ames.
Vermiculite protect lives.

3.

Insulation: Vermiculite has excellent
insulation properties. It can be used to
insulate walls and roofs either
through loose ll insulation or to mix
it with cement and apply as a roof or
oor screed. Other applications is to
insulate foundries, pizza ovens,
boilers, burners etc. Vermiculite is
also used to insulate reptile eggs for
incubation. Vermiculite saves energy.

4.

Absorption: Vermiculite is highly
absorbent and 1 liter of vermiculite
absorbs up to
half a liter of
water or uid.
Vermiculite can
be used for oil
s p i l l s o r a ny
other chemical
s p i l l s .
Vermiculite are
also used a
packaging
material for
[53] FARMERS
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5.

Carrier: Vermiculite is also now a
registered animal feed carrier used in
pre-mixes in the animal feed industry.
Vermiculite is used as a carrier or ller
in the manufacture of animal feed
supplements for medicinal, nutritional
or disease control purposes.
Vermiculite keep animal feedstock's
healthy
Other applications: Lightweight concrete art, cat
litter, body warmers, potpourri, re-usable
relighters and even Vermiculite houses that is
re proof and with excellent insulation regarding
heat, cold and noise!
Eco Vermiculite supplies all grades of exfoliated
vermiculite, a registered animal feed carrier,
vermiculite insulation boards & re-usable re
lighters.
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2. Mandoval Vermiculite Innovation
Mandoval a company committed to establishing
market opportunities for raw and exfoliated
Vermiculite usage in South Africa and abroad.
e company is based in Alrode, Gauteng, South
Africa with branches in Cape Town, and Durban.
Mandoval is recognised by its customers for its
professional approach to product quality and
customer service.

of unique properties which diﬀerentiates it from
other sources which are:
Mandoval's Vermiculite is totally asbestos free,
its exfoliation process makes use of natural gas
thus ensuring there is no dioxine and other
impurities, and its product also has a high yield
during the exfoliation process ensuring the
majority of grit is removed.

·

Aerates the soil and retains moisture
and nutrients in the root zone of the
plants

Poor exfoliation reduces the absorption
properties being water or chemicals. It also
aﬀects the material density.

·

Helps to propagate seeds assisting in
root penetration and supports faster
growth of plants and cuttings

·

Can also be used as a soil conditioner
where the soil is too heavy

·

Exfoliated Vermiculite can be
combined with other materials such
as peat or compost to produce a so
free growing media for professional
or home gardeners.

ese standards are also maintained in
accordance with the ISO 9001:2008 quality
management system. Although there are a
number of other Vermiculite sources worldwide.
·
e Vermiculite sold by Mandoval has a number

·

e mixture helps retain air, plant food
and moisture releasing them as the
plant requires them

·

Contributes potassium, magnesium,
ammonium and calcium to plants Is
lighter than soil mediums. is is
particularly important when growing
indoors and when growing at height
such as roof gardens, tiered
greenhouses and grow rooms

·

Can be used in hydroponics and
soilless growing systems. ese are
bene cial in that little or no water or
nutrients are wasted or washed away.
Hydroponic growing systems work in a
number of ways: essentially it is a
system of seating plant's roots in a pot
which is ooded with water and then
allowing it to drain free. e bene ts
include the re-use of water and
nutrients as well as full control over
watering and nutrient levels that the
plants receive

·

Can be used as a mulch or dressing to
retain moisture and maintain the
temperature of the soil.

Mandoval's Vica l Vermiculite is well
established as a growing medium and has
various bene ts in the horticultural sector:

e exfoliation of Vermiculite is critical to
ensuring the maximum attributes of the
products are obtained.

Mandoval's products are exfoliated using a
system of maximum heat and controlled feed of
the raw material thus ensuring our products are
supplied according to stringent quality
standards.

young roots.

ese mixes promote faster root
growth and give quick anchorage to

www.mandoval.co.za
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3. Sun Silicates
Sun Silicates's vision is to supply technology
driven products at competitive prices, while
supplying hands–on customer focused technical
services.
e company manufactures industrial minerals,
chemicals, uxes and specialised process
equipment. Continual improvement forms part
of the company ethos ensuring internationally
competitive products and services.
Sun Silicates is the only South African
manufacturer that can supply both perlite and
vermiculite to the industry.
e SunPerl perlite is used in the following
industries: Soil mixtures, Hydroponics,
Insulation, Refractory materials, Filtration of
oils, Filtration of beer, wine and fruit juices
Perlite have been successfully used in virtually all
horticultural applications including glass-house

Supplement

growing, landscaping, lawn and stadium turf
and in a variety of container applications.

potting soil or used in the horticultural and
hydroponic industries.

Time and time again it has proven its superiority
in meeting the needs of commercial growers and
home gardeners – hydroponic culture is no
exception.

e bene ts of using vermiculite
Improves aeration:
By adding vermiculite to the soil you can improve
the soils ability to hold and release water back to
the plants. Vermiculite is porous and therefore
will hold high levels of air in soils which is
essential for root respiration and for the existence
of soil micro-organisms.

Extensive testing has documented the
superiority of perlite over other methods of
hydroponic culture.
Roots in perlite are always well aerated and
watered. Perlite is physically stable and will
retain its excellent air/water balance for many
years if handled carefully. Some growers have
used perlite for tomatoes more than one
growing season and it has subsequently been reused for potting mixes and soil conditioning.
SunPerl Vermiculite is a sterile, odorless and
reproof mineral. Along with another naturally
occurring mineral – Perlite – it's oen added to

Enhances drainage:
SunPerl Vermiculite is extremely absorbent. It
soaks up the water and holds that water until the
soil starts to dry out. It then releases the water into
the soil.
Acts as a permanent soil conditioner.
Unlike compost, which eventually breaks down
into the soil, vermiculite doesn't break down.

Contributors

1. Eco-Vermiculite
Nico Steenkamp
Tel: +27 15 306 0162
Fax: +27 86 550 3256
nico.steenkamp@lantic.net
13 Impala street, Tzaneen
South Africa
www.ecovermiculite.co.za
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2. Mandoval Vermiculite Innovation
Eloise Mandoval
eloise@mandoval.co.za
Tel: +27 11 864 5205
www.mandoval.com
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3. Sun Silicates
Gerbrand Haasbroek
Managing Director
B Eng (Metal) Hons
Mobile: +27 83 700 3970
Oﬃce: +27 11 824 4600
gerbrand@sunsilicates.co.za
www.sunsilicates.co.za
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Hydroponics and Organics
Hydroponics is a subset of hydroculture, which

us to grow our favourite plants where and

is the growing of plants in a soil less medium,

when we choose.

where the roots must search out the nutrients
and extract them. is is true even when using
rich, organic soil and top of the line nutrients.

or an aquatic based environment. Hydroponic
growing uses mineral nutrient solutions to feed

Why does Hydroponics work so well?

e energy expended by the roots in this process

the plants in water, without soil.

at's simple. If you give a plant exactly what it

is energy better spent on vegetative growth and

needs, when it needs it, in the amount that it

fruit and ower production.

For those of us who love growing plants these

needs, the plant will be as healthy as is

are exciting times indeed. We are no longer

genetically possible. With hydroponics this is

If you grow two genetically identical plants

limited by climate or by season in the pursuit of

an easy task; in soil it is far more diﬃcult.

using soil for one and hydroponics for the other,

virtually any plant at virtually any time of the

With hydroponics the plants are grown in an

this factor makes. Faster, better growth and

year – the only limitation is our imagination.

inert growing medium (see below) and a

much greater yields are just some of the many

you will almost immediately see the diﬀerence

our harmless pleasures. We can now grow

perfectly balanced, pH adjusted nutrient

reasons that hydroponics is being adapted

e simple, eﬀective hydroponic systems now

solution is delivered to the roots in a highly

around the world for commercial food

available, coupled with modern horticultural

soluble form. is allows the plant to uptake

production as well as a growing number of

lighting, have transformed our hobby and freed

its food with very little eﬀort as opposed to soil

home, hobby gardeners.
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1.

Green Sprouts Solutions

2.

fodder alone. We have found this to simply not

Water

be true and therefore we enrolled the services of
Green Sprout Solution has been around for

Water is becoming a commodity and not

university professors to aid us in the formulation

more than 20 years aﬀording the company the

having enough is one of the main reasons

of diﬀerent feeding rations that includes but is

opportunity to become experts in sprouting

clients approach us. Irrigated land uses a

not limited to fodder. e rations are varied

technology and hothouse design.

tremendous amount of water and seeing that

based on the geographical locations, which

our standard booster system produces the

again allows us to bring cost down and increase

From an early start the goal has always been to

equivalent of 15ha of irrigated land it is easy to

pro t margins for the client. By doing this we

develop a product that is cost eﬀective and

see the bene t in the amount of water being

endeavor to redeem the sometimes negative

eﬃcient and that will become an asset to all our

saved with such a system.

perception of the hydroponic fodder system.

clients.
3.

What does the future hold?

Molding

Vivian Beukes, the company owner set out to
achieve this goal and with his Engineering

When designing a system that seeks to re-

We are working on a few projects that will bring

background and being somewhat of a Bacteria

create growth of a natural product it is

a completely unique system to the market and

expert he soon embarked on a journey of

imperative to stick to nature as close as

this will be another absolute game changer so we

solving the most pressing issues faced by the

possible. When excluding the natural process

are very excited about this. is will bring us

industry.

ie the sun, through using arti cial lighting, we

one step closer in allowing clients to become

interfere with nature and this can become a

truly self-sustainable even in remote areas where

e challenges faced by the industry resulted in

breeding ground for unwanted micro-

water is not readily available.

the company focusing on a few key areas:

organisms.

1.

Cost

at is why we set out to design a cladding

2.

Hydroponics Africa limited “Cost

system that will allow the right amount of

eﬀective & sustainable farming
without soil”

is is one of the most important aspects in

sunlight through to reach the fodder. No one

designing a system. ere is no point in

will argue that arti cial lighting cannot

developing an expensive system that will erode

compare to natural sunlight in the chlorophyll

Hydroponics Africa manufactures and sells

any potential pro t gain sought by feeding

process. So by using a patented cladding

hydroponic solutions to small and medium scale

livestock.

technology along with one of our key organic

farms that enable eﬃcient cultivation of fresh

bacterial products called Spore Buster we have

produce and animal fodder.

With ever increasing electricity and labor costs

all but eliminated molding. Another key factor

we set out to develop a system that can be

in our system is that we have managed to vary

managed with minimal labor input and one

our temperatures inside the system, as this is

nutritious soils, a hydroponic system cultivates

key in eliminating spores. is is not possible

plants in a water solution that directly supplies

when using air-conditioners.

plant roots with nutrients.

that will be suﬃcient in energy usage.

Instead of growing agricultural produce in

Our cleverly designed cooling system results in
us not relying on expensive equipment like

4.

Hydroponic systems have several advantages

Nutrients

over traditional cultivation methods, namely

aircons and due to the low energy usage we also
Sprouted technology has come a long way and

signi cantly higher yields, water savings, more

eﬀective solar system. is is proving to be a

has had to overcome a few obstacles not least

eﬀective weed and pest control, and

game changer to the African market.

of these being un-educated claims made by

independence from the availability of soil.

have the bene t of installing a much more cost

producers that livestock can thrive on sprouted
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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standardized format.
5. Sales of nutrients and seedlings.
6. Training and maintenance services.
7. Distribution of fresh produce.
Problems solved by the hydroponics
farming:
1.
2.

Unsustainable Farming methods
High Cost& Ineﬃciency of
Conventional Feeds

3.

Soil borne Pests & Diseases

4.

Climate Change e.g. Drought

5.

High population density in arable
lands

As such, hydroponic cultivation of fodder and

3. Hydroponic system for low-

fresh produce holds great potential to enable

income consumers that enable

cultivation in otherwise unsuitable locations,

the production of fresh produce

enhancing adaptation to the impacts of climate

for own consumption to

change, and enhancing food security.

improve food security as well as

e company's vision is to feed all of Africa's
people through a portfolio of sustainable
hydroponic farming methods, creating
enduring value, abundance and opportunities
to all.

Hydroponics Solutions

Decreasing Agricultural Land to
Farm On

7.

Unemployment

small commercial volumes of
herbs for sale. is is a

e solution: Hydroponics - A cost eﬀective, high

standardized product receiving

quality and sustainable farming without soil.

strong support from the SWFF
program.
4. Hydroponic Fodder System

Manufacturing and Installation of

6.

Ÿ

resilient to climate change

Ÿ

provides superior nutritional value

enabling small to medium

Ÿ

faster growth

farmers to grow quality and

Ÿ

more eﬃcient in water and space

low cost animal fodder. e
1. Hydroponic Greenhouses for
small, medium, and large

company's oldest product that
is already being oﬀered in a

3. Grandeur Africa
Grandeur Africa is a company based in Nairobi

scale commercial farmers.
is product will remain a
semi-customized solution
given the particular needs of
customers and signi cant
revenue per system.
2. Modular Vertical Hydroponic
System enabling production of
large quantities of produce in
small (including urban) area
for small to medium farmers.
is product will consolidate
and replace a range of
previously customized
systems to achieve greater
eﬃciencies.
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a) Training and demonstration on hydroponic
fodder farming: Every weekday between 12pm
and
2pm for farmers to come and learn all on
how to grow and feed hydroponically grown
fodder to livestock.
b) C onsu lt at ion on hydrop onic shelter
construction: We partner with farmers to have
hydroponic shelters constructed on their farms.
We oﬀer site evaluation, consultation of how to
build a structure that will cater for the farmers
needs and we also do follow up visits to ensure that
the structure is working properly.
c) Follow-up visits are important to us since
farmers do not learn in one session and
consistently visiting them ensures they have a so
landing in hydroponic farming.
Kenya that focuses on training and equipping
farmers with the requisite skills for operating
their own hydroponic farms.

We also work with interested parties to build the
hydroponic shelters used to grow hydroponic
fodder, vegetables, herbs, fruits and owers.

Products under research and development
include yoghurt and biofuels (biogas and
biodiesel).
Our store is located in Mwiki-Kasarani in
Nairobi County and is open Monday to Saturday
from 8am to 5pm for purchasing of hydroponic
accessories.

vegetables and fruiting crops like tomatoes,
strawberries etc.

We also sell other accessories used in growth of
hydroponic vegetables and owers like mapal
troughs, drips systems, misting systems,
hydroponic cups, Styrofoam, Volcanic Rock,
plumbing accessories etc.

Quotations can be requested for at
grandeurafrica@gmail.com

We also oﬀer services such as training and
follow-up visits.

Grandeur Africa works to build hydroponic
shelters that are suitable for the African climate
and are also pocket friendly. We do this through
simple innovations and by using materials that
may be acquired from any hardware store.

We are willing to partner with any farmer in any
part of the world to build a “satellite” farm that can
be used to showcase the success of hydroponics
and the ease of doing hydroponics. e satellite
farm can then be used as a source of income for
that particular farmer as people can always stream
in to be trained.

We also supply farmers who are practicing
hydroponics with Barley and Aluminium trays
for the growth of hydroponic fodder.

We sell Nutrient Solutions for growing common
owers like Purslane, Hibiscus, African Daisy,
Tulips, Lilies, Roses, Sun ower, Guzmania and
Jasmine among others.

ere are also nutrient solutions for leafy

Contributors
1. Green Sprouts Solutions

2. Hydroponics Africa limited

3. Grandeur Africa

Hydroponics Kenya

Samuel Mbuguah

Fax : +27 86-691 1340

Peter Chege Gichuku

Product Advisor

No 5 Nywerheid Street, George

peterformulation@gmail.com

+254722522168/+254724526976

Western Cape

+254 7229 56647 +254 7032 86763

South Africa

Zambezi, Kikuyu, Nairobi POX 43031

Tel : +27 44 873 0371 or + 27 82 673 7211

grandeurafrica@gmail.com
www.grandeurafrica.com

www.hydroponicskenya.com
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Cropping

Control All Aspects of
Growing With
Greenhouse Automation

which can be expanded with

Climate Control Systems Inc, has been
manufacturing Greenhouse Automation

additional panels for a total of 32

Systems since 1985. We carry 3 agship

Climate zones.

products all designed to help growers maximize

·

With major leaps forward in water

Replacement of I/O Technology
·

Fully Expandable to Continue to
Grow with your Greenhouse

·

Updates and Upgrades to Soware

crop yields and help with water conservation

puri cation, recycling and reducing

Versions

and energy savings concerning commercial

energy consumption, Climate

Latest technology for substrate

greenhouse operations.

Control Systems is sought aer

moisture sensing with conductivity &

We fully automate all environmental aspects of

internationally for greenhouse

temperature monitoring and control.

an Industrial Greenhouse Operation and have

automation technology. We have

helped get a better crop for Vegetable Growers,

dedicated ourselves to produce

Floriculture and the new rising Medical

technology that will not only save

Marijuana Growers. rough the help of

grows time and money and

Greenhouse Computer Soware we can control

conserves the environments that

and automate, what used to be very time

surrounds them throughout the

consuming manual tasks.

world.

e Climate Manager™ is an advanced

·

milestones as we see the need for

Greenhouse Control Computer capable of
measuring and controlling heating and cooling,
vents, fans, Co2, boilers, lighting, shading,
heating on-oﬀ valves or modulation hot water
valves.
Climate Manager Greenhouse Control:
·

·

Displays all vent positions, louvers

·
·

Temperature, humidity, heating and

Ozone Pro systems are available for water ow

abroad.

rates from 10 US GPM to 1000 US GPM.
Each system is custom designed to suit your

fertigation systems that oﬀers some of the

speci c grower needs and water ow rate.

Growers depend on these fertilizer programs
to irrigate ower and vegetable crops on a
daily basis and according to weather

Fertigation Manager Irrigation System:

venting control

·

Manage Water and Fertilizer Usage

Fan, Co2, HID lighting, shading, fog

·

One Central Machine for Multiple

Irrigation and misting programs with

Crop Feeds
·

Con gure up to 16 Climate zones

September - October 2017

Customized to Your Needs with
Sensors & Injectors

·

·

Save 30% on Water Usage

·

Save 40% on Fertilizer Costs

·

Remove Bacteria & Recycle
Your Nutrient Water

e types of greenhouse automation systems are

conditions.

VPD (vapour pressure de cit)
·

installed in Canada, US, Mexico and

e Fertigation Manager™ is a greenhouse

and pad control
·

e CCS-SW80 Plasma Ozone Technology is

the future. Our systems have been

most advanced computer technology with all

positions and cooling fan activity

time you irrigate.

ideal for sterilizing irrigation waste water for

inclusive soware and instrumentation.

compartment

KEY to improving your bottom line! Ensure
your crop has fresh clean puri ed water every

greenhouse ower and vegetable crops. e

Temperature and humidity

Co2 Levels in each greenhouse

e Climate Control Ozone Pro Systems are the

environmental controls increase in

conditions in all greenhouse
compartments
·

We are proud to achieve these

Our ird Product:

all custom made to the Grower's needs. If you have
nancial constraints, you can opt for our leasing
options, we will work with you to ensure your crop
is healthier than ever and producing the highest
yields ever. At Climate Control Systems Inc. we
believe automation is the future.

Modular Design for Easy
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Agro-chemicals, food and water process
chemicals solutions
Agrochemicals are the chemicals used in

used safely if proper precautions are taken. One

mainly used for plant protection and improving

agriculture, including chemical fertilizers,

main obstacle in achieving safe working

crop yields. Every year nearly 30% of the potential

herbicides, and insecticides. Most are mixtures

conditions is the wide geographical distribution

of food production valued Rs 150bn are lost due to

of two or more chemicals; active ingredients

of agricultural workers, who are oen

insects, pests, plant pathogens, weeds, rodents,

provide the desired eﬀects, and inert ingredients

considered self-employed.

and birds and in storage. Hence the use of

Agro-chemicals are used world-wide to

Besides given the large growing population and

stabilize or preserve the active ingredients or aid
in application.

pesticides has become extremely necessary.
improve or protect crops and livestock.

scarcity of land available for cultivation, pesticides

Developing countries, especially in Asia, have

Fertilizers are applied to obtain good yields from

industry has a vital role to play in the agricultural

b e e n ste a d i ly mov i ng f rom t he d i re c t

crops that are protected from insects and

sector.

consumption of grains and other staple crops to

diseases by the timely use of pesticides. Animals

vegetables, fruits, meat, dairy and

are similarly protected from parasites and

sh. e

Eﬀects of the Use of Agrochemicals

increase in meat and dairy consumption has also

diseases by veterinary treatment such as

e use of certain agrochemicals has also been

led to greater demand for animal fodder and feed

vaccination, oral dosing or immersion dipping.

associated with some important environmental

Importance of Agrochemicals

fertilizers, for example, can lead to the

from cereals.

and ecological damages. Excessive use of

Some agro-chemicals are extremely hazardous to

Agrochemicals form the largest and the most

contamination of groundwater with nitrate,

the health of workers and the general public and

diverse group of chemical compounds.

rendering it un t for consumption by humans or

also to the environment. However they can be

Popularly referred to as pesticides they are

livestock. e use of pesticides can also result in

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Animal health and livestock produc on

Supplement

Animal health and livestock production in East Africa
Livestock are important in supporting the

the most eﬀective response to this alarming

and human health and prevent their spread to

livelihoods of poor livestock keepers, traders and

situation. e recently experienced animal

areas where they are not endemic. e ability of

labourers throughout the developing world.

disease crises have provided a clearer

animal health service providers in both the public

Diseases aﬀecting livestock can have a

understanding of the bene ts to the

and private sector to eﬀectively manage animal

devastating impact on animal productivity and

international community of applying the

health depends on knowledge of the diseases

production, on trade in live animals, meat and

appropriate animal health policies and

involved and access to information and tools as

other animal products, on human health and,

programmes in order to safeguard public health

required.

consequently, on the overall process of economic

and ensure food safety.

development.

Tools for managing animal health can be

As a result of globalisation and climate change

e aim of managing animal health is to

divided into three broad categories:

the world is currently facing an unprecedented

minimise the negative eﬀects of animal diseases

increase of emerging and re-emerging animal

on animal production and welfare, trade in

diseases and zoonoses (animal diseases

livestock and livestock products, and human

transmissible to humans).

health. It involves preventing outbreaks of

·
·

diseases in cost-eﬀective ways that minimise

systems in both the public and private sector is

their impact on production, trade, livelihoods

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Tools to support strategic planning for
and evaluation of disease prevention
and control interventions

epidemic diseases and managing endemic
Improving the governance of animal health

Tools for gathering and disseminating
information about animal health

·

Tools used for disease prevention and
control interventions
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1. SGS- Ensuring safe, sustainable

in food to ensure that farmers comply with the

Livestock areas are commonly shared or border

and high-quality products for

maximum residue limits (MRLs) set by WHO

on wildlife habitation, which increases the impact

Agri-business

and other food safety organizations.

of various diseases and parasites through direct or
indirect contact.

In the recent past, there has been a growing
concern regarding indiscriminate use of

Our full scope of services within Agri-

pesticides on fruits and vegetables that currently

business includes:

pose serious health hazard to consumers.

·

Organ chlorine pesticides can persist in

Owners of livestock are not always directly

Inspection Services (Sampling and

involved with the daily grazing and treating of

Lab testing)

livestock, as livestock are oen entrusted to be

foodstuﬀs for a considerable period, if crops are

·

Stock Management

gathered with other livestock in a speci c area to

sprayed shortly prior to harvest without an

·

Precision Agriculture and Advisory

be grazed together with a common herdsman.

services

is indirect control is the greatest contributor to

·

Fumigation and pest control

spreading of diseases when the herdsman is not
properly skilled.

appropriate waiting period referred as preharvest interval (PHI). Organophosphate
residues can persist until the food is in the hands

·

Port Inspection

of the consumers. ere is also growing concern

·

Seed Integrity Services

on the high levels of antibiotics residues in milk

·

Crop Monitoring

Livestock losses must be weighed against the cost

and meat products which is associated with the

·

Pesticide Residues Analysis

of national outbreaks of various diseases like East

use of excessive and uncontrolled antibiotics in

·

Antibiotics/Drugs Residues Analysis

coast fever which could destroy the
stability of the area and nation.

animals.

·

Mycotoxins (A atoxins) Analysis

Another cause of potential food safety concern in

·

Microbiological Analysis

nancial

is contamination of food with pathogens, heavy

·

Soil Fertility Management Services

e owner of livestock can in uence the whole

metals and mycotoxins which is a widespread

·

Audit, Certi cation and Training

area around him by negligent practises. Older

problem in tropical and subtropical regions due

Services

plunge dips were the best method for years but
tighter economic conditions have made owners of

to poor post-harvest handling and
indiscriminate use of fertilizers and organic

All our oﬀerings are backed by substantial

livestock rethink. e uncertainty of the

manures.

experience in providing comprehensive

concentration of active chemicals in the

Most consumers are at a high risk of heavy

analytical services through our ISO 17025

plungedip, due to losses through the or

metals, mycotoxins especially a atoxin and

accredited laboratories.

monitoring and evaluation of food products. e
current trend however is a tendency for

accidental dilution through rains could lead to
unexpected losses in the herd. Re lling of plunge

pathogens contamination due to lack of
2. Sprayraces Africa Livestock

dips is very expensive exercise if the sollution in
the plunge dip is found to be contaminated or over

Solutions

consumers getting more concerned about the

Disease control starts at the owner of livestock,

diluted. Plunge dips also contribute yearly to

source and safety of food on their plates which is

and must be controlled from that level outwards

mortalities and serious injuries to livestock

expected to in the near future, in uence their

up to national level. Tropical conditions and

worldwide. Pour-on dips have always been the

shopping preferences and behavior.

high rainfall favors strong populations of

backup plan and are perfect for short term but

various ticks and mites in central Africa.

very expensive in the long run.

SGS oﬀers expert analytical services on a range of
food contaminants and residues which include
scheduled sampling and testing of food in
compliance with various regulations, farm audits
and review of applications and pre-harvest
interval (PHI).
SGS services help to ensure the integrity of food
chain from seed development and soil testing
through to harvesting and trade at export or
import. With many years of experience
protecting the interests of and assisting parties
i nv o l v e d i n t h e t r a d e o f a g r i c u l t u r a l
commodities.
SGS has developed numerous innovative
services covering food safety, hygiene auditing,
risk management and in-land agriculture. Our
ISO 17025 accredited laboratories can test for a
wide range of chemical and pathogens residues

September - October 2017
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e costs of animal disease
In Africa, millions of people depend on livestock
for their livelihoods. However, the high
prevalence of livestock diseases, such as East
Coast Fever and Newcastle disease, to name just a
few, are a major constraint to increasing
smallholder incomes and enhancing agricultural
development, food security and resilience.
Accessibility and distribution of high quality
veterinary medicines is therefore the best tool to
combat animal diseases and help curb economic
losses.
Cross-country registration of veterinary
medicines
Registering veterinary medicines in Africa
through the currently established processes is
cumbersome and time consuming, requiring
considerable technical information from
e modern farmer requires an eﬀective

Honda Pumpset or 3Phase electrical Pumpset.

chemical spray applicator which can:

Customer is to supply 1cubic meter Sand and 1

·

Be moved when required from one
area to another

well as 40 6inch cement blocks. Customer

·

Create a calmer and safer handling of

supply labour and builder and we will supply

livestock

technician to assist with Correct building of slab

·

Ensure the owner that the correct

and reservoir. spraydip device for applying

concentration is applied to the

insecticide or other solution to the coat of

livestock as prescribed by the chemical

animals, replacing the plunge dip. e animal

manufacturer

walks through a compartment which carries

Create a safer dipping method that can

spray nozzles on the sides, below and above.

dip livestock from day one inclusive of

Excess spray drains into a sump and is reused.

·

cubic Meter small stone and 6 Bags of cement as

sick and heavily pregnant animals
·

Have the ability to create

nancial

3. GALVmed initiative - Regulatory

income indirectly through reduction

harmonisation: Improving access

of livestock losses through tickborne

to safe, eﬀective and quality

d i s e a s e s an d d i re c t ly t h rou g h

veterinary medicines across East Africa

delivering this necessary service to

applicants. Harmonisation of the registration
system for veterinary medicines across nations
simpli es the process, saves time and resources
and helps to ensure drug quality, safety and
eﬃcacy.
In 2011, a GALVmed initiative 'Harmonisation of
Registration Requirements for Veterinary
Immunologicals and Development of a Mutual
Recognition Procedure (MRP) in East Africa' was
launched to provide support in this critical area.
e enterprise was undertaken to assist the East
African Community (EAC) in harmonising
registration requirements in the established
regulatory authorities and strengthening their
ve te r i n ar y v a c c i ne re g u l ator y s y ste ms .
GALVmed's work commenced with a workshop
in Nairobi, involving regulators from eight East
African countries – Burundi, Djibouti, Ethiopia,

fellow livestock owners at a xed cost
per head of livestock
·

Give the livestock owner the luxury to
change the type of chemical due to
various reasons such as availibility of
speci c brand or necessary change due
to chemical resistance build up in
parasites

·

Deliver a faster and eﬀective
application, saving the livestock owner
time and money everytime he dips his
animals.

Sprayraces uses half the dip than plungedips
per animal.
Jenge Sprayraces is supplied complete with
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Worker Dickson Miese pose with a goat at the farm Mara
outside the Kenyan city of Eldoret. GalvMed

Kenya, Rwanda, Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda.

authorisations for a particular product without

MRP of vaccine regulation bene ts local farmers,

Only three countries already possessed a

incurring long delays. An assessor in one

product applicants, vaccine producers and

recognised registration system (Kenya, Tanzania

country is responsible for evaluating the

regulators. Farmers will enjoy increased

and Uganda). Participants were asked what

registration dossier before writing the

availability of safe, eﬀective, quality vaccines at

would be needed to achieve a harmonised system

assessment report. e same report is then

aﬀordable prices in the market for livestock

for registering veterinary vaccines and it was

shared with all other regulatory authorities

dis e as es. Nat iona l me dicine regu l ator y

concluded that the development of a set of

w h e re t h e app l i c a nt s e e k s m a r k e t i n g

authorities will be better equipped to register

harmonised technical documents was required.

authorisations. is eliminates the need for

medicines in a cost-eﬀective and timely manner

As a result of the workshop, a technical working

separate applications and time consuming

by improving regulatory processes and making

group (TWG) was formed consisting of

assessments by each country. Gilly Cowan,

better use of scarce technical skills. Vaccine

participants from the national regulatory

GALVmed's Regulatory Aﬀairs Consultant said,

producing companies and their local

authorities of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda.

“MRP saves time, eﬀort and is predictable.

representatives/ agents will bene t from

Burundi, Rwanda and the EAC Secretariat are

Assessors and inspectors from diﬀerent

simpli ed and standardised regulatory approval

also members of the TWG whose role was to

Regulatory Authorities will build trust in each

processes. It will become possible to submit

work on and develop the following registration

others' work, enabling valuable veterinary

dossiers for much-needed medicines

documents: a harmonised application form to

vaccines to b e registered quick ly and

simultaneously in multiple countries, and
evaluation turnaround times will improve.”

send to EAC Regulatory Authorities when

simultaneously in as many EAC countries as the

applying for marketing authorisations;

applicant wishes. Once the harmonised

harmonised product information templates to be

Marketing Authorisations are granted there are

included in the summar y of product

other advantages for applicants. No longer will

characteristics, product labels and package

they need to wait for the last approval from a

4. Technical support to Animal health
and livestock production in East Africa
IGAD member countries (Djibouti, Ethiopia,

lea ets; a guide to the structure of a registration

Regulatory Authority before making a change to

Kenya, Somalia, South Sudan, the Sudan and

dossier for a veterinary immunological product;

the production, testing or label claims of their

Uganda) are rich in livestock and home to 336

and a guide on the data required in the

product. e approval process will happen

million ruminants (cattle, small ruminants (sheep

registration dossier to demonstrate product

simultaneously in all the countries that were

and goats) and camels), they own 8 percent of the

quality, safety and eﬃcacy.

involved in the MRP.”

cattle; 10 percent of small ruminants and 51
percent of the camel population in the world.

Progress of the Mutual Recognition Procedure

Who bene ts from MRP?

ese resources are also the main livelihoods for

(MRP)

Dr Zelalem Gebretsadik of the Ethiopian

the pastoral and agro-pastoral communities in the

e rationale for the MRP is to obtain marketing

regulatory authority said: “Harmonisation and

Arid and Semi-arid areas (ASALs) of the region.
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e above

gures are an indication that the

e livestock sub-sector, however, has a number

Supplement

ICPALD and contributions to improve the animal

IGAD region has a huge potential to export

of challenges that need to be addressed to secure

health and production situation in the region

livestock and meat within the region, to other

livelihood assets and increase incomes of the

thereby enhance the performance of the subsector and bene t the livestock actors:-

African regions and the Middle (ME) and Far

farmers and traders. e main issues faced by

East markets. e ME and Far East markets

livestock producers and other value chain actors

which are close and accessible to the IGAD

are, among others, Trans-boundary Animal

Support to Control of Trans-boundary Animal

region, have a high demand for livestock and

Diseases (TADs), recurrent drought that leads

Disease control (TADs) and Animal production

livestock products that is growing rapidly with

to feed and water shortage and losses of animals ,

·

ICPALD wit h MS and p ar t ners

improving economies and growing population.

limited capacity to meet market compliance,

identi ed nine priority animal diseases

Moreover, the importing Gulf countries have a

inadequate and inconsistent marketable supply;

on the basis of the perceived economic

particular preference for livestock from this

limited up to date market information that reach

impact on trade; transmissibility and

region. Some IGAD member states were able to

the producers, inadequate market

zoonotic potential. It also developed

export over 12 million livestock, maily sheep and

infrastructure and limited market promotion

and validated a harmonized Standard

goats, and some 30,000 metric tons of meat to

and linkages.

Methods and procedures (SMPs) that

countries in 2015. ese exports represents an

IGAD Centre for Pastoral Areas and Livestock

diseases. e MS are on the process of

estimated 60% and 10% of the annual livestock

Development (ICPALD) is a regional centre of

mainstreaming the SMPs in their

Middle East and North African (MENA)

help for the control of the above priority

and meat demand of the MENA countries. e

t h e Int e r- gove r n m e nt a l Aut h or it y on

disease control program. SMP has also

market demand for livestock and meat is

Development (IGAD) established in July 2012

been developed for use by the livestock

expected to rise if the projections by the IMF

by IGAD council of Ministers and providing

(2003) are anything to go by. e IMF (2003)

technical support to the above member states

export quarantines in the region
·

Developed and validated with MS the

reported that feeding a world population of 9.1

(MS) in trans-boundary Animal disease

regional Guidelines for Animal

billion people in 2050 would require raising

control; animal production and productivity

Identi cation, Traceability (LITs) and

overall food, including livestock, production by

and trade enhancement to complement the

some 70 percent between 2005/07 and 2050. e

national livestock development eﬀorts of the

annual cereal production would have to grow by

IGAD MS. e center also provides technical

Health Certi cation Systems.
·

A regional coordination mechanism on
disease surveillance and control is also

almost one billion tons, meat production by over

supports on complimentary dry-land resources

put in place to enhance exchange of

200 million tons to a total of 470 million tons in

(non-wood forest products, artisanal minerals).

lessons and good practices and improve

2050. To optimize on the bene ts from the

As part of the above eﬀorts; ICPALD also

increased demand of livestock and livestock

support the private sector including Livestock

products, the actors in the livestock sub-sector

stakeholders associations.

need to double their investments and adopt new
production technologies and innovations.
www.farmersreviewafrica.com

disease reporting between MS
·

Organized and facilitated a number of
bilateral and multilateral cross border
Animal Health coordination meeting

e following are the key achievements of
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surveillance, vaccination, disease
reporting; For instance; Ethiopia

Kenya already got permission to

was organized and provided to the 21

already signed Bilateral

e x p or t oﬀ a l s t o Vi e t n am an d

North East Africa Livestock council

M O Us

and implementation

commenced exports; and other IGAD

(NEALC O) reg iona l committe e

framework developed to

MS have also applied to be authorized

members and national chapters'

operationalize the MOU. Others are

to export oﬀals and meat.

leaders. A training manual for further

·

e following regional strategies are

enhance trust and transparency in
me at and l ive sto ck t r a d e and
·

have capacity to deliver their strategy
·

minimize the bans on exporting MS

expo in Kenya to enable it promote
improved livestock practices and also to
generate resources for the association,

regional PPR control and eradication

me mb e r st ate s st at i one d i n 7
importing countries such as from

welfare strategy. Eﬀorts are under way

Dubai, Abudabi; Saudi Arabia, Qatar,

5.

to support MS to domesticate and roll

Iran, and Egypt were gathered to

Founded early 2003 by a few feed millers,

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and trained on

AKEFEMA was registered in August 2004 as an

Conducted studies and showed

import requirements and promotion

oﬃcial representative of all registered feed

increased contribution of livestock to

of livestock and livestock products.

manufacturers and associated businesses in

A mission comprising of policy

Kenya.

makers (Ministers and

e mission of AKEFEMA is to promote

·

and shared. Currently some of the MS

Parliamentarians) was conducted in

cooperation, coordination and continuous

use this evidence for proposal

D e c 2016. e mission rais e d

improvement of products, Manufacture, quality

development and to advocate

awareness of the above policy makers

and /or service delivery in all institutions and

increased

for

budget for livestock

development

on the application and bene t of

businesses involved in the livestock feedstuﬀ

Livestock identi cation and

industry.

Undertook assessment of the public

traceability (LITS) in the commercial

resource allocation and private

and communal sectors. e policy

Among other, the following are some of the core

investment on livestock development

makers from MS

objectives of AKEFEMA;

in the MS and validated the ndings.

advocate for increased resource

have agreed to

·

To bring together all feed millers for

Soon the evidence on the status of the

allocation and to institutionalize LITS

coordination of eﬀorts meant to

resource allocation and private sector

to strengthen its application and use

improve on a continuous basis the

investment will be shared to policy
makers and private sector to be used

·

for decision making in future budget

at diﬀerent levels

business of feed milling in Kenya for the

Regional Sanitary-Phyto Sanitary

bene t of both the investors and their

( SP S ) st r ate g y d e vel op e d and

customers. is includes the principal

allocation and for advocacy in the area

validated with MS: Eﬀorts are under

mandate of achieving self- regulation in

Veterinar y Oﬃcers, lab orator y

way to support MS to domesticate the

the industry.

technicians and export quarantine

above strategy

workers were trained on

improve market compliance

and implement to

participate in all research activities in

inspection, certi cation, diagnostic

Support to private sector - North East Africa

appropr iateness of var ious raw

techniques,

Livestock council (NEALCO).

·

Epidemiology and Sur veillance,
management skills

to

strengthen veterinary services and

·

·

To establish capacity, manage or

been supported by ICPALD and

promote laboratory, analytical and
other support services for the feed

15 live animal and meat export traders

plan, promote itself and establish
national chapters in each of IGAD
·

technological development.

African Union to develop strategic

from IGAD MS participated on GULF
FOOD fair in 2016 and also other 15 in

eld of animal nutrition,

materials for usage in feed milling and

is is a regional livestock
stakeholders association who has

Livestock trade enhancement

2017 ; shared their promotion

To promote, support, encourage and
the

help meet market requirements

·

AKEFEMA

out the above strategies.

the gross domestic product (GDP) of

·

Supported NEACLO to hold livestock

Trade counsellors of IGAD exporting

strategy and (d) Regional Animal

each MS and a policy brief produced

·

reference for participants was also
shared. is training assisted them to

developed and validated with MS:- (a)
(b) e regional Animal health

·

Established IGAD CVOs, exporters,
and Importers joint committee to

e regional Animal heath strategy,
emergency and contingency plans, (c)

·

communication and advocacy (PICA)

–Kenya

on pipeline
·

exporters from each MS; Ethiopia and

milling industry.
·

To reach as many potential members as

MS.

possible through-out the country and

NEALCO members supported to

organize campaigns for the formation

materials and identi ed new buyers

learn experiences from South Africa

and development of livestock product

Explored alternative market to South

and Botswana on improved feedlot

marketing groups for farmers.

East Asia in Sept 2016 (Vietnam and

practices and slaughter houses

Malaysia) with the participation of

(exporting to Europe)

and public sector stakeholders and

Training on policy, investment,

players for the improvement of the feed

chief Veterinary oﬃcers/CVO/ and
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milling sector and the attainment of
the Association's objectives.
·

To collect, analyze and disseminate the
best available information on the
animal feed manufacturing, and adopt
such means as making known the
activities of the Association by
advertising in the press, radio or
television, books, periodicals, lea ets,
brochures, newsletters, workshops,
and seminars and by availing prizes,
donations or otherwise.

·

To act as agents for members or
partners with any government, nongovernmental organization(s), public
or private entity.

AKEFEMA thus far has managed to achieve

operating in 2008.

run.

among others, the following:

October/December 2008

2003 to date

Conducted a baseline Sector Survey with fund

HACCP and AKEFEMA accreditation

Bringing together competing businesses in the

assistance from Agricultural Sector

procedures on August 2010.

feed milling industry for cooperation and

Coordination Unit (ASCU).

·

·

advocate issues for the sake of the industry.
2004

Conducted directors' training on

Conducted AKEFEMA members'
production staﬀ training on HACCP,

2008/2011

Feed formulation, principles of animal

·

production, feed milling technology

Lobbied for and facilitated

Facilitated the formation of Kenya Poultry

importation of yellow maize by four

and handling of customer complaints

Farmers Association (KEPOFA) in appreciation

companies on behalf of the feed

on February 2011.

of the role poultry farmers plays in the milling
industry.

millers in the country.
·

·

preparedness of members for the

Developed code of conduct for its
members.

Liaised with KEBS to ensure
·

Consolidated nutritional speci cations

2007/08

implementation and sustained

of all locally available raw materials into

Securing Secretariat oﬃce space at National Bee

compliance to Standardization Mark

one document.

Keeping Station, Lenana in 2007, which started

in the short, medium and in the long

·

Held successful National Executive
Council elections in February 2011.

Contributors

1. SGS
Linda A. Koyonzo

2. Sprayraces Africa Livestock Solutions

for Livestock Veterinary Medicines)

Jaco Engelbrecht

Sales and Marketing Manager

Unit 67

3. GALVmed (Global Alliance
Samuel NIYI Adediran PhD.

Anne.koyonzo@sgs.com

738 Blesbok Street

Tel: +254 (0)772157782/ext 31|

Oﬃce Landline: +254 20 709633438

Mooikloof

Mobile (Kenya) +254 (0) 728 431013,

Oﬃce Mobile: +254 0741095810/0722758455

Pretoria East 1401

(Int Roaming)+447557440835

Direct: +254 709633438

South Africa

www.galvmed.org

www.sgs.co.ke, www.sgs.com

4. IGAD
Dr. Ameha Sebsibe (PhD)
+254 721 233 045
ameha.sebsibe@igad.int
www.igad.int

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

5. AKEFEMA
Paul Odera
info@akefema.or.ke
www.akefema.or.ke
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Mastitis In Cows: Detection, Treatment And
Prevention Measures
Many people tend to equate mastitis in cows to

e bacterial metabolites released in the udder

e losses a farmer is likely to incur arise from
the following avenues:

hygiene conditions in the farm. To a large extent,

tissue can damage the milk-secreting tissues and

this argument is true since mastitis is, by far and

ducts throughout the udder. In some situations,

large, a bacterial infection and bacteria tend to

the damage is permanent and the udder loses its

contaminated by medication for being

thrive in unhygienic conditions.

functionality. Acute cases can lead to fatalities

un t for consumption.

while cows that recover will be incapacitated for
Mastitis in cows is the in ammation of the cow's

·

·

the rest of their lactation lives.

injury will negatively aﬀect the yields.

disease/condition is a major endemic disease of

Mastitis in cows can be a very complex illness

dairy cattle but can aﬀect all other lactating

since the farmer may not be able to detect it

When the bacteria gain entry into the udder

e cows will produce less during the
illness. A permanent udder tissue

mammar y gland and udder tissue. is

mammals as well.

Fa r m e r s w i l l t h row aw ay m i l k

·

e farmer will have to spend more in

during its subclinical phases. is is to say that

extra labor required to tend to the

the herd may have mastitis without showing any

sick/mastitic cows.

signs and symptoms. At this stage, the disease

through the teat canal, they nd nutrients in the

can spread very fast to the rest of the herd if

udder and multiply rapidly. eir metabolic

proper handling is lacking in the farm.

·

Medication and veterinary services for
treating the sick cows tend to be high.

byproducts cause poisoning of the udder tissues
resulting into an in ammation. e

To manage the situation, you should consider

·

S i c k c ow s w i l l h av e a re du c e d

in ammation is due to the cow's autoimmune

paying a very close attention to the milking

productive lifespan due to the injured

response to the toxic metabolites released by the

hygiene to avoid cross contamination. You

udders. You may have to cull them

bacteria.

should couple this with good housing and
proper nutrition to promote general good

before exploiting their full potential.
·

Cross contamination in the farm can

It is important to take note that mastitis can also

health of the animals. In extreme cases, you may

lead to loss of the entire herd due to

occur due chemical, mechanical, or thermal

need to cull the severely infected cows.

culling

injury to the cow's udder.
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Evans Vanodine

is the largest independent

an alternative.

cows, it is important to take precautions to
ensure that you do not end up with mastitis in

Severe clinical mastitis

manufacturer of cleaning and hygiene chemicals

your farm. Dairy cows have many predisposing

Characterized by an extremely ill cow that may

in the UK

factors to mastitic infections such as the risk of

die if untreated. e udder becomes gangrenous

contamination from the milking equipment,

and the milk may look normal even the though

ey operate in 78 countries and have 5 licence

hygiene of the milking equipment handlers, and

the cow is sick in the early stages. Soon enough,

manufacture factories overseas – one in

cleanliness of the cleaning water.

the milk becomes abnormal.

Johannesburg operated by BITEK Feed science

Since farmers tend to milk their animals at

Acute clinical mastitis

which supplies most of sub Saharan Africa.
predetermined hours, their udder sphincters

Here, the cow may not necessarily be sick but

e company specialises in animal health

tend to be under stress than beef cows whose

the udder is visibly swollen, painful, and hot.

cleaning and disinfectant products for poultry

calves nurse regularly. e stress may lead to

e cow produces abnormal milk with clots and

swine and dairy applications and in UK is the

loosening of the teat canal through which the

blood.

market leader in supply of Dairy hygiene

bacteria will gain entry into the udder to cause
mastitis.

chemicals.
Clinical mastitis
e cow looks indiﬀerent and the udder does

Evans supply a wide range of specialised dairy teat

Public health concerns

not show any observable changes. You will

disinfectants for the control of mastitis both from

ere are occasions when incidences of mastitis

notice abnormalities in the milk.

the UK and from their overseas plants.

Mild clinical mastitis

e formulations are regulated as veterinary

may qualify to be a public health concern. When
this is the case, farmers must do all they have to
do to ensure that their animals are not infected.

e cow looks ne and the udder does not have

medicines in most markets and pass all of the

At the same time, they must manage the already

any abnormalities. You will notice a few clots or

relevant EU, African and overseas regulatory

infected animals to prevent any further spread of

approval systems and tests , they are safe for use ,

akes in the milk.

the disease.

safe for the environment and have a signi cant
Chronic mastitis

eﬀect in the control of

Consequently, it is not uncommon to see the

e cow looks very ne but you may feel lumps

infections in the dairy industry.

farmers to procure intramammary antibiotics

in the udder tissue. You will also observe

due to its low risk of administration.

mastitis and similar

changes in milk e.g. the milk can be very watery.

Evans was the rst company in the UK and Europe

is could be the reason why your milk is always

to introduce modern teat disinfection in the late

Organic dairy farmers on the other hand prefer

rejected at the dairy despite feeding your cow

1960's as a means to control Mastitis and the

to use limited antibiotics and prefer to use

well and treating it from all diseases.

advanced formulations and technology now used

Contributors

forefront of diary hygiene globally.

alternative therapies, e.g. homeopathy, to treat
mastitis. Such farmers also prefer to take a more

in Evans products has kept the company at the

holistic approach in their farms to prevent
mastitis.

1. Evans Vanodine- Treatment of
mastitis in Dairy Herds

e company has range of advanced lm forming
teat disinfectants which leave a

exible

lm

Avoid prescription abuse when treating
mastitis in cows
While applying any treatment method you prefer
to use, you must be sure that you know what you
are doing. If in doubt, consult your veterinarian
or animal health care expert. ere have been
incidences of prescription abuse, which puts us
on the precipice of losing the war against
bacteria.
When the bacteria have developed suﬃcient
resistance to the antibiotics, you will be forced to
look for a more potent alternative, which could
be very expensive or non-existent. Whenever
you treat a bacterial infection in your herd, it is
important not to go for the strongest medication
rst because if it fails to deliver, you will not have

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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barrier over the cows teats between milking
times – to provide protection against the disease
causing organisms present in the environment
on a dairy farm and have promoted the bene ts
of pre milking disinfection as well as post
milking to signi cantly reduce infections in high
yield animals.
ey are also the largest manufacturer of Iodine
disinfectants in Europe but also have products
based on Chlorhexidine or lactic acid to match
the farmers or market preference in diﬀerent
disinfectant types.
All of these products and technical advice are
available in Africa either on direct basis from the
UK in the case of northern countries or from

At the 2017 NMC Regional Meeting in Boise, Idaho, Justine Britten of Udder Health Systems addresses the role of a
microbiology diagnostic lab in mastitis control during a short course

Bitek in Southern Africa .e products are

from all segments of the dairy industry are

year, NMC will host regional meetings in Milan,

compatible with robotic milking parlours.

represented in membership, including dairy

Italy, June 11-13; and Guelph, Ontario, Canada,

producers, veterinarians, researchers, extension

June 20-22.

2.

National Mastitis Council

What is NMC?

specialists, industry suppliers, dairy plant eld
staﬀ, regulatory oﬃcials and students.

3. Synvita- Our Science-Your Pest
control

e National Mastitis Council (NMC) is a notfor-pro t professional organization devoted to

NMC EVENTS

reducing mastitis and enhancing milk quality.

In late January/early February 400 to 425 milk

Fly Control: Key in preventing Mastitis

NMC promotes res e arch and prov ides

quality enthusiasts gather for NMC's annual

Mastitis is a common and costly problem within

information to the dairy industry on udder

meeting. e 2018 meeting will be held January

the dairy herds in Africa. As with most cases in life

health, milking management, milk quality and

31-February 2, in Tucson, Arizona, USA. e

… prevention is better than cure and for mastitis a

meeting's theme is “Mastitis and Milk Quality –

high y challenge is a major precursor to mastitis.

the Five Point Plan Revisited.”.

Tests have shown that correct insecticide

Provides a forum for the international

Besides the annual meeting, NMC gathers at

is can be achieved by reducing the biting y

exchange of information relating to mastitis

least once a year for its regional meeting. In July

population that transmits the bacteria that causes

control and milk quality

2017, the group met in Boise, Idaho, USA. Next

mastitis.

milk safety.

treatment can reduce mastitis by more than 80%.

WHAT DOES NMC DO?
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Flies are capable of exponential population

Develops and publishes educational
materials, including books, brochures and

growth and the only way to successfully get on top

audio visuals on udder health, milking

of the pest is to put an integrated programme in

management and milk quality

place. is refers to the use of multiple

Establishes guidelines for mastitis control

interventions to break the y's life-cycle i.e. a

methods

larval control programme, a residual wall spray

Ÿ

Develops protocols for determining

treatment, space spray treatment and attractant

eﬀectiveness of mastitis control products

baits.

Ÿ

Monitors changes in technology relating to
Fly control does not have to be diﬃcult but there

udder health and milk quality
Ÿ

Holds meetings and provides continuing

are a few key components that need to be

education opportunities

considered before implementing a successful y
program.
·

NMC MEMBERSHIP

Identify potential breeding sites. Use a

NMC is a membership-based organization,

stick or some device to scrap oﬀ the

independent of any university or government

outer-crusted layer to reveal the moist

agency. Membership is open to anyone with an

manure that is conducive for

interest in udder health, milking management

breeding. It is here under the crust that

and milk quality. Individuals and companies

you may discover the presence of white
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operate as a giant aerosol. An eﬀective
Space Spray treatment designed for this
type of use is Nimbus Space Spray and is
designed for use in sensitive areas such
as high-density animal breeding areas,
food preparations areas etc.
·

Fly Baits containing a y pheromone
attractant (Z-9 Tricosene) should be
used in and around local areas that you
are trying to void of ies. is shortrange attracting pheromone that
attracts ies from 5-7m away is not very
stable and vaporizes oﬀ the product
fairly quickly. So emphasis should be
placed on rather using less y bait at a
time and rather applying “fresh” bait
more oen, thus ensuring the release of
the critical attracting pheromone.
Applying new bait every 2-3 days

maggots and these positive sites

·

should be suﬃcient to ensure eﬀect-

population and result in most

should be treated with an Insect

products becoming non-eﬀective.

baiting results. An eﬀective product

Growth Regulator (IGR) product such

ere is a unique resistance breaking

that utilizes both a killing function and

as Dimilin.

formulation available called Delta 7

With residual wall sprays ensure you

WP and due to the high inclusion of

use a product that is registered for

Piperonyl Butoxide this product

residual applications onto surfaces.
e reason for this is that you need a

·

a pheromone attractant is Snap Fly Bait.
·

Flytraps that utilize a fermenting
protein lure are oen placed close to the

overcomes resistant pest populations.

area where

Space Spray treatments are a great

reduced. is can oen be counter-

ies are trying to be

particulate formulation to oﬀer the

tool to knock-down and kill the

productive as these fermenting protein

residual component of the spray. Too

current adult y population and can

lures have a long-range eﬀect. is can

oen farmers are using cattle dips and

be very eﬀective when applied on a

bring

crop chemicals, which are based on

large scale through machinery such as

general vicinity into the area where ies

ies that are not within the

emulsi able concentrates

a n U l t r a L o w Vo l u m e ( U LV )

are not welcome. It would be better to

formulations (non-particulate) and

machine. ese machines are capable

place such traps on the perimeter of the

oﬀer little more than a couple hours of

of producing micronized droplets

area you are trying to void of ies. From

residual eﬀect on a surface. is

that allow the space spray treatment

this position ies are then intercepted

further provides opportunities for

to eﬃciently and cost-eﬀectively

or are attracted to the trap location and

insecticide resistance to build up in the

cover a large areas of space and

not the sensitive area.

Contributors
1. Evans Vanodine International plc
Tel: +44 (0) 1772 322200

2. National Mastitis Council

3. Synvita
Graeme Steart

JoDee Sattler

export@evansvanodine.co.uk

jdsattler@nmconline.org

graeme@synvita.co.za

Brieley Road, Walton Summit

414-587-5839

Tel: +27 33 346 1920/2
Fax: +27 33 346 0512

Preston Pr5 8AH England

3 Pentrich Road

www.evansvanodine.co.uk

Pietermaritzburg 320
Republic of South Africa
www.synvita.co.za
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How to effectively wean beef cattle calves
e methods and time of weaning play a vital role

drought or feed shortages, or else they will be

in beef production by in uencing the weaning

slow growers and susceptible to disease.

weight of calves, as well as the condition of the

Depending on the availability and cost of feed,

cows.

the farmer must decide when to wean if the

Timeous and eﬀective weaning enables a cow to

strong, close- strand wire fence.
·

Nose plates can be tted to calves for
seven to 14 days.

·

ese prevent suckling, even if cows

condition of a cow deteriorates rapidly, as a cow

and calves remain together throughout

is more valuable than a very young calf.

the weaning period.

calve every year by allowing her suﬃcient time to

·

When the nose plates are removed, the

regain her condition aer weaning.

How to wean

cows and calves are separated with

ere are several weaning methods, and the

relatively little stress.

is, in turn, allows the farmer to produce as

method you use will depend on the conditions

many calves as possible from his/ her breeding

on your farm. Bear the following weaning

stock.

methods in mind:
·

Other tips
·

Castrate, dehorn and brand when

Keep the calves in a kraal or well-

calves are eight to 10 months old, but

When to wean

fenced camp, and remove the cows to

not immediately before weaning. is

e ideal weaning age of calves is between

a distant camp, preferably one where

will ensure the stress associated with

seven and eight months. Wean the calf before

the calves will not be able to hear the

these operations does not add to that of

the cow's condition score drops below 2,5.

cows.

weaning.

During times of drought and poor feed supply,

·

Remove the cows temporarily from a

·

camp, and then move the calves to a

wean calves at a younger age (just before six
months) to allow the cow to recover before

distant camp. Cows tend to look for

winter starts.

their calves in the camp in which they

Keep a few dry cows with the weaners to
calm them.

·

Prov i d e su ﬃ c i e nt go o d - qu a l it y
roughage, water and shade in the

were last seen, and this method

weaning camps.

In the eastern regions of SA, wean calves born

should prevent the cows from

during spring in early May, at the age of about

breaking out of the camp.

trampling, ensure that the camps are

Exchange calves from two diﬀerent

not too large.

seven to eight months. In western regions, wean

·

herds. e calves will then still have

calves born during spring in early June (also at

·

·

To prevent excessive walking and

e weaning process could last seven to

seven to eight months), as the breeding season

the company of cows. Some cross-

14 days, depending on the age at which

tends to be later in these regions. Calves should

suckling may, however, occur.

the calves are weaned, as well as the

Separate the cows and calves by a

breed of the cow.

be weaned early only during times of severe
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Livestock tracking devises and services

Trilateration and pro-active risk
management in conservation and farming
LIVESTOCK TRACKING DEVISES AND SERVICES
Consumer's associate trilateration by way of the

penetration in urban areas, inside buildings and

possible. is will drive demand through

various navigation satellite constellations with

under trees will be available. In the wake of

innovative new applications. e consequential
stimulation in growth will also drive costs down.

one universal term namely GPS. I wonder

Galileo, GPS is now being modernized and with

whether this will ever change. umbs up to the

more satellites to choose from, multi channel

US Department of Defence for a good lesson in

adaptive anti-jamming universal receivers now

GPS have been used for conservation research

association branding! Prior to the development

ood the market. By 2015 an estimated 400

purposes for the past decade. ough a very

of the GPS system, the rst satellite system was

million satellite users are expected.

beginning of 1964. Transit had no timing devices

diﬃcult and expensive practice, invaluable
information is being gathered through this means

called Transit and was operational at the
Products

and much is being learned from the recording of

aboard the satellites and the time it took a

anks to GPS being free with somewhat

animal movement behaviour. Poaching still

receiver to calculate its position was about 15

limited signal strength and satellite availability,

haunts t he cons er vat ion community as

minutes.

it drove innovation and gave birth to a legacy of

endangered species and even GPS collared

super receivers, small devices and free satellite

animals are being slaughtered. Game scouts have

e limitations of GPS are well known and

availability. With the availability of an additional

a diﬃcult and dangerous task of patrolling

industry is counting oﬀ the days to 2010 when

27 free use super satellites, with promised higher

reserves and coordinate their anti-poaching

Galileo's full satellite network becomes available.

accuracy and better signal penetration, the

eﬀorts. Field researchers are exposed to the same

A promised one-meter accuracy and greater

development of even smaller devices will be

risks.
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Livestock

emotions is best le to the experts, but a way has to
be found to translate animal primal emotional
states into easily understandable human terms.
Animal sensory responses are therefore translated
into associated human emotional responses when
subjected to similar types of stimuli. Animals
sensing a predator would exhibit a speciesspeci c behaviour.
Probably the greatest advantage of this combined
satellite navigation and robot technology is its
ability to detect and map progressive risk
behaviour in true real-time information. Risk
being de ned as the possibility of a loss.
Regardless of whether it is sheep grouping
together because a possible threat has been sensed
or a guard becoming sleepy, the status quo is being
Livestock farmers are already suﬀering great

HOTGROUP patented and started

losses due to diseases, below average animal

development on these tiny AI robots back in

production and severe climatic conditions.

2003. ough still new, this technology has

Other aggravating factors are a lack in natural

already sparked international interest.

resource management, which in some cases is
directly related to farmland that can't be utilized

What makes this technology so signi cant is

due to predation and the. Animals have to be

that it is reliable, eﬃcient, eﬀective and

crawled at night and not even farmers themselves

aﬀordable. Applications range from livestock

feel safe anymore.

protection & precision farming, guard
monitoring & protection, wildlife research and

Tiny super-eﬃcient trilateration enhanced AI

anti-poaching, personal health monitoring and

biotelemetry robots have found interesting

protection to vehicle eet management.

application in conservation and farming. ese
d e v i c e s , m ore c l o s e l y re l at e d t o H M I

nformation from 5 sets of super sensitive 4D

passive/active robots are attached to animals and

sensors, inclusive of satellite and climatic

humans to monitor their wearer's position,

information, is processed by intelligent on-

climate exposure, health and body language.

board soware in an eﬀort to accurately monitor

Active versions of these tiny biotelemetry robots

the wearer's sensory responses apart from to its

are able to modify undesired animal behaviour,

immediate environment apart from its physical

virtually herd or fence animals in and even wake

activities.
e understanding and interpretation of animal

transmitted to an internationally accessible

action.
Other uses of this position based technology
include early disease detection, animal estrus
detection for arti cial insemination timing,
severe climatic change pre-warning to limit
livestock losses during heat and cold spells and
heat and cold stress detection that severely aﬀect
animal reproduction. It also does guard vigilance
and patrol monitoring which obviously provides
solo eld worker safety. Keeping an eye on the use
of the patrol vehicle is another useful feature. Risk
identi cation without location information does
not make much sense.
Satellite navigation technology will continue to
more new and exciting applications, assisting us
on planet earth to search our way through the
jungles of progress and negative social behaviour

interactive Web based GIS interface.

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

in a loss. It is thus a true position based early
warning system that allows in time pro-active

drive innovation. It will nd its way into many

up a sleepy guard. All information is processed
on-board and location based data extractions are

monitored as it happens. It is therefore possible to
identify and monitor risk up front before it results

necessitating the management of predictable risk.
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RikRhino-Improved security and surveillance
Over the last 10 years, approximately 7 137

us, Rik Rhino surveillance. brings you the

controlled by a master phone. Again, the owner

rhinos have been poached in South Africa, with

Rhino Cam, V16 Tracker, GPS Tracker and TK

holds all the power with this device. One of the

1054 taking place in 2016 alone. is constant

Tracker to assist businesses, farmers and

core features is the tracker's direct link to Google

condition of endangerment many South

individuals in keeping a constant state of

Maps, allowing the GSM/GPRS functionality to

Africans face has led to a perpetual state of

alertness with these key product oﬀerings

locate the user in an instant. e in-built SOS

cautiousness to protect ourselves, our loved ones

playing the role of both surveillance and

button makes the V16 Tracker perfect for any

and our property.

security.

emergency; you need only press the button and an
alert will be sent for help. As an aesthetic bene t,

Rik Rhino saw the need for improved security

Rhino Cam

we produce the V16 Tracker in three colours: gun

and realised the importance of surveillance.

e Rhino Cam is a wireless, digital, 14-

metal grey, pink and blue.

Initially, their focus was on combatting rhino

megapixel camera that operates automatically. It

poaching, but with more investigation, they

has a highly sensitive infra-red motion sensor

GPS Tracker

realised that the people of South Africa are also

which enables the camera to take photos and

Our GPS tracker oﬀers real-time tracking, an SOS

victims of an ever-growing crime rate.

surveillance videos of any movement - even in

alarm and is completely waterproof. It is easily

the dark. e Rhino Cam is perfect for outdoors

camou aged as a classy key chain and can swap

Technology has radically changed the way we

as it has a weatherproof design to protect it

seamlessly between commercial and personal use.

protect our homes. What was previously only

against harsh winter rains and the scorching

e bene t of this GPS is its compact size,

possible in Sci-Fi movies is now gradually

sun. One of the key features of this camera is its

allowing you to carry it with you at all times

becoming reality. e digital revolution has

compatibility with our new Rik Rhino App

without being overly obvious.

made its way into our homes.

(available on both Google Play and the App
Store). e advantage of the Rhino Cam,

TK Tracker

High tech security devices are increasing popular

whether it is being used at your residence, on

Like our GPS Tracker, the TK Tracker also oﬀers

for both homeowners and business owners. e

your farm or in your business, is that you

real-time tracking. What makes this device extra

recent technological revolution has provided

completely control it: surveillance is click away.

special is that it comes with a motion alert which

unique opportunities in a number of diﬀerent

With our Rhino Cam, you can be sure there is no

triggers a call/SMS alert when the device detects

industries to improve products and services

middle man shirking responsibilities or letting

any motion. We can't predict every eventuality,

beyond what was previously thought possible. In

vigilance slip and putting you at risk.

particular, property security has been boosted by

but we can be prepared. It is because of this that
the TK Tracker is waterproof and has an in-built

a number of invaluable developments to the

V16 Tracker

panic button. Your TK tracker can be used to track

products on oﬀer.

Our V16 tracker is tted with a SIM card and

vehicles, equipment and other high-value items.
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Animal Health

Livestock

Veterinary and Electronic Ultrasound Scanners
for Agriculture
Ronin, and what has become the Ronin Group of

equipment for farmers and livestock breeders.

reproduction of cows and mares, as well as other

ve

To d a y t h e c o m p a n y i s a r e c o g n i z e d

species, e.g. dogs.

original shareholders, four whom remain

m anu f a c tu re r of h i g h - te ch el e c t ron i c

Companies was established in 2002 by
shareholders.

Since that time, the business has grown from

equipment for professionals from agriculture

You will also be able to transfer the data to your

sector, livestock breeders, veterinary and

computer by using a USB 2.0 which makes it

human medicine.

easier to view images and cine loops on the screen
of the device. With the 7-inch LCD screen and an

seven employees to approximately sixteen
employees. ey have been supplying, servicing

With the perfect range of ultrasound scanners,

anti-sun shield you will be able to see an excellent
image even in direct sunlight.

and calibrating analytical equipment for the food

you can get the one that suits you the

and grain industries since 2005.

best.anks to its small weight of 2.0 kg and size,
as well as eﬀective battery supply of 4.5 h your

With aluminium body it guarantees its extreme

In 2016, the company decided to expand into the

work in the eld will become a pleasure. It will

durability and with the solid cases of the scanners

dairy, vet and livestock industries by sourcing

help you to perform professional diagnostics

it makes them easy to wash, it is made of high

market leading technologies such as the

with the bene ts of the diﬀerent probes.

quality plastic that protects the unit against the

With the help of this ultrasound scanner

In the case of malfunction, your comfort is our

solutions manufactured by DRAMINSKI

in uence of water and high and low temperatures.

DRAMINSKI was founded in 1987 by Janusz

depending on the probe, you will be able to

priority. We know how reliable our ultrasound

DRAMINSKI. Initially the company was

examine abdominal organs, perform urological

scanners are. at is why we give a 2-year

engaged in constructing and manufacturing

tests, rectal examinations and a complete

warranty on all our scanners.
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Poultry Housing and Ventilation Systems
Ventilation in a poultry house supplies fresh air

general principles of poultry house ventilation.

that is essential to sustain life. It also helps

1.

DACS – a family run business

reduce the extremes of temperature, humidity

Principles of Ventilation

For more than 30 years DACS have been

and air contamination to tolerable limits for

If air is not replaced in an enclosed building

producing climate control systems for buildings

con ned chickens.

where poultry is con ned, the air composition

for poultry. All their products have been

will change. e concentration of carbon

developed with strict focus on energy eﬃciency,

Improved ventilation systems have also made

dioxide, ammonia and other harmful gases will

perfect in-house climate and animal welfare.

possible the high density populations of

increase to unacceptable levels.

livestock and poultry in con nement, thus

Energy eﬃciency means low running cost and

reducing the building cost per unit housed.

As the ventilation system exchanges the air in

perfect in-house climate ensure the well-being of

is is economically important since it reduces

the building, it brings in the oxygen needed to

the animals. e outcome of this is that a DACS'

production and labour costs.

sustain life and carries out the harmful gases and

climate control system bring better productivity -

undesirable odors caused by respiration and

thus giving you better base for you to stay
competitive!

Ventilation air removes excess heat, moisture,

waste decomposition. e system also dilutes

dust and odours from the building and, at the

airborne disease organisms and keeps them at a

same time, dilutes airborne disease organisms.

tolerable level for the birds' health.

Properly designed winter systems also conserve
energy by utilising heat generated by the birds.

MagFan –the game changer
e 56” MagFan wall mount fan bring you the

Ventilation must be used to remove excess

highest performance and lowest consumption

Providing proper ventilation to poultry is an art

moisture from the house. Proper ventilation

ever seen in the poultry business. e direct drive

but it can be mastered by any determined and

reduces relative humidity, promotes health and

MagFan is powerful enough to run continuously

willing poultry grower. It is a challenge,

prevents moisture from condensing on the walls

at static pressures exceeding 80 Pascal (0.32”) with

however, since poultry houses are diﬀerent and

and ceiling. When heated, air expands in

output of 80.000 m³/h (47,086 cfm) at neutral

ventilation requirements change with time of

volume and can hold more moisture.

day, season, temperature, humidity, wind, bird
age and density. is publication discusses the
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Supplement

tunnel ventilated houses because of the uniform air

ow, the high

performance and the low electrical running cost. MagFan is truly a game
changer.
Corona – the roof mounted air inlet
e Corona air inlet has been the back bone in minimum/medium
ventilation system for many years. Precise control of the air entering the
house is essential in a poultry house and this is exactly what the Corona air
inlet does – and so much better than any other air inlet in the industry. e
Corona air inlet brings premixed air in exact quantities to the house. e air
leaving the Corona air inlet is adapted to the age of the animals and the
desired temperature in the stable and completely independent from outside
weather conditions.
ACS management solution
DACS develops and produce its own line of climate and production
controllers. An ACS controller keeps a close eye on the in-house climate,
feed and water and a dozen other essential parameters. e constant
monitoring ensures you will stay on top of your production. No matter
where you are, you are no more than a “click” away from your house. Via the
integrated ACSnet management system you have direct access via any type
of platform (PC, tablet or smart phone) you choose to work from as long as
you are connected to the Internet.
All integrated in a DACS panel
e DACS panels include ACS controllers, motor protectors, switches and
other electrical components, so that you receive a panel that just needs to be
connected to the electrical installation in the building. All components in
the board are internally wired and tested before the board leaves DACS. All
internal wiring in the panel has been done by professionals at DACS, so you
just need to run the cables and connect.
2.

Jamesway- A Worry Free Hatchery is a state of mind.

It is the knowledge that your equipment is solid, that your HVAC is eﬃcient
and that your embryos are nestled in the perfect environment.
Jamesway is the partner you need to achieve an operation that thrives and
produces quality chicks. You can experience complete con dence in your
incubators and hatchers, when you know that they have been tuned to
precisely meet the needs of your embryos.
Oﬀering a eet of machines famous for reliability and longevity, Jamesway
knows that eggs are not hatched in a laboratory.
www.oravgroup.co.za

info@oravgroup.co.za

A real hatchery is a vital, chaotic world teeming with energy and
commotion. ey have a unique understanding of that world since our
research and development team includes former hatchery managers and
specialists who together oﬀer over 250 years of related experience.
Jamesway has been a supplier to the African market for over 40 years and
also has a great understanding of the varied needs of this unique
environment.
eir Platinum 2.0 Single-Stage machine is the most reliable incubator on

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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with farmers and, by using their feedback and
advice, the result is products that are made to
function like the farmer wants and needs them to ensuring the farmer achieves the production
levels he expects. is means that, when
purchasing a POLTEK® product, you purchase a
product made in a high-tech factory improved by
direct input from the farmer. Coupled with all of
this, expert advice is oﬀered by our dedicated and
professional staﬀ, there to assist with all your
needs.
the market.

POLTEK® also supplies drums as well as a full

Equipped with the latest technology, the

No one knows hatchery ventilation like

range of crates – not only agricultural crates, but

Platinum package includes many features as

Jamesway. Gets your operation running with

also industrial, and commercial crates. Our vast

standard: a complete set of racks, S.P.I.D.E.S.

maximum eﬃciency by turning to the group

experience and solid client base across Africa,

capability in every machine and outstanding

that has been designing and installing hatchery

means that we are well-versed in African export.

maintenance.

HVAC for years.

erefore, no matter where you are, we'll get it to
you! At POLTEK® you get good reliable products,

3.

Because of a removable ECU our machines can

Poltek- Africa's leading

be totally cleaned in minutes, making your

manufacturer and supplier of

operation very bio-secure. Famous for its

poultry equipment.

amazing results and easy to use interface, the

Poltek has operated for over 30 years focusing on

Platinum 2.0 takes the worry out of managing

meeting the needs of the poultry industry. e

your hatch.

consistently updated and improved designs,
eﬃcient distribution and the best value in Africa.

types of products produced include but are not
limited to: crates, chicken feeders, chicken

Add the PilotTM sensor to monitor and adjust the

drinkers, plastic poultry equipment, as well as a

temperature based on egg shell reading, and

general range of products for the poultry

Hatchsense to control the actual hatcher

industry.

environment and your job just got even easier.
And there is no better way to ensure the optimal

e POLTEK® range of products is constantly

Worry Free Hatchery than to bring in the experts

being adapted to suit the farmer's ever-changing

from our HatchVAC department.

needs. is is achieved with regular discussions

Contributors
1. DACS

3. Poltek

2. Jamesway

Tel: 0861 POLTEK (765835)

ORAV Group

Phone: +1 519 624 4646

Tel: (+27) 11 908 0177

Fax: +1 519 624 5803

Tel: 011 865 2038/9

info@oravgroup.co.za

30 High Ridge Court

Fax: 011 865 1722

www.oravgroup.co.za

Cambridge, ON N1R 7L3

sales@custommoulders.co.za

Canada

www.poltek.co.za
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Combine and forage harvesters
e large capital outlay for specialised silage

have ushered in a new era of combine

increase of engine power and a further evolution

harvesting equipment can be daunting. A forage

technologies in the last few years that have really

of the rotor, our engineers have made sure that

harvester, two pit tractors and four haulage

pushed the limits of eﬃciency.

C as e IH Axia l-Flow® combines are t he

tractor-trailer combinations – the minimum

For proof just check Guinness World Records.

appropriate answer to the agricultural challenges

requirements to produce suﬃcient silage for a

e record for harvesting was broken three

of today and tomorrow.

large commercial dairy operation – can cost R10

times in 2008 and now stands at 20,000 bu. in 8

e new con gured rotor on all models of the 140

million and more.

hrs. e previous record of 13,000 bu. had stood

series allow for high performance harvesting and

for nearly two decades.

higher threshing capacity and for working more

Modern harvesting machinery incorporates

So what is happening in the world of combines

smoothly also in tough crop conditions. As

computerised technology for aspects such as

that is making these machines so productive?

pioneer of the single rotor technology, Case IH

harvester header height, silage chop length, and

is article looks at diﬀerent product oﬀering

provides machines that stand up to the test of

adding additives to the harvested material before

from industry leaders.

time; our single rotor and enhanced feeder design

ensilage. Everybody must fully understand how
these computer systems work.

have been further optimized for all harvesting
1.

Case IH Combines

conditions. Increased productivity, reduced

Case IH Axial-Flow 140 Series

losses, shorter service time – all contribute to

Combine harvesters are currently the world's

Agriculture is a challenging business: the

your harvest productivity and farm pro tability.

largest agricultural harvesting implement.

weather oen provides no more than short time

Case IH engineers understand that, whilst getting

Combines are particularly versatile because they

slots to get the work done, crops are dense and

grain in the barn is the key to maximizing income,

are capable of being tted with diﬀerent heads in

high yielding, and there are demanding

combine running costs are the farmers' highest

order to eﬀectively harvest a variety of grains.

requirements concerning product quality, to

expense, and that covering the ground/ elds

mention just a few of the basic conditions. e

quickly means nothing if it comes at the expense

If It has been awhile since you've upgraded to a

new Case IH Axial-Flow® 140 series combines

of excessive fuel and maintenance costs and

more eﬃcient combine, this may be the year you

are built to master these challenges – more

increased grain losses. At the heart of the Axial-

decide to buy. Farm equipment manufacturers

eﬃciently than ever before. With the latest

Flow® series are engine and rotor re nements,
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And: As the length of the auger allows the grain
trailer to stay at a comfortable distance from the
combine, you can even save more time whilst
savely unloading on the go.
A choice of cabs
ere is no combine simpler or more comfortable
to operate than the latest Case IH Axial-Flow®.
e Multifunction Propulsion Control Lever
places all key functions of the combine in the palm
of your hand for full control. e commands are
grouped and arranged in the most ergonomic and
logical layout from front to back on the righthand
console which is integrated in the armrest of the
seat. is allows for easy control of all combine
functions including unloading auger operations –
and helps you to spend long and productive days
in the elds. Choose from two cabs: the Comfort
and easy-to-service Case IH equipment.

version and the Luxury version, with electrically

AFS monitor to allow the operator to extract all

adjustable mirrors, increased storage space, semi-

power possible from every last drop of diesel and

Superior grain quality from the Rotary

active seat option and an actively cooled cool box.

combined with a comfort cab with an enhanced

ensure long-lasting reliability of ever y

Innovators

component. at is proof of how Case IH is

Since its introduction over three decades ago,

Keep a close eye on performance and cost

constantly seeking to reduce the impact of its

the Axial-Flow® has always been a true rotary

Case IH Advanced Farming Systems (AFS)

equipment both on your wallet and on the

combine, with a single rotor taking care of both

deliver important data for your management

threshing and separation. is time proven,

decisions – from crop cultivation to cost

environment.

simple yet eﬀective design consistently delivers

minimisation. e AFS AccuGuide GPS-

A closer look

superior grain quality and high productivity,

controlled auto-steering option, guides the

e Axial-Flow® 5140, 6140 and 7140 combines

and is one of the most reliable and easy-to-

combine automatically. With high precision –

maintain combines available.

down to a 3cm accuracy level that virtually

most demanding specialists running mid-sized

eliminates overlaps, thus cutting on input cost and

arable operations, from professional farms to

More grain in the grain tank, yet less time for

optimising your eﬃciency. With optional Case IH

progressive estates: with the sign can't

unloading

telematics systems, you can connect the

are designed to meet the requirements of the

reinforcement of the feeders and the increased

Our 140 series Axial-Flow® combines allow for

combine's on-board recording capabilities and

power of the 6140 and 7140, they all deliver big

large quantities of clean, undamaged grain to be

the farm oﬃce computer for exchange of machine,

performances. At their heart are the powerful

put into the grain tank quickly. And yet you will

agronomic and job site information.

FPT Tier 2 engines and the proven principle of

not have to unload too oen, as the tank of the

Axial-Flow® single rotor technology and the

6140 and 7140 Axial-Flow® holds a capacity of

2.

AGCO Product Oﬀering

bene ts that it brings; thorough threshing

10,570 litres. When it is time for unloading, it

AGCO oﬀers products from three trusted

leading to lower losses, but with the gentlest of

gets done fast, with a maximum unloading rate

brands: Massey Ferguson, Valtra and

grain handling.

of 113 litres/sec for the 5140, 6140 and 7140.

Challenger.

AXIAL-FLOW® HEADERS – Designed To
Gather Every Grain
Latest generation Case IH headers, available in
widths of up to 13,5m for the 140 combine
series, are designed speci cally for all conditions
and allow for making the most of your combine's
capacity. Choose from a wide range of headers
including variable knife grain headers,

ex

headers, pick-up headers, draper headers and
corn headers whatever suits your business best –
and go for high performance with your reliable
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Massey Ferguson

from, the MF32 Combine will guarantee

maximum performance and durability. e only

Massey Ferguson's harvesters provide the small

optimum output and minimum losses in a wide

hybrid combine har vester in the market

to medium professional farmers with reliability,

range of crops, including rice, maize, soya beans

developed for grains.

simplicity and exceptional economy for their

and cereals. A modern cab with enhanced

operation.

controls and visibility reduces operator fatigue

Challenger

and helps to increase output during long

e Challenger range of rotary combines is

e MF2168 rice and grain harvester is simple

harvesting days.

designed to provide maximum productivity and
eﬃciency for large scale professional farmers.

to operate, reliable and dependable. Its tough 4
cylinder engine economically drives an eﬃcient

Valtra

threshing mechanism that delivers grain to

Valtra oﬀers a range of combine harvesters to

e harvesters are powered by AGCO Power 6

either a hopper with unloading auger or a

suit the need of medium-sized professional

and 7 cylinder engines. ese Class 6-8 machines

bagging system. e tracked drive keeps the

farmers.

are designed to boost performance while

e hybrid combines are engineered for

positioned in line with the rotor, therefore only 2

optimum performance in grain and rice. is

belts are needed to drive the rotor. e result is
exceptional fuel eﬃciency.

enhancing grain threshing quality. e engine is

units working in even the worst harvesting
conditions.
e MF7240 Activa oﬀers no-nonsense

new class of combine harvesters combines

harvesting. Providing exceptional economy and

simplicity and robustness with eﬃciency and

low running costs, the versatile MF Activa

versatility.

e unique self-cleaning V-cool system gets rid of
the rotary screen thus minimizing maintenance

combines are aimed at owners/operators with
smaller to medium-sized arable areas oﬀering

One of the highlights of this machine is the

while ensuring maximum cooling capacity. e

high-performance and reliable machines.

comfort of the cabin. e low operating cost is

operator environment is optimized for ease-of-

also an important feature, since all components

use, comfort and visibility. Technology packages

With a range of options and headers to choose

and assemblies are designed and selected for

include Auto-guide and telemetry.

www.caseih.com
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Cotton Picking Solutions
Today, so many products are created from

Production of high-quality cotton lint begins

ViratTM Portable Solar Cotton Picker (Patent

cotton. Since the ber is pervasive in what we

with variety selection, continues with attention

pending) includes a light weight hand held cotton

wear, eat, and use on a daily basis, it's easy to

to all production practices, and ends with a well-

picker powered by a sleek backpack solar panel;

forget that it comes from a crop, and must be

planned and well-executed harvest. As harvest

LED bulbs for home lighting; a multi pin mobile
charger.

harvested each and every year to meet worldwide

time nears, critical crop management decisions

demand. Cotton has been cultivated for over

include scheduling defoliation, defoliating

5,000 years, and only halfway through the 20th

eﬀectively, and timing harvest to get the best lint

ViratTM increases cotton picking eﬃciency using

century did modern farming methods move

quality and yield.

solar power and also provides electricity to farmer

away from handpicking and horse plowing.

homes.

Today's cutting-edge machinery, along with

Harvester adjustment and operation aﬀects

other technological advancements, allows

quality and yield. Improper adjustment will

farmers to grow cotton more eﬃciently. While

reduce quality. For example, poor doﬃng causes

cotton may take on many forms, including a shirt

spindle twist. When you do not adjust or operate

or a cleansing wipe, it's important to understand

the harvester properly, you will suﬀer decreased

where it comes from.

harvesting eﬃciency or yield loss. Harvester loss

In the old days of handpicking, a farmer could

yield as the yield increases.

How does ViratTMhelp you?
·

Picks 200kg cotton in 6 hrs compared to
50kgs by handpicking.

·

Is cost eﬀective. e cost of machine
can be re-covered by harvesting just

level normally decreases as a percentage of total

1.75 acres
·

harvest 200 pounds of cotton a day. Now, with

Lights up farmer homes aer they
retur n f rom t he

elds.e wa l l

modern farming equipment, 200 pounds can be

Agventures Corporation

mountable LED bulbs can be xed in

harvested in 90 seconds. Mechanical picker

Agventures CorporationTM believes in building

any rural home and can be used oﬀ

spindles pick and twist the raw cotton ber from

sustainable agricultural solutions for farmers in

the bur, and the raw ber is captured in a basket

developing countries through innovation.

·
·

e cotton picker is strong and sturdy

Our agship product, the Portable Solar Cotton

·

Better cotton quality,picks only cotton

on the back of the picker. Today's pickers are
armed with yield monitors and GPS to maximize

season too.
More pro table

eﬃciency. For example, this updated technology

Picking Machine has revolutionised cotton

bolls without leaves, stalk and other

allows them to track crop areas with better yields,

harvesting for small farmers in India and Africa.

materials

which can help improve results when they plant

is innovation has been recognised with

again.

international awards for its sustainability and

·

Safe to use

for making thousands of lives easier.
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Vermeer comes to Africa
In the 1970s, Gary Vermeer, the founder of

Bale processor

bales starts with box-shaped windrows, as

Vermeer Manufacturing, had an idea for a one-

e BPX9000 bale processor is claimed to be

produced by its R2300 twin rake. e width of the

man hay system. Aer building it, he held a

simple, durable and versatile. It produces even,

windrow can be adjusted to match the intake of

demonstration.

consistent feed with minimum maintenance,

the baler, and all functions can be controlled from

and the large square bale kit option makes it

the tractor cab.

“Hundreds of farmers came to see a better way to

even more versatile. e BPX9000 can feed

bale, and the rst 900kg round bale changed the

evenly into a feedlot or spread bedding a

hay industry,” says Vermeer's Frank Beerthuis.

distance of up to 12m away.

e VR Series carted wheel rakes feature several
Vermeer innovations. ey are easy to operate
and built for high-volume raking. Adjustable

Based in Pella, Iowa, the family-run company

Trailed mowers

hitch heights and telescoping tool bars allow the

today distributes more than 120 products

Vermeer TM-Series trailed mowers are easy to

rakes and windrow widths to be changed easily,

globally. Some of these due to arrive on our

hitch and operate, and are available in widths

and the patented rubber torsion toolbar

shores soon include:

from 2,5m to 6,3m. Each cutter disc in the side-

suspension requires no tools.

Rancher balers

contained with its own set of

Vermeer Rancher balers oﬀer high performance

gears, bearings and lubricant.

pull rotary disc mower is self-

at an aﬀordable price. ey produce large-

e gears remain in the grease

diameter bales, are tted with otation tyres as

even when the mower operates

standard, and the pick-up is protected by a radial

at an angle.

pin clutch.
Hay rakes
Cornstalk Special baler

Vermeer will also be showing

With their heavy-duty components, Vermeer

hay ra kes at Namp o. e

Cornstalk Special balers can bale the heaviest

company claims that the secret

crop quickly and eﬃciently.

to well-shaped, high-density
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The Redpack NTS – maximise output using minimal floor space
e Redpack NTS top seal machine is the fastest,

provide power supplies from the NTS electrical

stoppage time. Our technical department

smallest, most endurable and best performing

cabinet, meaning there are no trailing cables to

designed additional features to make sure the

top seal ow wrapper on the market.

worry about.

seam and end crimp seals remained good whilst

e NTS is versatile, with its exible modular

To take maximum advantage of the enhanced

construction, faster packaging and compact size

speed capability, the NTS can be assembled with

making it the perfect solution for busy factories,

lm Auto-Splice which allows new reels of lm

manufactured and shipped from the UK. We are
extremely safety conscious and ensure our

working at high speed.
Ever y Redpack machine is designed,

pack houses and eld harvest rigs. Constructed

to be automatically synchronised without need

from hard wearing, hygienic, food-grade

for operator intervention, saving signi cant

machines meet appropriate ED Directives and

stainless steel, it has three axis drive control for

time and reducing lm wastage. Another key

harmonised standards; we can work to your own

exibility and a touch screen HMI

feature of the machine is a liing frame, allowing

machine engineering standards if required. We've

providing operators with an easy-to-use

easy liing and movement with the label

been manufacturing ow wrapping machines for

produce

parameter entry and product changeover.

applicator and date code/printer still attached.

over 40 years and are constantly

We understand that all packaging requirements

innovative new ways to improve our products for

nding

Designed for exibility, the NTS can package a

are diﬀerent and will work closely with you to

customers. So, what are you waiting for? Contact

wide range of products with speeds exceeding

design an NTS system to meet your needs. One

us today and see how we will go the extra mile to

110ppm. Already compact, further space saving

of our clients needed their machine to deliver a

provide the perfect packaging solution for you.

can be achieved with the inclusion of an

packing speed of 120ppm with a pack cut-oﬀ at

integrated 90-degree product outfeed conveyor

400mm long, meaning a very fast lm speed of

Contact:

or rotary product take oﬀ table. Either unit can be

48m/minute. At this speed, lms can run out

info@redpack.co.uk

inserted in place of the product outfeed conveyor

quickly, but we added an automatic reel splice to

www.redpack.co.uk

and will not only save you space, but can also

speed up reel changes and reduce machine

+44 (0) 1603 722 280

info@redpack.co.uk
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Essential Tech: Bearings
Anyone who has ever worked on equipment

wide range of wear parts, including heavy duty

oﬀers farming sustainability solutions throughout

knows bearings can be a lot of work. First oﬀ,

bearings, which have been specially designed,

Africa that focus on eﬀective food production, the

there are a lot of them. And on agricultural

upgraded and advanced for extended service life

correct use of suitable equipment for the speci c

equipment, most bearings must be lubricated

in tough African conditions.

task and the eﬃcient application of advanced

periodically to prevent them from wearing or
seizing. But over the years, with a lot of sweat and

technologies.
Also in the agricultural portfolio are seals,

engineering, bearings have advanced to where

adhesives and gaskets, harvester and planter

“We work closely with farmers to demonstrate

most of the time, you don't even know they're

chains, as well as gearboxes and electric motors.

that the investment in the latest equipment is

there.

e range also encompasses PTO shas and

necessary to maximise productivity and does

accessories, tie rod cylinders, drive belts and

translate into tangible operational eﬃciencies.

e purpose of bearings is to support rotating

pulleys, couplings, fasteners and hand and

“BMG knows the value of using high quality

machinery, shas and components. Examples

power tools.

replacement parts and we encourage farmers to

include the wheels on tractors, rolls on hay
balers, disks on tillage equipment and gears in a

avoid installing inferior components.
“BMG's extensive range of engineering

transmission.

components has been carefully selected for
farmers by the company's team of agricultural

guaranteed products that can replace worn- out

On farm machinery, bearings can be smaller

experts, to be able to cope eﬃciently in harsh

OEM or old mechanical parts at a lower price

than a dime or as large as a dinner plate, and they

African

cost anywhere from a dollar to hundreds of

general manager, power transmission, BMG.

dollars. Bearings come in at least six diﬀerent

“e company takes pride in supplying quality

conditions,”

says Carlo Beukes,

e company is committed to supplying quality

than the original equipment product, with no
compromise on quality.

types, but most common on farm equipment are

branded products that are compatible with

For example, BMG oﬀers a high quality

rolling element bearings and plain bearings, or

original equipment. All components

cornpicker chain at a lower price than the OEM

bushings.
1.

BMG

ensure

optimum performance - even in tough

part. All products supplied by BMG conform to all

operating conditions - and also oﬀer extended

relevant international quality assurance and

service life.

speci cation certi cations.

BMG provides a comprehensive solutions
service to all key players in the agricultural

“e company's Boer Slim/Smart Farming

“ere is a huge diﬀerence between supplying a

sector, including the farmer, local manufacturers

concept, which was launched by BMG to assist

cheap product below market price and the supply

of equipment and implements, as well as

farmers

cope with constantly changing trends

of a good quality product at a competitive,

agricultural re-sellers.

in the agricultural sector, has been well received.

aﬀordable price. Due to the inherent quality

“rough the Boer Slim/Smart Farming

aspects of all BMG products, it is vital to know that

initiative, BMG's team of agricultural experts

BMG supplies quality branded products at an

Included in BMG's agricultural portfolio is a

September - October 2017
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acceptable price

large quantities in order to meet high demand

BMG's agricultural components, which

across Europe, as well as increasing uptake from

they can be equipped with up to 48 highly stressed
rolling bearings. To ensure the bearings are up to
the job, the company today uses a robust and

certi cations, are engineered

During seedbed preparation, the machine's

to improve productivity, operate eﬃciently for

components are subjected to extremely high

extended periods in

each metre of working width. is means that

customers in the USA and Asia.

conform to relevant quality assurance and
speci cation

Products & Services

harsh local conditions

stresses, particularly the disc harrow segment of

and reduce costs in the long term. As an example,

the so-called U-drill. e disc harrow is used to

durable NSK solution, known as the Agri-Disc
Hub.
Developed especially for use in soil cultivation

BTC seed coulter discs are manufactured from 6

loosen and break up the soil before the following

and seeding machines, the NSK hubs comprise of

mm tough Boron steel and are hardened between

sowing coulters dig the furrows ready to receive

a double row of angular contact ball bearings

55 and 58 hrc.

the seeds.

(featuring a 40° contact angle) with a separate
inner ring that is designed to withstand high axial

New to the agri range is the complete 8 series

e disc-shaped tools of the harrow are

and tilt loads. Supplying an added-value solution,

PTO drive sha product line, designed and

required to keep turning in all types of ground

NSK ts the bearings into housings ready to be

manufactured by La Magdalena in Italy, to meet

and at diﬀerent soil depths. As a result of this low

installed, thus simplif ying assembly for

the requirements in technical advancements in

friction characteristics are highly important.

Kverneland.

agriculture demand. is is an OEM quality

e tools drive forward with working speeds of

product and caters for heavy duty applications.

up to 18 km/h over uneven ground and must

To overcome the challenge of sealing the bearing,

BMG's comprehensive agricultural catalogue is

withstand any impact from stones. As the tools

NSK added a static seal with three sealing lips to

a practical guide for farmers which focuses on all

sit at an angle to the direction of motion, the

the disc side (opposite the bearing housing) and a

wear parts and components available from the

bearings are exposed to high axial forces, not to

dynamic seal with two sealing lips between the

company's national branch network.

mention environmental hazards such as dust,

bearing unit and the disc carrier. A large pressure

moisture, dirt and corrosive fertiliser.

plate provides further protection for the bearing
and also serves to generate the desired pre-

ere are illustrations and easy-to follow charts
to assist farmers in the identi cation and

“e very diverse stress patterns that aﬀect the

selection of the appropriate component for every

bearings cannot be accurately predicted, which

application.

tensioning.

means that bearings for agricultural machinery

NSK's special Agri-Disc Hubs feature a double

are always designed to be much larger than

row of angular contact ball bearings and

Immediate availability of a comprehensive range

needed,” says Volker Schanzenbach, R&D

innovative sealing mechanisms and is capable of

of quality branded products and a technical

manager of Kverneland Group Soest GmbH.

supporting very high axial and radial loads.

support and total solutions oﬀering, service sets

“Instead of sizing, the main challenge relates to

According to Kverneland, this innovative sealing

t he comp any ap ar t in t he ag r ic u ltura l

the seal that protects the bearings from dust and

system has proved to be highly eﬀective, even with

community.

moisture.”

heavy dust, moisture and abrasive or corrosive
elements in the soil such as sand and chemical

2.

Solutions for the Agriculture

is challenge is exaggerated by recent climate

fertilisers. Water projection tests have shown that

change that has led to much drier soil and,

even when subjected to high pressure cleaning,

consequently, more dust. Furthermore, the

there is no reduction in bearing durability or

experienced by machinery used in agricultural

eﬃciency demands of modern farming means

longevity.

applications, the prospects of attaining a long

that fuel consumption, working speed,

Mechanics- Kverneland Group
Due to the tough operating conditions

service life when using standard rolling bearings

maintenance costs and machine availability take

e bearing is lled with special performance

are extremely limited.

ever-higher priority. Clearly, the performance of

grease which has a high pressure absorption

the bearings has never been more important.

capacity designed to last throughout the service

Acutely aware of this fact, leading manufacturers

e Kverneland machines feature eight tools for

life of the bearing. Despite heavy use, this feature

of quality agricultural machines, such as the
Kverneland Group, rely on application-speci c
bearings from NSK.
e Soester plain to the east of Dortmund,
Germany, is one of the most fertile regions in
Europe, making it the ideal location for the
seeding technology competence centre and
headquarters of Kverneland's Soil Processing
Division.
In Soest, the company's seeding and drilling
machines are developed and manufactured in
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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makes any subsequent lubrication unnecessary
saving time and grease whilst preserving the
environment.
Aer the positive experience provided by
adopting the Agri Disc Hubs, engineers at
Kverneland (which was taken over by Kubota in
2012) and NSK made a study of other machines
with the goal of optimising bearing locations and
increasing longevity. is work led to improved
bearing points on Kverneland's disc harrows,
where double row angular contact ball bearings

bearing points on Kverneland's disc harrows,

abrasive terrain leads to constant exposure to dirt,

without a ange (but with a radial sha seal on

where double row angular contact ball bearings

damp, vibration and impact, the potential for disc

one side) are now used. At other bearing points,

without a ange (but with a radial sha seal on

harrow bearings to deliver a long working life are

Kverneland seeding machines use single row ball

one side) are now used. At other bearing points,

limited. However, NSK's Agri Disc Hub is

bearings (four point bearings with a widened

Kverneland seeding machines use single row

designed purposely for agricultural applications.

inner ring and a

ball bearings (four point bearings with a

inger seal on one side).

Depending on the application, various seal

widened inner ring and a inger seal on one

e Agri Disc Hub is an extremely robust unit for

shapes and materials are deployed.

side). Depending on the application, various

disc harrows that meets agriculture's

seal shapes and materials are deployed.
NSK has also developed custom rolling bearings

requirements for greater productivity, reduced
costs and environmental protection. e units

for the seed coulters of the Kverneland single

NSK has also developed custom rolling bearings

comprise double-row angular contact ball

seed drilling machines with underfoot

for the seed coulters of the Kverneland single

bearings that are capable of supporting very high

fertilisation (an extremely abrasive application),

seed drilling machines with underfoot

axial and radial loads. Any sudden impact caused

as well as for other soil-working machines such

fertilisation (an extremely abrasive application),

by stones in the earth, for example, create high

as short disc harrows.

as well as for other soil-working machines such

axial loads as a result of the angle at which the
tilling equipment is positioned in relation to the

as short disc harrows.
According to Kverneland, this innovative sealing
system has proved to be highly eﬀective, even

direction of movement. Furthermore, abrasive
3.

NSK Agri Disc Hub units tted to

material like dust, and corrosion caused by water

disc harrows

and fertiliser, are known to cause problems for

with heavy dust, moisture and abrasive or
corrosive elements in the soil such as sand and

Galucho, the largest agricultural machinery

chemical fertilisers. Water projection tests have

manufacturer in Portugal and Spain, is now

many conventional bearing solutions.

shown that even when subjected to high pressure

tting Agri Disc Hub units from NSK to the

NSK's Agri Disc Hub is a robust unit for disc

cleaning, there is no reduction in bearing

company's disc harrows. e move comes aer

harrows that meets requirements for greater

durability or longevity.

two years of working together and testing the

productivity, reduced costs and environmental

product on 700 hectares of land near Seville, a

protection

e bearing is lled with special performance

successful process that means NSK is now fully

grease which has a high pressure absorption

approved to assemble its Agri Disc Hub units on

In contrast, Agri Disc Hubs extend the

capacity designed to last throughout the service

the disc harrows manufactured by Galucho

equipment's working life without requiring

life of the bearing. Despite heavy use, this feature

machinery.

makes any subsequent lubrication unnecessary

maintenance (thus saving time), even during the
severe mechanical stresses caused by agricultural

saving time and grease whilst preserving the

NSK is now approved to assemble its Agri Disc

use. is is thanks to a number of notable features,

environment.

Hub units on Galucho's GDM series disc

such as a highly eﬃcient, optimised sealing

harrows e latest disc harrow technology

system that stops abrasive dust and humidity from

Aer the positive experience provided by

requires reliable bearing solutions to enhance

getting inside the bearings, even if the machinery

adopting the Agri Disc Hubs, engineers at

q u a l i t y, l o w e r c o s t s a n d p r o t e c t t h e

comes into contact with manure or high-pressure

Kverneland (which was taken over by Kubota in

environment. As a consequence of the tough

water jets (during cleaning). It is also not possible

2012) and NSK made a study of other machines

conditions faced by machinery used on farms,

for grease to drip on to the ground, as Agri Disc

with the goal of optimising bearing locations and

where working on all kinds of hard, dry and

increasing longevity. is work led to improved
1. BMG World
Lauren Holloway
Corporate Communications
Tel: +27 11 620 7597
Fax: +27 086 670 3000
laurenhy@bmgworld.net
www.bmgworld.net

Hub bearings do not require additional
lubrication, thus protecting the environment.

2. Kverneland Group
+31 252 662 244
Nieuw-Vennep, Netherlands
www.ien.kvernelandgroup.com

3. Galucho
+351 219 608 531
Av. Central, N.º 4
2705-737 João das Lampas
Sintra, Portugal
agricola@galucho.pt
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Gutting & Filleting equipment by KROMA A/S
As a Danish manufacture and innovative

cleaning.

machine, is a similar result of let every time. And

e machines can be produced with a cleaning

production stop. e

supplier of primary processing equipment in the
sh industry, KROMA has set up various values

the cam belt in the machine prevents unnecessary
llet machine is called

to ensure high quality. e company has over 40

system, so the machine automatically get clean

FILLETMASTER, and is a fantastic opportunity

years of experience, which guarantee know how

aer processing sh.

to increase capacity. Another lleting machine is

and expertise in guiding customers to the perfect

Waste can be collected in trays in the bottom of

the HEADMASTER which make a u-cut in the

solution of their requirements.

machine, so that production facilities doesn't

increasing yield.

e machines can gut from 25 up to 60 sh per

few operators, and it's easy for those operators to

e company has its roots in Skive, Denmark,
and supports customers worldwide. e

sh and removes the head with focus on

have blood or intentines all over the oor.

Both GUTMASTER AND FILLETMASTER has

solutions provided by KROMA can be used to

minute depending on choice of machines and

place the

process several types of sh ex. Trout, Tilapia,

type of sh.

FILLETMASTER, and HEADMASTER.

KROMA has a focus on increasing yield in the

Service.

Mackerel, Seabass, Seabream, & Grouper,

sh in both GUTMASTER,

processing of sh, which is why every machine
e equipment supplied by KROMA can be used

can be adjusted to customer needs.

to all steps in the sh processing from Stunning
& Bleeding, to Slaughtering and Filleting.

KROMA oﬀers various service initiatives to help
customers. Installation is done by technicians

Depending on the choice of machine it's

from KROMA to ensure the right set up. In this

KROMA also supports Grading, Vacuuming and

possible with KROMA products to process, sh

stage customers are trained in handling the

Cleaning systems to machines or production

between 0,15-1kg with GM750 and GM1200,

machine and changing parts. Service contracts are

lines.
Values.
·

and 1-8kg with GM3000 or GM8000.

oﬀered to ensure maintenance but it's also

A KROMA gutting machine can also be

possible to order service visits.

equipped with a de-scaling unit, grading,
Hygienic processing.

conveyors, injection of Brine, visual analyzing

KROMA also oﬀers spare parts packages, with the

·

Innovative & unique solutions.

and more to produce a complete production line

most common spare parts to the machines. e

·

Waste reduction.

in sh processing.

large stock and daily shipments is key to not

·

Increasing yield.

·

Technology.

having production stop with machines.
FILLETING MACHINES.

A ne w s er vice oﬀer is that KROMA in

Precision and high capacity, is two major focus

cooperation with a partner in a speci c country,

GUTTING MACHINES.

when it comes to the KROMA lleting machine.

holds conferences or seminars regarding hygienic

KROMA has more than 5 diﬀerent Gutting

e machine can llet whole sh or gutted sh,

handling, through the processing of sh. is is an

Machines, from small sized sh to medium size.

and has a range within sh between 0,2-1,2kg.

advantage that can help customers with delivering

e gutting machines are a great solution for

e machines can run up to 140 sh per minute

information, increasing yield or processing sh

those, who want to get a precise cut in all sh. e

depending on sh species.

with control and care.

accessories of the machine handle waste, and the
vacuum unit makes sure that all sh run through

e lleting machine can handle species like

KROMA also oﬀers turn-key solutions where the

the machines are clean. 95% of all sh gutted by a

Trout, Mackerel, Seabass and Seabream.

company designing and drawing an entire area

KROMA machine do not need any manual

e advantage and bene t from the lleting

into a production line.
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Use of electric
fencing
in agriculture
Traditionally, usage of land has been demarcated

e "heart" of the electric fence is the energiser.

when subjected to re, and become brittle aer a

by fences - oen in combination with

Most modern energisers generate

number of years' exposure to sunlight. Porcelain

geographical features such as rivers and

approximately 5 000 volts.

insulators are highly susceptible to physical

land marks such as drystone walls and tree lines.

e ability to sustain this charge depends on the

piping and/or rubber inner tubes are not at all

capacity (measured in joules) of the energiser.

suited as insulators.

Fences are also associated with land use and

Small energisers (1.0 joule) are adequate for

impassable rocky outcrops, or other prominent

vandalism. Used and discarded plastic water

livestock management - either precluding access

powering small networks (15 km) of fencing and

Chapron Lemenager

by livestock to cultivated crops or improving

strip grazing applications. Large energisers (20

Established since 1948 in Normandy, North West

utilization of veld and pastures.

joules) will power networks of up to 175 km

of France, in the middle of the most famous

Until relatively recently all farm fences were of

under normal conditions.

French dairy and breeding area, the company

barbed wire, supported by iron standards and

Chapron Lemenager manufactures electric

droppers, between substantial straining posts.

e most eﬀective energisers require either a 12

fencing products in its plant of more than 4500

Fences of this kind are both a physical and

or 24 volt wet-cell (tractor type) battery, or A/C

m2.

psychological barrier to livestock and intruders.

mains as power source. Specialised power
sources such as solar or dry-cell (torch) battery

A major drawback of "conventional" fencing of

models are less common.

Strong of a range of more than 40 models of
energizers, all totally meeting the International

this type is the expense involved: the cost in April

Standards, such as A12 for our BUFFALO range,

2000 for a 'standard' 5 strand barbed wire fence

Careful selection of an appropriate energiser is

our Made In France energizers are able to answer

was R4 033 per kilometre. Recent advances in

essential. Consideration should be given to the

to the needs of all farmers, all sizes of farms and

(electronic) technology have ensured that

purpose of the network (security and/or grazing

fences, and eﬀective what- ever the climate would

electric fences now oﬀer a viable option to barbed

management), the size of the network, the type

be.

wire fences in most situations - with the added

of threat/animal to be controlled, the ease of

With several know-how in electronic, moulding,

advantages of adaptability and signi cantly

maintenance of the energiser, and the proven

weaving, braiding, twisting and metalwork, we

improved cost eﬀectiveness.

service record and reliability of the supplier.

produce every day energizers, poly-products

Principle of electric fencing

Insulator quality is of paramount importance in

poultr y, rabbit), plastic posts and many

(tapes, wires, ropes) insulators, nets (sheep, goat,
Electric fencing is based on a simple principle:

electric fencing. e purpose of insulators is to

accessories for a complete and qualitative range of

Energisers have two terminals, demarcated

ensure that the full amount of energy discharged

electric fencing products, to give to farmers all the

"Fence" and "Earth/Ground." A thin, insulated

into the wire is channelled through the

components necessary to build the fence that each

wire is charged with electric energy from the

intruder/animal when the circuit is closed.

of them is needing.

"Fence" terminal.

Insulators manufactured from

re-retardants and

Present in many countries in Europe (France,

A second, thin wire is connected to an earth.

ultraviolet radiation stabilizers during the

Germany, UK, Ireland, Spain, Portugal, Romania,

compounds, treated with

breglass-type

Whoever/whatever closes the circuit between

manufacturing process are the most reliable and

Poland, Bulgaria, Serbia, Italy, Belgium, e

the two terminals receives a substantial, safe (low

cost eﬀective (some are still performing

Netherlands, Switzerland, Hungary, Slovenia) but

amperage/high voltage) electric shock.

perfectly aer 20 years of continuous use).

also in Russia or Canada, we have the target to
establish one or several partnership in Africa with

Equipment and construction
September - October 2017
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Automatic laser technology deters birds from crops
Birds and damage in grain breeding trials are

following extensive research on possible

24/7 without any human intervention apart

synonymous, and each breeder will have his or

deterrents, we made contact with Eagle Eye

from the initial programming.

her unique way to tackle it. Some will go on the

Bird Control and got hold of a high-powered

oﬀense and others on the defense. e rst

handheld laser. e laser was extremely

But does it work?

usually leads to the culling of birds. It's a last

eﬀective in chasing away unwanted birds but

Yes. is season we have suﬀered almost no

resort action that only brings reprieve for a

needed a human operator. We realised later

damage in the areas covered by the laser beam

season or two, and not an acceptable option for

that this was not a sustainable long-term

thus far.

bird lovers.

solution.

Over the past ten years, there has been a

New technology a winner

beam as a physical threat and ee from it. In

signi cant increase in the hectares being

Fast forward to the 2017 season. Following the

most cases, our experience is that once it ees it

How does it work? e birds identify the laser's

planted at Welgevallen Experimental Farm as

extensive search in regard to bird laser

will not return. e autonomic laser is also

part of breeding trials of the plant breeding

deterrents, “Professor Google” forwarded an

extensively used in other areas of the world, at

laboratory (PBL). ese eﬀorts form part of

alert in 2015 for a new product. It was for the

airports and industries prone to bird damage.

contract research being conducted in support

autonomic bird repelling laser from a Dutch-

e versatility of the technology is further

of the local wheat industry.

based company called Bird Control Group

illustrated with the Seabird saver laser system

(BCG). We made contact and in May 2017 a

that was developed in partnership with the

Rethinking defense mechanisms

demonstration unit was imported and

World Wildlife Fund.

Covering our trials with nets became an almost

installed at WEF. is was the rst time the

impossible task and too expensive. e netting

technology was deployed in South Africa.

also made the use of newer phenotyping

e laser is generally regarded as safe and tted
with BCG's patented Projection Safety System

platforms, i.e. drones, impossible.

e unit consists of a high-powered, class 3B,
green laser that is housed in a watertight

the programmed area. is keeps birds away

e PBL, therefore, had to rethink our defense

casing, similar to that of a security camera. e

without harming them while not impacting the

(PSS) that blocks the laser from shining outside

mechanisms and started exploring diﬀerent

laser's path can be programmed and is

environment or impacting WEF's neighbours,

deterrents. With a school on the one side and a

completely adaptable to the user's

thereby providing a high-tech, innovative

residential area on the other, options are,

requirements. e unit can, therefore,

solution for a low-tech problem.

however, signi cantly limited. In 2015,

autonomously cover the pre-determined area

www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Ishida x-ray technology helps
Karwendel play it safe
Leading German dairy company Karwendel-

protective metal curtains at the inlet and outlet

Werke Huber is ensuring outstanding product

of the inspection chambers have been

quality for its Exquisa and miree cream cheese

customised for each application. To reduce

and quark specialities with the help of eleven X-

noise levels, the infeed and outfeed conveyors

ray inspection systems from Ishida Europe.

on some of the X-ray machines are tted inside
noise absorbing tunnels.

Two models from the Ishida X-ray range have
been installed, the IX-GA-4075, which is

e Ishida X-rays are operating in a three-shi

inspecting plastic tubs with ll weights between

system. On nearly all production lines, packs are

135g and 500g, and the IX-GA-65100, which is

running through the inspection chambers on

able to inspect crates packed with six and 12

twin lanes at a maximum belt speed of 40 metres

individual packs “en bloc”. As well as its so

p e r m i nut e . D e s pit e t h i s c h a l l e n g i n g

cheese and quark specialities, the X-ray systems

throughput, even very small foreign bodies are

are inspecting plant-based products from

reliably detected. During the inspection of

Karwendel's subsidiary NOA, dealing in total

crates, completeness is also checked using a

with 15 diﬀerent pack formats.

counting function.

Foreign body detection with metal detectors was

e Ishida X-ray inspection system technology

not an option because of the metallised

works regardless of the temperature, salt and

(aluminium) lm lid and Karwendel also wanted

water content of the product. It is also possible to

100 programmable pre-sets. Even cleaning is easy,

to be able to detect non-metallic foreign bodies.

test only de ned product areas and to ignore

t han ks to t he accessible st ain less ste el

is includes, for example, small stones in the

speci c parts of the packaging, such as the seal

construction, and the conveyor belts are easy to

herbs and spices formats and pieces of fruit cores

areas. e machines use patented soware with

remove and replace without the need for tools.

that may accidentally end up in the so cheese

a self-learning algorithm called Genetic

and quark formats.

Algorithm (GA). By analysing image data over a

e X-ray inspection systems used by Karwendel-

number of generations, it is possible to enhance

Werke Huber provide the required certainty that

e requirements pro le demanded the reliable

inspection sensitivity by approximately 20 per

the inspected products are free from foreign

detection of speci c foreign body particle sizes

cent when using this function.

bodies. e machines also collect a lot of valuable
data at the end of the lines, and the dairy company

(for example, 1 mm stainless steel, 2 mm glass
and 4 mm PTFE plastic). “anks to their

At Karwendel-Werke Huber, any packs that

wants to take advantage of this data soon.

relatively homogeneous mass, our products can

have been identi ed as faulty by the x-ray

erefore, the next joint project with Ishida will

be detected relatively easily by X-ray inspection

inspection system are isolated in a central

be the implementation of the IDCS (Ishida Data

systems,” reports Stefan Schindler, Head of

collection bin using an air reject. ese reject

Capture System) soware. is web-based

Quality Management at Karwendel-Werke

bins are sealed and can only be opened by

program connects the X-ray inspection systems

Huber. “However, high-performance levels are

authorised personnel. IX-GA-65100 x-ray

and records eﬃciency information such as

required, as all of our production lines work at

inspection systems with extra-large inspection

downtime, performance and quality. e relevant

speeds of 172 cycles per lane (oen using twin

chambers use an arm reject to separate out-of-

data for each product and pack format can then be

lanes) and per minute.” ere are therefore only

spec crates and guide them to a lockable

analysed in real time and displayed graphically,

about three centimetres between the individual

collection table. Data logging records all optical

sorted by product batch, shi, operator, product,

packs on the conveyors.

and numerical information to allow seamless

machine or line. e displays and reports are userde ned and can be individually adapted; the

traceability.

parameters can be accessed online at any time

e selection of the Ishida X-ray systems
followed careful assessment of various models by

e Ishida IX-GA X-ray inspection system is

dur ing op eration, wit hout inter r upting

Karwendel. “e decisive factor for us was the

controlled by touchscreen on a Windows

production.

ease of operation and the display's practical user

interface. A special monitor cover permits

interface,” says Stefan Schindler.

access to authorised employees only by means of
a RFID chip. Aer an automatic set-up process,

Overall Equipment Eﬃciency (OEE) and oﬀers an

For even easier and more space-saving

the machines are ready for use within 90

important business control function. Karwendel

integration on the production lines, the Ishida X-

seconds, aer which time further

expects a direct increase in productivity as a

ne

ray inspection systems feature cooling units

adjustments can be made. Product changeovers

tted on top of the machines. e ultra-strong

are implemented via the fast retrieval of up to
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e IDCS II soware is ideal for measuring

result.
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Technology & innovation

Unmanned aerial vehicles for precision
agriculture
Technology in farming is constantly evolving.

advantages over the traditional forms listed

e company's systems have been used to image

Collecting accurate, reliable georeferenced

above. UAVs are as the name suggests an

row crops of every variety, grains and grasses,

(location in terms of GPS coordinates) data is

unmanned vehicle which ies over the paddock

orchards and vineyards. e bene ts of precision

essential to capitalise on technologies such as

to collect data. ese machines are generally

agriculture rely on accurate data whether

variable rate application of chemicals and

compact, can be cheap, mechanically simple, y

captured in the eld or in the air. In the non-

fertiliser and aid in crop monitoring at a level

below cloud cover and are on way to being easy

agricultural world, Tetracams have imaged

once not imagined. Some current forms of

to operate with advanced autopilot systems.

collecting georeferenced paddock data include:
·

·

Combine harvester – yield maps (crop

Tetracam Inc. Chatsworth Ca. USA-

yield as harvester works through

Tetracam Inc. designs and manufactures

paddock)

multispectral camera systems for agriculture

ADCs optimized for NDVI to the twelve channel

and environmental monitoring.

narrow band MCA they have been able to meet an

e rst system was introduced in 1994, and

requirements.

infrared (NIR) bands to produce

almost unlimited range of customer

such as Normalised Diﬀerence

since then their cameras have been used in daily

e 80 gram micro ADC can be carried by the

Vegetation Index (NDVI)

farm operations and leading edge research

smallest UAVs and even the workhorse micro

Aerial imagery – similar to satellite but

eﬀorts worldwide.

MCA-6 and MCAW-6 systems weigh in at only a

oﬀers higher resolution at higher price
& some other sensor options
·

half kilogram. User interchangeable bandpass
From the start, the company has committed to

Tr a c t o r – G r e e n s e e k e r ( p l a nt

always improving the tools we provide to

imagery to the job. We can integrate a FLIR Tau to

growers everywhere.

provide thermal data along with six multi-

Tetracam considers itself a customer driven

system will include an up-looking light sensor

(DEM) collected from high accuracy

spectral channels. e soon to be released AUK

Utility vehicles e.g. Soil sampling pH &

company, always ready to work with users that

enabling crop re ectance measurements, at the

nutrition, electromagnetic

create the perfect system for their needs.

lowest price ever.

conductivity, Greenseeker, DEM
·
·

lters in the MCAs allow you to customize the

biomass), digital elevation model
GPS
·

With cameras ranging from the single sensor

Satellite imagery – colour and near
natural images & vegetation indices

·

everything from arctic tundra to tropical
marshlands.

All systems include the soware you need to post-

Handheld with GPS – Greenseeker,

process and extract vegetation indexes, canopy

soil sampling

/soil segmentation and much more.

Stationary – moisture probe, weather
station

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are emerging
as a cost eﬀective way to collect data with many
www.farmersreviewafrica.com
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Agricultural Commodity Trading and Risk
Management Software
Managing uctuations in commodity prices has

have led operators to focus on managing their

b e c o m e c e n t r a l t o m a ny a g r i c u l t u r a l

risk exposure more closely than ever.

organisations' business activities in recent years.
Volatility can aﬀect a company's bottom line,

1. Escrow- Agricultural Commodity
Part of this focus revolves around the IT systems

creating uncertainty that can impact funding,

and applications they deploy to help them trade,

investment programmes and shareholder

survey and manage their inherent market,

income.

oﬀered by industry players.

Trading and Risk Management
Sowares
A few years ago, Policy Horizons Canada worked

operational, credit and logistical risks. e life

with futurist and data visualiser Michell Zappa of

cycle of a physical commodity transaction

Envisioning to produce a report called MetaScan

As a result, agribusiness organisations have

carries all manner of risk with it, and needs to be

3: Emerging Technologies1.

increasingly seen the need to adopt a more active

overseen and managed from its initial execution

is report grouped emerging agriculture

approach to managing commodity price risk in

through to its nal settlement.

recent years. But what strategies are common to

technologies which could revolutionise the way
we farm under four key areas of accelerating

this part of the market?

Commodity trading and risk management

change – sensors, food, automation and

(CTRM) systems have been at the forefront of

engineering.

How has the

front- and middle-oﬃce desks. ey assist and

nancial crisis and subsequent

Sensors help agriculture by enabling real-time

regulatory squeeze aﬀected the market? And

enable market participants to follow up and

traceability and diagnosis of crop, livestock and

what internal changes have – and should –

hedge against market price movements,

farm machine state, while food may bene t

agribusiness companies put in place to enhance

monitor their credit risks and obtain an overall

directly from genetic tailoring and potentially

exposure visibility and build a robust price risk

view of the numerous other factors that aﬀect

from producing meat directly in a lab.

management programme?

their trading portfolio.
Automation will help agriculture via large-scale

Commodity trading organizations are facing

e choice of CTRM system should be an

robotic and microrobots to check and maintain

turbulent and challenging times. e global

informed and practical one. In this article, we

crops at the plant level, while engineering involves

nancial crisis and volatile commodities markets

look at some of the services and solutions

technologies that extend the reach of agriculture
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processors.

ere are two types of escrow: passive and active.

For example, management information systems

con rming that the material has been deposited.

As exciting as this report was, it was future-

speci cally designed for buying, selling,

By contrast, active escrow ensures that the

based. ere are numerous technologies and

inventory, and accounting in the fresh produce

necessary components are included in the

or fresh ower industries.

deposit, and are in working order. In line with

Eﬀectively, the fact that a core business system is

meets industry best practice standards and is

to new means, new places and new areas of the

Passive escrow simply sees the escrow agent

economy.

soware which farmers use in the here-and-now

international accepted practice, active escrow

to run their businesses, including systems for
contract management, crop management,
customer management, nancial management,

dependent on licensed soware that the

compliant with SAS 70 and type II audited,

greenhouse management, inventor y

business – farmer – does not own means that the

HIPAA and PCI DSS.

management, labor management, livestock

business has been obliged to outsource this core

management, order processing, pricing

function.

One of Africa's longest-established soware

management, supplier management, logistics

Outsourcing of core or mission critical

escrow service providers (it opened doors in

management and traceability – to name a few.

functions implies far greater operational risk

2004), Escrow Europe concentrates entirely on

Some, like EasyKeeper , simple and secure goat

and the business continuity considerations

active escrow.

herd management soware to help small-scale

associated with this therefore become a major

It provides a broad range of escrow services

issue.

including soware escrow, SaaS escrow (possibly

Consider the following key questions:

environment), data escrow and technology

2

farmers to manage their goat herds and increase

the most vital in today's 'in the cloud' computing

their bottom line, are relatively risk-free.
Others, like Agrivi2, are more complete farm

1.

management systems that help farmers in data-

How many of your mission critical

escrow, for the bene t of users, suppliers and

business pro cesses dep end on

advisors.

driven decision making for improving

soware systems that are licensed for

productivity and pro tability. ese systems –

your use, that is, that you do not own?

e company is truly independent with no ties or

What would the impact on your

relationships to hardware or soware companies.

whether web-based or installed on a standalone

2.

business be if you did not have access

It has achieved the ISO 9001:2008 quality

with risks that fe w farmers have e ven

to that system for one day, one week or

certi cation standard against which professional

contemplated.

one month?

PC or networked across several oﬃces – come

escrow service providers - local and international
- are measured.

is risk?

One way to mitigate the operational risk

One of the biggest mistakes businesses make –

associated with dependency on soware that the

It is one of a handful of companies on the African

and, farming is a business – when integrating

company does not own is for the company to

continent selected by Microso as one of the

soware or IT into their systems, is to neglect to

purchase a Source Code Licence. is situation

featured soware escrow companies for the

consider and acknowledge how dependent their

actively discouraged (usually via an

'Certi ed for Microso Dynamics' (CfMD)

day-to-day operations become on these

outrageously high licence fee) by the developers

Program.

technology platforms, platforms over which they

because it gives the purchasing company direct

have no control.

access to the 'secret code' in which the

Escrow Europe is also a member of the

application is written.

International Soware Escrow Association

An alternative with far more appeal is for both

provision of guidelines and standards that will

(ISEA) an organisation that has as its goals the

In today's environment, farmers are largely
dependent on third party knowledge and
intellectual property for mission critical business

parties to enter into an active escrow agreement.

assist its members in maintaining the highest

systems.

Escrow means 'security in the hands of a trusted

professional standards for delivering soware

third party'. As an independent and neutral

escrow services.

For example, the knowledge and intellectual

third party, the escrow agent guards the

Unprecedented price volatility in sos, grains,

property behind the system that plans and

business-critical assets of its client, including

feeds, edible oils, oilseeds, livestock, and other

manages a picking programme, or a satellite farm

source code of soware, important databases

agri-commodities along with the need for real-

and/or industrial designs.

time information throughout the supply chain are

Under speci c conditions agreed in advance -

Advanced soware for managing volatility and

monitoring system that supplies real-time data

key challenges faced by agriculture companies.

on crop conditions in the elds.
For example, a logistics and tracking system such

such as bankruptcy of the supplier – the agent is

complex logistics is essential for remaining

as those to dispatch deliveries to warehouses, or

authorised to release the material on deposit to

pro table and competitive.

supply chain management for food and beverage

the bene ciaries.
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AspectCTRM

Agriculture Traders Need Reliable Market
Data & CTRM Soware
Managing price volatility and risk is essential for
commodity traders, processors, and food and
beverage companies in the agriculture industry.
AspectCTRM provides the tools needed to
2.

Eka

prepare for dramatic price

Site Automation Control

InSight CM-Global leader in Smart

A dynamic site management and control system

Commodity Management Soware

that includes high level process planning,

InSight CM – Agriculture from Eka, the global

scheduling, task execution, and material

leader in Smart Commodity Management

tracking. Using the soware, bulk handling sites

soware solutions, is a fully-integrated, next-

can increase throughput by optimizing

generation commodity trading and risk

equipment control.

that deal with sos, grains, biofuels, livestock,
lumber, dairy, or other agriculture products rely
on Aspect's CTRM soware for a competitive
advantage.
Aggregating, storing and distributing raw

management (CTRM) platform that captures,

commodities is complex. Optimizing supply

analyses, and manages physical trading,

Smart Scales

procurement, logistics, bulk handling,

Automation of the weighing function at bulk

processing, enterprise risk, and compliance

handling sites, which frees up resources to use at

across sos, grains, feeds, edible oils, oilseeds,

other locations at the site. Using smartphones or

livesto ck, and other agric ulture-bas ed

RFID to communicate with and track drivers as

businesses.

they travel throughout the site, and camera

Using Eka's agriculture solution, farmers,

technology to accurately get a reading of the

originators, traders, and manufacturers gain a

number of axles and weight of a truck, the

real-time view of positions & exposures and how

soware eliminates the need for hardware that is

commodity price changes aﬀect their operating

otherwise required to run the weighbridge.

maximize transport activities, understand
positions and exposure in real-time, and leverage
scenario intelligence to make pro table decisions.
AspectCTRM – An Aﬀordable Upgrade From
Spreadsheets
AspectCTRM is a true cloud-based commodity
eliminates the need for expensive and time

solution also provides sophisticated tools,

Other Eka Solutions

analytics and business intelligence that drive

Eka's Insight CM CTRM platform is also

smarter, faster decisions.

available for a wide range of commodities in the
metals, energy, and manufacturing

chains requires advanced soware. AspectCTRM
gives your team powerful functions to track and

trade and risk management solution, which

margins in order to take appropriate actions. e

elds

Furthermore, agriculture companies with bulk

covering all aspects of a transaction lifecycle

handling facilities such as grain sites and port

i n c l u d i n g t r a d i n g , r i s k m a n a g e m e nt ,

terminals are under constant pressure to

pro cessing , s che du ling , log ist ics, and

increase throughput and to add value to stored

a c c ou nt i ng . Ad d it i on a l ly, it s upp or t s

products. ese facilities then use processes such

commodity trading, transportation and

as blending, milling, separating, crushing, or

logistics, processing, marketing, and hedging.

treating of products for optimal ful lment of

consuming installations. Our aﬀordable CTRM
soware is used by some of the largest trading
rms in the world, and it is also used by small and
mid-sized businesses who need reliable systems to
increase pro ts. Managing trades using
spreadsheets is an antiquated practice. Modern
traders recognize that analysis, reporting, and real
time data is a necessity in today's volatile market.
Traders at over 75 African companies are satis ed
customers of AspectCTRM and AspectDSC, a

orders. Bulk handling facilities must continually

Eka Analytics

work to both increase throughput and achieve

Eka Analytics is powerful, cloud-ready

exacting cargo requirements. Receival, transfer,

analytics solution that uses machine learning

and loading functions must become more

to analyse real-time data from multiple sources

eﬃcient.

including E/CTRM, ERP, CRM, market curves
and spreadsheets. Using this solution,

EKA'S Bulk Handling Soware Platform

companies can ask critical questions about

Commodity Site Manager

potential business scenarios and get fact-based

Web-based portal for bulk stock management

answers in just seconds or minutes instead of

that provides complete visibility of all stock. e

hours or days.

commodity market data platform that oﬀers real
time prices and news. Aspect's CTRM experts
help clients get the most out of their systems and
customize solutions to meet speci c company
needs.
AspectCTRM Features
Trade Management - Deal capture is fast and easy
with AspectCTRM. Monitor real time P&L as
trades are entered and updated. Improve

soware gives decision makers the ability to
monitor stock across an entire enterprise from

When Eka Analytics is combined with Insight

the palm of their hand using a web interface and,

CM, agriculture companies have everything

if necessary, adjust and regrade the site stock

they need to manage in today's complex and

levels.

volatile markets.
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is allows users to instantly see whether data is
making it to its destination correctly. K3's sends
an email alert if there are any problems in the
ow. Feed manager also allows analysts to trace
through every transformation that happens in
K3. is allows quick and easy troubleshooting
and testing as new data types are entered.
Map
Mapping. It is the most miserable job that's been
made entirely easy. ere's always been a greater
need to map more than a column in one system
to another. Because any two applications are
likely to think about data diﬀerently, K3 exposes
Risk Management- AspectCTRM supports

mapping into an intuitive user interface.

con dent decision making with its powerful Risk

4.

Management Module. Address a multitude of

K3- Organize Trade Data &

Whether the user is looking to do simple,

Manage Trading Compliance

complex or path dependent mapping K3 covers

risks including price, volume, volatility, quality,

Whether trading on global futures exchanges or

all bases in an intuitive drag-drop framework.

delivery counterparty, credit and multi-

over-the-counter markets, trading rms need to

Not a single line of code is required.

currency. Gain a clear understanding of market,

organize their trade data to be successful.

credit, settlement and operational exposures.

Managing PnL, Risk, Credit, Margining, and all

Market Data- AspectDSC, which easily

Rules

other functions rely on a complete set of trading

If you've been there...then you know. ere are

data to be successful.

always tough data cases. Like that old legacy

integrates with AspectCTRM, provides traders

system you inherited in a merger that keeps data

with real time and historical data needed to make

K3 has oﬀ the shelf connectivity to over 30

pro table decisions. Aggregate and analyze

global exchanges and brokers.

in some antiquated format?

Use K3 to

commodity prices and news from CBOT, CME,

normalize your data across multiple sources as a

ese can be a real problem. at's why K3 has a

Platts, Dow Jones, BBC and many more industry

foundation to corporate capabilities. Feed trade

rules manager. Rules manager enables you to

sources.
P hy s i c a l O p e r at i on s - Tr a d e r s re l y on

data to a database for simple reporting, a CTRM

solve complex data problems. K3's rules engine

system, or consume via APIs for building

covers transformation, formulas, and even plug-

custom soware solutions.

AspectCTRM for accurate physical data,

in custom functions. Need your data to reach out
to another application to get some additional

including movements and inventory changes.

K3 is a revolution in data integration. Global

meta-data? No problem. Like everything else,

Track shipments and locations to keep products

customers use K3 to manage the complexities of

rules is entirely built for the non-technical

moving eﬃciently. Monitor current inventory

handling very high data payloads where

analyst in an intuitive user interface.

and examine previous storage levels to better

integration failure is simply NOT an option. K3

predict future requirements.

is designed for guaranteed delivery. Features
have been built into K3 to both streamline the

On the backs of organized trade data, K3 helps

Financial Operations- Gain insight into

complexity of trading, as well as create a

you avoid penalties from crossing exchange

Trading Compliance for Every Market

payments and costs with AspectCTRM's

permanent record of everything that has taken

position limits.

Financial Operations Module. Integrate

place.

futures exchanges, K3 has the most complete

Features

global customer base uses K3 to manage

Query

e x c h a n g e l i m it s , up c om i n g M I F I D I I

AspectCTRM with your existing accounting
systems to seamlessly manage nances.

1. Escrow Europe
Michelle Louter
Operations Manager
Telephone: +27 (0)21 852 9365
Fax 2 email: +27 (0)86 244 5895
Mobile: +27 (0)82 990 8977
michelle.louter@escroweurope.co.za
www.escroweurope.co.za

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

Beginning with the major

and exible monitoring engines available. Our

Search any piece of data. Every piece of data,

regulations, and prospective limits under Dodd-

every transformation. that enters K3 is saved.

Frank.

2. Eka Plus
Charlotte Fernandes
Manager - Marketing
Oﬃce: +91 80 4081 9200
charlotte.fernandes@ekaplus
www.ekaplus.com

3. AspectCTRM Agriculture Traders
Mimi Narikot
Digital Marketing Manager
P +1 516 513 4940
mnarikot@aspectenterprise.com
www.aspectenterprise.com
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Vivek Pathak
vp@broadpeakpartners.com
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<<61

and fungicides against fungi, rodenticides

most eco-friendly solution to meet the stringent

against rodents etc.

requirements of customers.

Commodity chemicals

Eco Agriculture Essence

ese are the substances which are

Eco Essence product series include solutions to

manufactured for use in either agriculture or

preventing growth of fungi, bacteria, and viruses

other industries. ey may also include by-

that may attack our crops, or livestock. It's not

products of an industrial process or even

fungicides or antibiotics, in fact, it's not medicine

industrial waste such as dilute caustic or acidic

at all. Eco Essence is based on nano sillica

solutions. ese substances are generally used in

technology, derived from natural ores, you can

farming and have corrosive action on exposed

use it without concern of side eﬀects, or polluting

parts of the human body.

the land.

On-farm veterinary products

How it works

ese are the substances used in the rearing of

environmental problems since, during many

Eco Agriculture Essence is made of natural

animals. ey can be applied to the skin, or

minerals, through the technology, the extremely

administered orally or by injection by

small particles are carrying a great amount of
negative electric charge, bacteria or fungus are

agricultural workers.

uses of pesticides in agriculture, the exposure of

gravitated and adsorbed, losing the activity, then

other organisms, including humans, is not well

Fertilizers

controlled. In addition, there is a widespread,

ese are the plant nutrients and trace elements

atrophy and disintegrate.

even global contamination of the environment

applied generally to the soil to promote the

It's a physical process without chemical reaction,

with some types of persistent pesticides,

growth of crops. Some of them can cause

so it causes no drug resistance. When the plants

especially with organochlorines such as DDT,

irritation or bums to the skin.

get rid of the external interference, they naturally

Preservatives

beautiful.

dieldrin, and aldrin. e use of some pesticides is
also risky for humans. About one million

grow taller, bigger, more productivity, even more

pesticide poisonings occur globally every year,

Preservatives are those agro-chemicals that are

resulting in 20,000 fatalities.

used for preserving agricultural products either
fresh or in processed forms.

Advantages
·

Uses and Applications

Nanoparticles –physical approach
against bacteria and virus

Pesticides

Shang- Well International - Safely Eliminate

e word "pesticide" describes a group of agro-

Bacteria, Fungus, Virus, and Mycotoxins

·

Without Chemical Reaction –Causes
no drug resistance, no side eﬀects

chemicals intended to destroy or control pests of

Shang-Well International has endeavored to

all kinds. ese are named according to their

develop the unique, natural products. We have

intended use. For example insecticides are used

been aggressively sourcing the natural raw

·

User Friendly –Simple, Safe, Non-toxic

against insects, herbicides against weed plants

materials, and continuously researching the

·

Economical –Greatly decreases the cost
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Get Healthy From Inside -Truly
improved from the base
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Oﬃcial opening of BMG World

Events

Official opening of BMG World
BMG marked the oﬃcial opening of the recently

rough this rationalisation initiative, BMG strives to

South Africa and across borders into nine African
countries.

up g r a d e d ' B MG Worl d ' d ist r ibut i on and

achieve cost optimisation, improve regionalised

engineering facility in Johannesburg, by hosting a

branch oﬃce systems, thereby enhancing customer

two day expo in September for suppliers, customers,

service capability.

“e BMG team remains committed to being a

the press and staﬀ.

customer driven business, focusing not only the supply
“Visitors were impressed

“is high pro le event, which included site tours,

by the enormity of our

product exhibits and working demonstrations,

operations, our

showcased how BMG integrates its vast product

comprehensive product

range and extensive technical services, into tangible

range and our extensive

operational eﬃciencies,” says Gavin Pelser,

service oﬀering. BMG has

managing director, BMG, part of Invicta Holdings

expanded dramatically

Limited. “e reveal of BMG World was the

since 1974 when it was

culmination of a consolidation and supply chain re-

established as a single

engineering strategy, which began nearly 10 years

bearings shop in Durban.

ago. e company's R400-million investment to

Today the company has

upgrade the existing Droste Park facilities into a

more than 148 BMG

leading edge distribution centre, centralises

br an c h e s an d a w i d e

functional and support operations onto one site.

distribution network in

www.farmersreviewafrica.com

Le David Samuels Independent
Non Executive Director, Invicta
Holdings and Gavin Pelser
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centre for the BMG Academy of Excellence. e
company recognises the need to grow engineering skills,
not only for its own succession requirements, but also
for the development and sustainability of African
economies.
BMG's extensive product portfolio now encompasses
bearings, seals, power transmission components, drives,
motors and materials handling components. Also in the
range are hydraulics and pneumatics, fasteners and
tools, as well as valves, ltration and lubrication systems.
A cornerstone of BMG's solutions service is 24 hour
reliability engineering – a philosophy aimed at keeping
plant in full productive output for as long as possible,
Oﬃcial opening of BMG World - technical resources and eld services stands

without unnecessary maintenance or unplanned
stoppages.

of quality components, but more importantly on

business.

providing world class integrated engineering solutions

In addition to its central

to diverse industries.”

distribution function,

e BMG World distribution facility processes

the company's specialised

approximately 4 500 transfers to branches daily and

operations, including the

moves more than 1 000 T of product per month, using

uid tech and engineering

BMG World also houses

advanced liing and conveying equipment. e

facilities, technical

automated warehouse management system controls

resources and

over 300 000 line items moving through the 308 000 m³

services.

eld

warehouse.
e upgraded premises
is upgraded facility enables BMG to continue to

also include signi cantly

provide high levels of operating eﬃciencies and

expanded training facilities

delivery service, in line with continued growth of the

in the customer service
Oﬃcial opening of BMG World - tour of the plant 1

BMG marked the oﬃcial opening of the recently upgraded 'BMG World'
distribution and engineering facility in Johannesburg, by hosting a two day
expo in September for suppliers, customers, the press and staﬀ.
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